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INTRODUCTION 
Technological improvements in agriculture have tended to remove 
restraints once imposed by the area of developed land on the supply of 
agricultural products. New technologies, including chemicals, improved 
seeds and tillage practices, have acted as substitutes for land. The 
point was recently made that the marginal rates of substitution of new 
technologies for land have been increasing since 1930 (19, pp. 7-8). 
This trend was reflected in a recent estimate of cropland needed to 
satisfy domestic and foreign demands in 1980. This estimate indicated 
that these demands could be met with 51 million acres less cropland than 
the amount available in 1959 (43, p. 6). Industrial firms have never 
felt the restraint of space or building site to the same degree as agri­
culture. Agriculture, through the development and adoption of new 
techniques, is now approaching a similar position ^ ere land area is 
becoming less of a restraint on the agricultural commodity supply func­
tion. 
This study is concerned with yet another technological development. 
Developed land areas presently being used for crop production are being 
improved through-the alteration or removal of topographical limitations 
believed to be responsible for various problems of soil fertility and 
water management. In recent years, an increasing amount of attention has 
been devoted to the development of land forming techniques. Application 
of such techniques involves potential control over the flow of surface 
water and potential opportunity for improved operation of large high­
speed farm implements. Surface water Includes bôth irrigation water and 
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natural rainfall. 
The Problem 
A problematic situation exists whenever there is doubt, uncertainty 
or confusion concerning the relation of action and outcome. The doubt 
and uncertainty surrounding land forming practices is concerned with the 
economic aspects of their adoption and use. Definitions presented to 
date are based entirely upon the physical aspects of the use and descrip­
tion of land forming practices. Little attempt has been made to describe 
the economic dimension of the problems to be solved through land forming 
in spite of the recognized importance of this dimension. Water manage­
ment problems experienced by farm firms are usually considered and de­
fined, at least implicitly, as economic problems. Poor surface drainage, 
water caused erosion, and supplemental irrigation are all considered to 
have some sort of economic impact upon the farm firm. Nevertheless, the 
solutions to such problems are usually devised by engineers and agrono­
mists, and recommendations are based mostly on concepts of physical 
efficiency with little regard to the economics of the matter. Such is 
presently the situation with respect to land forming. 
The basic criterion of physical efficiency is the ratio of physical 
output to physical input. The ratio may include either the amount of 
output per unit of a fixed factor or the amount per unit of a variable 
factor. Land forming practices have been judged largely on the basis of 
changes in the ratio of physical crop output per acre of land (32). An 
increase in the ratio indicates an increase in physical efficiency. 
However, physical efficiency may or may not be identical with economic 
efficiency, and, as yet, no attempt has been made to apply economic 
criteria to land forming practices. The question of economic feasibility 
of land forming practices points up the problem of the lack of integra­
tion of economic studies with studies concerned with the development of 
new physical techniques of land use in agricultural production. 
The need for integration of disciplines in considering land use 
techniques is.based on the general proposition that land use takes place 
within a framework bounded by limits Imposed by physical possibility, 
economic feasibility, and institutional permissibility. 
The limit of physical possibility is based entirely upon the state 
of technology regarding the application of resources to land in the 
production of goods and services. The limit of economic feasibility is 
based upon the principles of economics which provide a systematic and 
logical framework capable of selecting an optimum combination of re­
sources and products consistent with prescribed individual and societal 
goals or objectives. Institutional limits derive from societal rules and 
norms vAiich usually guide and limit individual action for the purpose of 
maintaining order. Included here are laws, customs and other forms of 
governmental and social control. 
.Consideration of only one restriction \^ile ignoring the others 
results in only a partial analysis of a given problem and hence may not 
result in an optimum solution. In some situations, the physical possi­
bilities of land use are considered in some detail with only partial 
consideration of economic feasibility and no attention given to the 
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institutional framework. However, this results in only a partial analy­
sis, The physical limit prescribes the physical possibilities of land 
use. Economics provides the means of determining the limits of economic 
feasibility, while the institutional framework prescribes the limits of 
institutional permissibility. Land improvements may be physically pos­
sible but not economically feasible. Land forming practices are known to 
be physically possible, but practically nothing is known about their 
economic feasibility. Likewise, the limits of institutional permissibil­
ity as they might affect the adoption and use of land forming have not 
been assessed. 
This study will be concerned with providing the means of filling the 
gap in knowledge concerning the economic feasibility of land forming 
practices. The need for integrated research efforts between the physical 
sciences and economics will be stressed further by indicating the data 
requirements that must be met by the physical disciplines in order that 
a meaningful economic analysis may be conducted. Very limited attention 
will be devoted to the question of the limitations that may be placed on 
land forming by various institutional structures. 
Objectives and Plan of Study 
The general objective of this inquiry is to set forth and develop 
the means of analyzing the economic aspects of the physical-economic 
phenomenon of land forndng. The specific objectives leading to the 
achievement of the general objective are: 
1. Through the examination of economic theory, develop a concep­
tual model ^ Aiich will define and explain the economic 
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relationships of the physical-economic phenomena of land 
forming practices, 
2, Propose the means of examining empirically the economic re­
lationships hypothesized by the conceptual model and illus­
trate application to a specific example of land forming. 
3, Specify the type and quality of physical data yet needed to 
perform more adequately an economic analysis of land forming 
practices. 
The development of land forming in the Eastern United States will 
be examined to provide a basis for determining the proper theoretical 
setting for consideration of applicable economic criteria. The study 
is limited to the Eastern United States because the problems, uncer­
tainties and confusion surrounding land forming have been most urgently 
articulated, with respect to the adoption of these practices in the more 
humid areas. The various individual practices of land forming will be 
examined in detail in order that their purpose and construction methods 
may be fully understood. The identification of sources and types of 
costs and benefits will assist further in the development of hypotheses 
concerning,the economic aspects of land forming practices. Attention 
will also be devoted to the trend of growth and location of land forming 
practices in the Eastern United States to provide insights into future 
trends of growth of these practices and the types of agriculture most 
likely to be affected. 
The information obtained will be used in developing a conceptual 
model explaining the economic aspects of land forming. The model will 
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be oriented around the individual farm firm's economic considerations 
with some incidental references to interfirm and general societal as­
pects. The model will be stated in general terms in order to be ap­
plicable to all land forming practices, but sufficient specificity will 
be maintained to be useful in the analysis of particular practices,. 
Appropriate tools of empirical analysis will be chosen to implement 
the conceptual model. An empirical model or models will be developed 
from the conceptual model for use in obtaining answers to specific 
questions concerning the economic significance of land forming practices, 
A specific case of land forming in western Iowa will be analyzed to 
determine the usefulness of the model and to assess data needs. 
NAIUKE, DEVELOPMENT, AND EXTENT OF 
LAND FORMING PRACTICES 
Definition of Land Forming 
Land forming as developed in the literature pertains mainly to 
topography modification. The concept has been defined in terms of a 
particular group of practices ^ ich modify topography. Several related 
terms arising largely from the nature of the specific practices are 
presently used to describe this basic idea. Consequently, confusion 
exists among scientists, agricultural technicians and farmers as to the 
precise meanings of the terms. Land forming, land smoothing, land 
leveling, and land shaping have all been used interchangeably to des­
cribe the basic concept of topography modification. The independent 
efforts of writers in the field resulted in many definitions indicating 
a wide diversity of practices and terminology associated with an under­
lying central idea of modifying natural cropland surfaces for the pri­
mary purposes of 1) controlling the flow of water over these surfaces, 
and 2) improving machinery efficiency. 
The need for a uniform terminology was noted by those attending a 
workshop conference on land leveling for drainage and irrigation held 
at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in May 1961, The participants included re­
search scientists from several state agricultural experiment stations 
and federal agencies. The list of recommendations made by this group 
was headed by the recommendation to establish a uniform nomenclature 
(41, p. 93). 
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The Surface Drainage Committee of the Anerican Society of Agri-' 
cultural Engineers made the first effort to standardize terminology 
surrounding land forming. In the committee report of June, 1961, 
several drainage terms were defined. Among them were the following: 
"Land Forming: Land forming is the process of changing the topo­
graphy in order to insure the orderly movement of water over the 
land and prepare a base for mechanized farming." 
"Land Grading: Land grading is the surface drainage practice of 
changing the topography of a field by making cuts and fills ac­
cording to the predetermined plan so that each row or plané is 
graded without ponding throughout its length to a field drain." 
"Land Smoothing: Land smoothing is the planing or smoothing of 
the ground surface so that minor differences in elevation are 
eliminated without changing the general contour of the field. 
It is also the finishing operation to correct small surface ir­
regularities following all land forming practices/" 
"Land Leveling: (Not defined) This term has generally been used 
with irrigation work*" 
"Land Shaping: O^ot defined) This term generally pertains to 
the land forming work done in connection wirh erosion control; 
for example, the contour benching of a field or the work done 
in order to provide parallel terraces. It is generally not used 
in connection with surface drainage." 
"Bedding; The process of plowing flat land into a series of low 
ridges separated by parallel dead furrows," 
"Land Crowning: The process of using earth-moving equipment to 
elevate the surface of flat land into a series of broad, low 
ridges separated by parallel field drains or field laterals 
(29, pp. 3-4) 
The report noted that,through popular usage the term "land forming" 
Includes one or a combihation>pf practices including land leveling for 
irrigation, land ^gra^ing for drainage, l^d shaping for erosion control, 
and land smoothing, as well as water channelling to provide watercourses 
to carry water on or off the field (29, p. 3). General usage would 
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appear to dictate that the term "land forming" be considered as a 
general term referring to all activities resulting in topography mod­
ification thereby eliminating its usage in referring to any one specific 
practice. 
In this study land forming is interpreted to mean the modification 
of topography of agricultural land by mechanical means for the purpose 
of increasing the efficiency of resources applied to land in the produc­
tion of primary agricultural commodities. Included within this meaning 
are the specific practices of land grading, land smoothing, land 
shaping; bedding and land crowning as defined by the American Society 
of Agricultural Engineers, 
Thus, land grading is the practice of changing the topography of a 
field by making cuts and fills according to a predetermined plan.so that 
each row or plane is graded to eliminate ponding throughout its length 
to a field drain. The resultant field surface may serve either the pur­
pose of facilitating drainage or irrigation. By defining land grading 
in this manner, the need for the term land leveling is eliminated. Both 
terms, in popular usage, describe essentially the same operation. 
The definition of land smoothing as given by the American Society 
i9of Agricultural Engineers is accepted completely here. Some difficulty 
may arise in considering this both as a separate practice and as an 
integral part of other land forming practices. 
The term land shaping ^ 11 be. used here in reference, to land forming 
activities done in conjunction with erosion control practices. Practices 
such as "cut and fill" teruaces would be included in this category as 
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this practice requires extra expense above the cost of standard terraces 
in order to provide a field surface more conducive to mechanized farming 
operations. 
Bedding and land crowning are specialized practices and the previous 
definitions given by the engineers are satisfactory for use here. 
In outline form, the definitional framework appears as follows: 
Land Forming: Modification of the topography of agricultural 
land by mechanical means for the purpose of increasing the 
efficiency of resources applied to land in the production of 
primary agricultural commodities, 
1. Land Grading 
a. For irrigation 
b. For drainage 
c. For combined irrigation and drainage 
2. Land Smoothing 
a. As a separate practice 
b. As part of other land forming practices 
3. Land Shaping 
4. Bedding 
5. Land Crowning 
The term "land forming" apparently was coined initially in the 
alluvial valley and delta of the Mississippi River by farmers %ho 
adopted the techniques and terminology of land leveling developed in 
the irrigated areas of the arid western states (18, pp, 326-327), The 
activity referred to by this term was the grading of field surfaces for 
irrigation and drainage. The impetus for the early grading activity on 
the Mississippi Mvèr alluvial soils was a series of dry years #ich 
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generated an interest among farmers in irrigation. The exact year in 
which such activities began is not known. Considerable grading is known 
to have been conducted during the early 1950's in the alluvial valley of 
the Mississippi River, Some experimentation with land grading on sugar 
cane land was conducted during the early 1940's in Louisiana (18, 
p. 327), In 1949 experimentation was begun.at Alabama Polytechnic 
Institute in the shaping of rolling land for the purposes of improving 
water control and machinery efficiency (7), 
Early land grading efforts stressed irrigation and as a result were 
not particularly well suited for drainage purposes. The design of the 
field surfaces did not allow enough grade for removal of excess surface 
water. The practically level field surfaces were excellent for irriga­
tion purposes, but in years of normal rainfall excess water was not re­
moved with sufficient speed to prevent crop damage. A modification of 
the western type land leveling technique was required and is still in the 
process of evolution. To begin with, grade was modified. Various de­
grees of grade were tried until now the most common design calls for 
0,2 of a foot fall for every 100 feet of row length. Row length was 
- r ...» 
another factor that required modification. Irrigation requires a row 
length that is compatible with the infiltration capabilities of the soil 
and is usually longer than that necessary to induce good surface drain­
age, Hence, a compromise between irrigation and drainage requirements 
was necessary. Experimentation is still being conducted to determine 
the optimum specifications of a field surface that will lend itself to 
the most efficient control of both natural precipitation and irrigation 
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water. Drainage, however, seems to be the primary consideration in 
present design standards with irrigation a secondary consideration. 
The early experiences with land grading in the Mississippi River 
valley are quite well summarized in the experiences recounted by a 
farmer in Arkansas. The first land grading done on his farm was for 
the primary purpose of creating a surface more suitable to irrigation. 
His initial plan called for the grading of 400 acres to a fall of ap­
proximately 0.1 of a foot to the hundred feet with no side slope. This 
required moving 400 to 600 yards of earth per acre at a cost of $60 to 
$90 per acre. Additional costs in preparing the field surface for ir­
rigation brought the total investment up to $100 per acre. The finished 
field surface was found to be too flat for proper drainage. In the 
words of the farm operator, "In our 50-inch rainfall country we were 
committing suicide by taking that one-tenth leveling and planning for 
that irrigation instead of doing all our thinking for drainage first," 
The thinking was changed and grading plans now call for a 0.2 to 0.4 
fall with liberal side slopes. This not only improved drainage but also 
reduced earth moving costs by reducing the yardage to be moved by one 
half (22). 
Land forming practices received considerable attention from farmers 
and agricultural technicians-in the period immediately following the 
initial adoption of practices in the Mississippi River Delta and 
alluvial valley, J.{W. Borden, vice president in charge of sales for 
the Eversman Manufacturing Co., reported in 1956 that in the five prior 
years agronomists and agricultural engineers in, the Midwest, .East and 
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and South had begun studies of land forming practices. In the same 
period, field technicians and farmers had experienced beneficial results 
from land forming practices. Borden further stated that the 1952 Agri­
cultural Conservation Program bulletin had recognized land smoothing 
and many states had included the practice in their state bulletin. He 
further listed fourteen humid area states that had either conducted 
research on land forming practices or had considerable farmer adoption 
of such practices (3). 
T, U, Edminster of the Soil and Water Conservation Research Divi­
sion of the Agricultural Research Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture, also commented in 1956 on the growth of land forming 
practices in the eastern United States. One example cited was that of 
a large dairy in New Jersey, Tvfeich had graded hay and pasture land for 
approximately four years. Also cited as an example of the increased 
use of land forming practices were the sales of land levelers in the 
humid eastern states. More than 1,200 had been sold in Louisiana. A 
single manufacturer reported sales of more than 400 in southern Illi­
nois (12). Later correspondence in 1959 with a single manufacturer 
indicated that 950 land levelers had been sold in Illinois, 600 in 
Missouri, 450 in Ohio, .400 in Michigan, 1,450 in Arkansas, 400 in 
Mississippi, and smaller numbers in practically every other state in 
the eastern United States. 
Growth and Extent of land Forming Technology 
The only definite indicators of actual numbers of acres subjected 
to land forming practices are the records of the Soil Conservation 
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Service and the Agricultural Conservation Programs Service. Examination 
of the statistical summaries of the Agricultural Conservation Programs 
Service yielded considerable information about the growth and develop­
ment of land forming practices. Land grading for drainage, land 
leveling for irrigation, and crowning or corrugating were the practices 
listed, that could be positively identified as land forming practices. 
Drainage through the use of surface ditches is also listed, and surface 
ditches are an Integral part of land grading and leveling. However, the 
statistical summaries do not provide the means for determining to %hat 
extent the ditching activities may be associated with land grading and 
leveling. 
Land grading for drainage was first listed in the 1952 national 
bulletin of ACP practices. Louisiana reported 68 acres graded under the 
cost sharing arrangements for this practice during that year. The 
practice was not listed in the 1953 or 1954 bulletins, but reappeared 
in 1955 as C-11, Shaping or Land Grading to Permit Effective Surface 
Drainage. C-11 has continued to be listed up to the present time. 
Table 1 indicates the amounts in acres and trend of growth of this 
practice during the period of 1955 through 1961. The thirty-one eastern 
states were divided into six regions and a simple^trend line of the 
form Y " a + bX computed for each region. A standard jt test was used to 
test the hypothesis that b • 0 at the .05 level of significance. In all 
regions, the b values were positive, but only two proved to be statls-
tically significant. In other words, in only two regions can the null 
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hypothesis of b ~ 0 be rejected, .In the eastern states as a vAiole, the 
trend proved to be significant. 
Table 1, Acres of land graded in the eastern United States under ACP, 
practice C-11, land grading or shaping to improve drainage: 
1955-61 
Region 1955 1956 1957 
Year 
1958 1959 1960 1961 
LAKE STATES 407 1,905 2,501 4,409 2,954 2,991 7,132 
com BElj; 20,765 21,197 15,143 15,180 16,496 19,288 21,497 
DELTA STATES 10,774 19,743 16,917 24,706 36,288 45,062 33,576 
SOUTHEAST STATES 623 247 557 1,345 1,539 2,584 1,692 
APPALACHIAN STATES ; 97 198 -— 167 94 314 906 
NORTHEAST STATES 556 756 574 314 519 735 705 
Total 33,222 44,046 35,269 46,121 57,890 70,974 65,508 
The amount of acres graded under the ACP cost-sharing arrangements 
in the eastern states through 1961 totaled 354,114. ACP funds p^d in 
assisting grading activities through the same period totaled $2,865,224. 
Assuming that ACP funds account for approximately half of the total 
cost, the total amount spent on land grading during the period 1955 
through 1961 would be approximately $5,730,000. This would be over­
all average cost of $16.18;p^r acre with the ACP share averaging $8,09. 
However, considerable variation exists in the co8t"^##g^ 
between states and even between counties within individual states. 
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The Delta States region consisting of Arkansas, Louisiana, and 
Mississippi have led in the total average acres graded under ACP prac­
tice C-11, The totals for this region for the period 1955 through 1961 
was 187,134 acres and $1,575,896 in cost-sharing assistance. The 
average cost-sharing rate for the region over the entire period has 
been $8.42, The rate has increased from $5,00 per acre in 1955 to 
$9,46 per acre in 1961. Arkansas has reported the greatest number of 
acres graded both in the region and the eastern states with a total of 
135,538 acres, Louisiana was second in the region and third among the 
eastern states with a total of 41,126 acres, Mississippi reported a 
total of 10,470 acres which ranked it seventh among the eastern states 
reporting land grading under practice C-11. Land grading in the Delta 
Region constituted 32,8 per cent of the total amount of grading in the 
eastern states in 1955, This increased to 63.5 per cent in 1960 and was 
50,5 per cent in 1961. Arkansas alone reported 34.6 per cent of the 
total in 1961, 
The next most important region in terms of amount of acres graded 
was the Corn Belt with 129,159 acres, AGP funds used in cost sharing 
for the region totaled $941,691, This region consists of five states— 
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, and Ohio, Missouri led the region 
and was second among the eastern states with 66,936 acres graded during 
the period 1955 through 1961. The yearly rate of grading in Missouri 
has increased from 3,567 acres in 1955 to 13,673 acres in .1961, Iowa 
was second in the region and fourth among the eastern states with a 
total of 32,415 acres. The rate of grading in this state declined from 
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13,593 acres in 1955 to none reported in 1958. Since 1958 grading^has 
increased to the rate of 3,344 acres in .1961, Ohio was third in the 
region and fifth in the eastern states with 15,777 acres. The rate of 
grading has been rather constant since 1955 during \diich 1,361 acres 
were graded. The rate reached a peak in 1957 of 2,790 acres, declined 
to 1,249 acres in 1959, and increased to a new peak of 2,972 acres in 
1961, Indiana began with 232 acres in 1955 and reached a peak rate of 
1,727 acres in 1958, The amount graded in 1961 was 1,508 acres vAiich 
brought the total acreage graded during the period to 8,524 acres. This 
placed Indiana fourth in the region and ninth in the eastern states. 
Illinois reported 1,605 acres graded in 1955 and 3,902 acres in 1956, 
Illinois has reported no further land grading since 1956, 
The Lake States Region with a total of 23,299 acres graded during 
the period 1955-1961 is the third region in the eastern states. Cost-
sharing assistance for this period totaled $131,696. The cost-sharing 
rate for the region was $4.05 per acre in 1955 and $5.88 in 1961. The 
region consists of three states •— Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. 
Minnesota reported no land grading activities under practice C-11 during 
the period of 1955 through 1961* Wisconsin reported 407 acres graded 
in 1955 at an average cost-sharing rate of $4,05 per acre. The peak 
year for the period for Wisconsin was 1961. During this;;year, 2,923 
acres were graded at an average cost-sharing rate of $8.35 per acre. 
The total acreage in Wisconsin for the ëntire period was 12,934 acres 
TKfaichIranked it ahead of Michigan and sixth among the eastern states 
reporting, land grading, Michigan ireported land grading for. the first 
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time in 1957. The rate of grading has increased from 423 acres in 1957 
to 5,209 acres in 1961 \^ich constituted over half of the 10,315 acres 
graded during the entire period. This total amount of grading was 
enough to rank Michigan tenth among the eastern states reporting land 
grading. Average cost-sharing rates in Michigan were highest in 1957 
at $3.87 per acre. The average went down to $3.04 per acre during 1959 
and 1960 and ended the period in 1961 with $3.36 per acre. 
The Southeast States Region consisting of Alabama, Georgia, Flori­
da, and South Carolina ranked fourth among the six regions with 8,587 
acres graded during the period of 1955 through 1961. Cost-sharing for 
the region for the same period totaled $64,569. The average rate of 
cost-sharing for the region has increased with some fluctuation from 
$5.10 per acre in 1955 to $8.11 per acre in 1961. Considering the states 
of the region individually, Georgia has not reported;.any land grading 
under practice C-11 through 1961. Florida has reported the most for the 
region with 4,890 acres. Thé rate of grading in Florida began with .583 
acres in 1955, declined to 67 acres in 1956, and then increased each 
consecutive year to 1,472 acres in 1961. The average rate of cost-
sharing in Florida in 1955 was $5.14 per acre. The 1961 average rate 
increased to $8,01 per acre. South Carolina first reported land grading 
for drainage in 1958. The amount that year was 612 acres. The greatest 
annual amount reported was 1,166 acres in 1960, Thé year 1961 saw only 
210 acres reported in South; Carolina, The total for the period in Soiith 
Carolina was 2,614 acres. The average cost-sharing rates ranged from a 
high, of $lli93 per acre in 1958 to a low of $7,41 per acre in 1959. The 
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1961 average rate was $9,46 per acre, Alabama has. experienced cost-
sharing for grading on 1,083 acres. The first reported was 40 acres in 
1955, The rate of grading increased to 428 acres in 1957, but since 
then has rapidly declined to a rate of 10 acres in 1961, The average 
rate of cost-sharing in Alabama has ranged from a high of $7,62 per acre 
in 1956 to a low of $2.64 in 1957, The 1961 average rate was $7.50 per 
acre. 
The Northeast States Region consists of Connecticut, Delaware, 
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont, The total acreage graded under 
practice C-11 during the period 1955 throu^ 1961 was 4,158.5 acres. 
/ 
The total amount of ACP funds used in cost-sharing was $305,231. The 
average rates of cost-sharing for this region have been the hi^est for , / 
any region in the eastern states. The range has been from a high of 
$33.06 per acre in 1958 to a low of $20.48 per acre in 1960. The 1961 
average rate was $24.42 per acre. The states of Connecticut, Pennsyl-
vania, and Rhode Island have not reported any land grading activities 
under practice C-11. Vermont had the largest, total amount for the 
Northeast Region with 1,279 acres, Maine was second with 1,084 acres. 
In order of descending magnitude of acreage graded, the remaining States 
were — New Jersey, 540 acres; New Hampshire, 435 acres; Maryland, 387,5 
acres; Massachusetts, 270 acres; Delaware, 136 .-acres; and New York, 27 
acres. The annual rates of grading for these states \^te quite low.and 
vary considerably from year to year. Cost-^ sharing 
from a high of. $197.12 per acre in Massachusetts in 1958 to a low. of 
$12,17 per acre in Massachusetts in I960. Massachusetts has both the 
highest and lowest rates for the region and the highest in the eastern 
states. 
The Appalachian States Region consisting of Kentucky, North Cairo-
lina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia reported 1,776,5 acres 
graded under AGP practice C-11 during the period 1955-1961, Cost-
sharing for the period totaled $44,835 with $25,033 occurring during 
1961, West Virginia has not reported grading activities under practice 
C-11 during the entire period of 1955 through 1961, Tennessee did not 
report any until 1958 when 59 acres were graded. The rate of,gfadidg 
declined to 39 acres in 1959, but then increased to 188 acres in 1960 
and 442 acres in 1961, The total for the period in Tennessee was 728 
acres, Kentucky experienced the same pattern of growth as Tennessee, 
The first year of reporting grading activities was 1958 when 108 acres 
were graded. This declined to 30 acres in 1959 and then increased to 
117,5 acres in 1960 ^ d 459 acres in 1961, North Carolina has inter­
mittently reported land gradinjg activities. In 1955, 97 acres were 
reported. The rate of grading increased to 198 acres in 1956, None 
was reported in 1957 of 1958, In 1959, 20 acres -were reported, and none 
were reported in 1960 and 1961, The total for the period was 315 acres, 
Virginia has^reported the least of any of the eastern states reporting 
land grading. The first year of reporting was 1959, Five acres were 
reported that year. Nine acres -were reported in 1960 and five in 1961, 
which brou^t the total to 19 acres. Average cost-faring irates for the 
region have varied fyom as low as $5»00 per acre in 1955 and 1956 to as 
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high as $41,04 per acre in 1960, The average cost^sharing rate for the 
region in 1961 was $27,63 per acre. The range of rates has varied from 
$5,00 per acre in North Carolina in 1955 to 1956 to $84,27 per acre in 
Kentucky in 1960, 
ACP practice C-13, Land Leveling for Irrigation, was not as wide­
spread as G-11, Land Grading for Drainage, among the eastern states 
during the period 1955 through 1961, In 1955 only two states reported 
acreage leveled under this practice. Arkansas reported 12,279 acres and 
Louisiana reported 68,389 acres for a total of 80,668 acres. Cost-
sharing amounted to $61,398 in Arkansas and $247,617 in Louisiana, The 
sum of the two amounted to a total of $309,015 for the eastern states. 
The average cost-sharing rates were $5*00 per acre in Arkansas and $3.62 
per acre in Louisiana, The two states of Arkansas and Louisiana acr 
counted for the bulk of the land leveling for irrigation in the eastern 
states for the remainder of the period 1955 through 1961, The total for 
these two states was 396,717 acres for the entire period with the total 
for the eastern states amounting to 406,683 acres. The greatest number 
of states reporting land leveling for irrigation for this period wais 
six during the years 1958 through 1960, .In addition to the two states 
already mentioned, Missouri, Alabama, Florida, and South Carolina were , 
added to the list. In 1961 South Carolina ceased to report land 
leveling under practice C-13, MB.ssouri has shown a.considerable 
increase in the annual rate of land leveling. The first year that 
Missouri reported land leveling was; 1958, In that yé^ 625 acres vwere 
leveled under ACP practice G-13, The annual rate has increased evary 
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year until,1961 when 2,239 acres were leveled. The total for the state 
for this four year period was 5,824 acres. Cost-sharing rates in Mis­
souri averaged $19,19 in 1958, the first year of record. In 1961 the 
average rate in the state was $21,73 per acre. The total amount of 
cost-sharing in Missouri for this period was $123,488, 
Florida was the first state in the. Southeast Region to report any 
land leveling for irrigation with 376 acres in 1956, Alabama and South 
Carolina reported land leveling for the first time in 1958, Alabama 
reported 186 acres and South Carolina reported 69 acres. The annual 
rates of leveling in the Southeast Region have varied from a low of 376 
acres in 1956 to a high of 1,106 acres in 1957. In both years Florida 
was the only reporting state in the region. The 1961 total for the 
region was 685 acres. The lowest ^erage cost-sharing rate in this 
region was $8,33 per acre in Florida in 1957, The highest average rate 
was $50,23 per acre in 1961 in Alabama, The total acreage leveled in 
this region for the entire period was 4,142 acres and cost-sharing 
totaled $75,159, 
Land grading for irrigation has been an approved ACP cost-sharing 
practice since 1943 and so is an older practice than land grading for 
drainage. Individual state data were not available for the period 1943 
to 1946. Howeveri the determination was made that the Delta States 
Region experienced 184,461 acres of land leveling during the years 1943 
through ;1945, In fact, all land leveling prior to 1954 occurred in the 
t^QK states of Arkansas and Louisiana, In 1954, Florida entered the 
picture with 140 acres of land leveling. The total amount of land 
c 
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leveling during the period of 1943 through 1954 was 744,351 acres. The 
total for the entire period of 1943 through 1961 amounted to 1,151,721 
acres in the eastern states. Of this amount, 1,140,928 acres were in 
the two states of Arkansas and Louisiana. 
Since the advent,of-landVgrading for drainage, in 1955, the amount 
of land leveling for irrigation has declined steadily in the east^n 
states. In 1954 .the. total àm^ount of land, leveling, reported was 94,831 
acres. In 1955 the total amount was 80,668 acres. The amount of land • 
grading during that year totaled 33,222 acres. By 1961,. the;amount of 
land grading for drainage had increased to an annual rate of 65,508 
acres as compared to 36,835 acres of land leveling for irrigation. 
Whether or not land grading for drainage is replacing land leveling.for 
irrigation is not definitely known, but the .possibility exists. This 
possibility appears even more plausible vtien one considers that fields 
presently being graded for drainage also are capable of being irrigated. 
The land forming practices of crowning or corrugating to facilitate 
surface drainage were reported in the statistical summary of AGP cost-
sharing practices only for the three years of 1951, 1952, and 1953. 
Louisiana was the only eastern state reporting and the amounts, were; 
789 acres in 1951; 931 acres in 1952; and 1,410 acres in 1953. After 
1,953 the practice was no longer listed in the national» bulletin of AGP 
practices. 
Some land forming practices have been conducted without ACP cost- . 
scaring assistance. Land si%oothing has ineveir been listed as - approved 
practice for cost-sharing assist^ce^ Yet, large founts of this 
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practice are completed every year. Land smoothing, by itself, is 
generally considered to be a tillage practice. It is often conducted 
in the normal course of preparing seedbeds to eliminate very minor 
depressional areas vhich often contribute to a ponding problem. It is 
also an integral part in the construction of all other land forming 
practices including the new type of "cut and fill" terraces. Land 
smoothing is also a recommended maintenance procedure to assist in 
maintaining precision grades and to insure smooth uniform field sur­
faces. 
To say that land forming practices are increasing is very difficult 
in light of the information presently available. Such practices are 
continuing to be carried out, but a trend is difficult to discern at 
the present time. Also the exact present extent of such practices is 
difficult to ascertain. The ACP cost-sharing summaries give some idea 
of the present magnitude of such practices to the extent that they have 
been conducted under the auspices of AGP cost-sharing assistance. The 
newer types of terracing which are of a major topography modifying 
nature are not reported as a separate practice but are included among 
' 
the amounts reported as standard terraces. This type of land forming 
practice which is included under the term of land shaping is being 
conducted, but very little information is available concerning its 
extent. 
The participants in the drainage workshop conference held in May 
of 1961 at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, summarized the land forming practices 
conducted in their, states. The practices of primary interest to the 
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participants of this conference were land leveling and land grading. 
The Soil Conservation Service State Conservation Engineer from 
Arkansas reported that land leveling to a planned grade in that state 
has been primarily for irrigation although benefits from drainage im­
provement had also been realized. He further reported that all pre­
cision leveling jobs have been planned with both irrigation and drainage 
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in mind. The rate of land leveling for the six years immediately pre­
ceding 1961 was reported to be about 12,000 to 14,000 acres per year. 
Land smoothing was reported as having been accomplished at the rate of 
about 40,000 acres per year. The principal crops benefiting from land 
leveling have been cotton and soybeans. Land smoothing has benefited 
rice and soybeans. AGP cost-sharing for land leveling was at the rate 
of 8* per cubic yard of earth moved not to exceed $35.00 per acre. Land 
smoothing for drainage,is eligible for a $5.00 per acre payment 
(41, pp. 3-7), 
The AGP statistical summaries indicated that the rate of land 
leveling in Arkansas for the six years 1955 through 1960 never exceeded 
13,000 acres per year and had been as low as 9,251 acres in 1959. These 
rates are substantially lower than those reported by the State Conserva­
tion Engineer, and the apparent discrepancy adds to the difficulty of 
ascertaining the exact amount of this practice presently in existence. 
Some further confusion is caused by the use of the term "land smoothing" 
in the report by the State Conservation Engineer. The practice eligible 
for cost-sharing assistance in Arkansas is ctalled '^Shaping or Land 
Grading toJEermit Effective Surface Draiaage."^C this 
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practice is at the rate of 50 per cent of the average cost of earth 
moving", not^to exceed $5.00 per acre (40, p. 34), The peak rate for 
this practice reported by the Agricultural Conservation Program Service 
was 32,304 ^ res in 1960, The report by the State Conservation Engineer 
would indicate that a considerable amount of this practice has been 
conducted without AGP assistance, or'that he has included in his figure 
the amount of land smoothing conducted in Arkansas idiich is not eligible 
for cost-sharing assistance. 
The State Conservation Engineer from the Soil Conservation Service 
in Louisiana reported that four separate land forming.practices were 
used in that state to improve surface drainage. Land grading was de­
fined as the re-shaping of the ground by grading to planned grades. 
Planned grades require a detailed engineering survey and layout. This 
practice is used mostly in northeast Louisiana in the Mississippi Delta 
l,ands to benefit cotton, com, and soybeans. Land smoothing was de­
fined as the removal of minor irregularities of the land surface with? 
out altering the general topographic pattern. Heavy equipment is used 
in the eafth moving but detailed engineering surveys and layouts are,not 
required. The practice is found in the Red River Valley and the Missis­
sippi Delta section of Louisiana. The main benefits of this practice 
appear to.be the elimination of the need for row drains and surface 
ditches. Crowning was defined as the shaping of an area of land greater 
than 60 feet in \rtdth and of any length to provide continuous surface 
slope across the crowned area. The slope in the direction of the axis 
of the center-line is :not changed.. The side boundaries of the crown are 
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formed by some type of surface ditch. This practice is common in the 
areas where sugar cane is grown both on sugar cane land and pasture 
areas on heavy gumbo soils. Corrugating was defined as shaping adjacent 
areas of land to provide continuous surface cross slopes for the longi­
tudinal center of the corrugation to a dead furrow on each side. The 
slope of the centerline axis is not changed. The practice is used 
mostly on flat, poorly drained, and silty soils in the Red River Valley, 
and in the loessial areas of Louisiana. The practice is not ordinarily 
used on row crop land, but mostly on pasture and meadow. Soil Conserva­
tion Service records show that approximately 20,000 acres of land 
grading and-land smoothing, and approximately 33,000 acres of crowning 
and corrugating had been completed up to 1961. Land leveling for ir­
rigation had been accomplished on approximately 640,000 acres 
(41, PP» 8-10), The discrepancy between these totals and. those reported 
by the AGP statistical, summaries can be accounted for by the fact that 
crowning and corrugating are now reported under the practice C-11, 
Shaping for Land Grading to Permit Effective Surface Drainage. 
Up to the time of the drainage conference in Baton Rouge, all land 
levelingiand land grading in Mississippi had been located in the Delta 
portion of the state. The weather conditions of that area require equal 
emphasis on drainage and irrigation in the design criteria. The re­
sulting practice is known as land leveling in Mississippi, . In the six 
years previous to the drainage conference in Baton Rouge, 28^000 acres 
of row crop land were leveled in the Delta arda of Mississippi. The 
trend in the annual rate of land leveling appeared to be fairly 
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constant. Land leveling is performed on many different soil types and 
the primary crops concerned are cotton, soybeans, and rice. Land 
smoothing was also reported as being used extensively throughout the 
Delta area and to some extent in the hill area of Mississippi, Approx­
imately 11 ,.984 acres of land smoothing in the Delta were reported for 
the period of July 1, 1959, to June 30, 1960 (41, pp, 10-12). The 
figures reported by the State Conservation Engineer are difficult to 
reconcile with the figures reported in the statistical summaries of the 
Agricultural Conservation Program Service. According to the latter 
source, Mississippi has never participated in cost-sharing on land 
leveling for irrigation. Cost-sharing assistance has been given on land 
grading for drainage,.but the acreage so assisted has not approached the 
magnitude of land leveling.reported by the State Conservation Engineer. 
One must conclude that a great amount of the land forming practices in 
Mississippi have been conducted without the aid of cost-sharing assist­
ance, The bulk of the confusion here could be due to differences in 
definition of practices. 
The State Conservation Engineer from Missouri reported that the 
land forming practices of land smoothing, land grading, and land 
leveling had been in use only for the last five oir six years. The rate 
of adoption by farmers had been rather slow. The Soil, Conservation 
Service records for 19.60 indicated 44,522 acres of land smoothing, 
1,715 acres of land grading, and 9,700 acres of land leveling for a 
total of 55,937 acres for the three practices (41, pp, 12-14), Here 
again, either the Soil Conservation Service records or the definition 
of practices differ from those of the Agricultural, Conservation Program 
Service. The ACP records indicate 2,083 acres of land leveling for 
irrigation, and 12,442 acres of land grading for drainage in 1960, Part 
of the problem lies in the fact that land grading and land leveling are 
considered by farmers and most Soil Conservation personnel in Missouri 
to be one and the same. Farmers have planned and established those 
practices with the primary motive of improving drainage and a secondary 
Intent of irrigation ^ en needed (41, pp. 12-14). 
Land forming activities in Tennessee were described as being in 
the introductory stage by the State Conservation Engineer. In East 
Tennessee, land grading was limited to the bottom land areas of the 
French Broad and Pigeon Rivers in Cocke County. A total of 388 acres 
had been completed at that date. Surveys were underway for 875 acres 
in Monroe County on the bottom lands of the Tellico River. The crops 
in the areas where land grading has been accomplished are largely truck 
crops. West Tennessee had 500 acres of land grading and 50 acres of 
land leveling in a three county area (41, pp. 16-17). 
Land forming practices conducted in the Com Belt were reported on 
by the Drainage Engineer, Engineering and Watershed Planning Unit, Soil 
Conservation Service, stationed at Milwaukee, Wisconsin. His report 
stated that during the fiscal year 1960, the Corn Belt reported 33,174 
acres of land grading and smoothing. Land smoothing was described as 
being a tillage practice in the Cornait and sp the figure given does 
not represent :the total use of this practice Land smoothing in the 
Com Belt was described as the Removing of irregularities of the land 
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surface and was considered the most widely used practice in that area. 
Land leveling is the re-shaping of the land surface to a planned grade 
for irrigation. If the earth moving operation is based on drainage 
requirements and specifications and the grading is to planned grades, 
the operation is land grading for drainage. Frequently -these operations 
1 
provide or can provide for both drainage and irrigaièCon. This is par­
ticularly true on the river bottom lands in Iowa and Missouri (41, 
pp. 27-28), 
.The more precise land grading and smoothing operations had been 
underway in the Northeast Region for only about five, or six years at 
the time of the drainage conference in 1961. At that time less than 
10,000 acres had been improved under Soil Conservation Service super­
vision. Most of this had been on hay and grassland in Vermont and Maine 
with à small amount in New York. Several installations in New Jersey 
and Maryland have had the primary purpose of establishing a smooth and 
uniform surface to facilitate the mechahical harvesting of high value 
crops such as peas, spinach, and other vegetables. Before the more 
precise methods of land forming were developed, the crowning of lands 
between shallow surface ditches constructed to a planned grade had been 
carried out by Soil Conservation Service technicians for over 15 years. 
This practice was part of an over-all surface water disposal system which 
often included interception and diversion of upland water. Tljie surface 
drainage developed in this manner is similar to the centuries-old Euro­
pean practice of land bedding (41, pp. 29-31). 
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The information presented thus far indicates a definite increase, in 
interest in land forming practices by farmers and technicians concerned 
with their application. However, a definite trend in the use.of these 
practices has not been established. The acreages^ reported by the Agri­
cultural Conservation Program statistical summaries have varied widely 
from year to year in most of the states reporting the use of these 
practices. The issue is further confused by the wide variation of 
definitions used in describing land forming practices, and the contin­
ual development of new variations on the practices already defined. A 
standard system of terminology for land forming should do much to assist 
in the determination of extent and trends of growth of such practices. 
One item of note is that all the technicians and scientists in attend­
ance at the drainage conference in Baton Rouge were unanimous in their 
opinion that land forming practices would be of great significance in 
the future development of agriculture in the entire United States. 
/ 
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COSTS AND BENEFITS OF LAND FOBMING PRACTICES 
Costs 
Each land forming practice will be examined in detail to fully 
describe the components of construction cost. The examination will 
fully describe the present methods of land forming together with past 
and present costs. The role of cost-sharing under the Agricultural 
Conservation Program and the Soil Conservation Service will also be 
examined with respect to each practice. The purpose of this detailed 
treatment of costs is to enable a thorough understanding of these prac­
tices and the types and magnitudes of costs associated with their 
adoption. 
Land grading 
The first practice to be considered is land grading. This practice 
has as its primary purposes the improvement of surface drainage, facil­
itating supplemental irrigation, and improving machinery efficiency. 
There are, at most, six steps involved in land grading. Not all are 
performed in every instance of land grading nor does each step include 
the same specific operation in every case. However, four of the six are 
necessary in all land grading operations. These six steps are sum­
marized as follows: 
1, The area to be graded must be surveyed to establish a field 
''^0ide grid of 100 foot squares, .In sqme difficult problem 
areas, squares of-à 50 foot size are used. 
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2. The second step is to draw a contour map of the field and make 
the cut and fill computations. 
3. A suggested third step is to use a chisel or ripper to loosen 
the subsoil in the areas to be filled. The reason for this 
suggestion is that water standing in low spots on a field often 
tend to create hard-pan areas. This operation is not performed 
in all cases, 
4. The fourth step is the actual grading operation. This is the 
major earth moving portion of the practice. Implements used 
in this operation include tractors with bulldozers, pan-type 
scrapers towed by either track or rubber tired type tractors, 
and other types of earth moving implements. Haul distances 
apparently play a large part in the determination of the 
implements used in the earth moving operations. 
5. The final grading and smoothing is performed with a land plane 
or land levé1er. The size of tractor required depends on the 
size of the particular plane or leveler. This operation 
finishes the land surface to a high degree of precision. 
6. A final suggested step is to relieve compaction that may have 
been caused by the earth moving activities, Subsoiling or 
deep tillage are two suggested means of accomplishing this 
step. 
Several components of cost can be readily ascertained from the sum­
mary of steps performed in the construction of a graded field surface. 
The first of these is comprised of the costs associated with the survey 
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and design of the field surface. These costs can best be included under 
the title of engineering costs. In those cases Wiere the practice is to 
qualify for ACP cost-sharing, the field surface must be. designed and laid 
out by technicians of the Soil Conservation Service. This service is 
provided to the individual land owner at no cost to him. In fact, such 
services constitute a type of cost-sharing assistance although they are 
not labeled as such. 
In some areas vhere land grading is becoming a widespread practice, 
individual contractors have acquired sufficient skill to provide the 
necessary engineering services. Soil Conservation Service technicians 
must still approve the design and check the final grade on the field 
surface, in order that ACP cost-sharing may be obtained by the farmer. 
Some insight into the magnitude of the engineering portion of a particu­
lar land grading operation was gained from the records kept by a Soil 
Conservation Seryice.engineer. Table 2 summarizes the man days of 
technical assistance required for a complete land grading job on an 
80 acre field in the Missouri River bottom land area of western Iowa. 
For this particular field, one man day of technical assistance was 
required for each five acres graded. The value of this time can be 
determined by applying the technician's salary scale-to the time used. 
In some areas of the eastern United States, private engineers have 
been used to plan and lay out the designed field surface subject to the 
approval, of the Soil Conservation Service. One report of such services 
states that the average cost of surveying and contour mapping field 
surfaces for grading varied from $1»0P to $2,00 per acre. If staking 
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Table 2, Man days of SCS technician time for a complete land grading 
operation on an 80 acre field 
Man days 
Staking keylines 3 
Run elevations 1 
Check ditches and outlets 2 
Finish staking farmer 
Shooting grid 3 
Allotting and design 2 
Checking 2 
Final plan 2 
Miscellaneous _1 
Total man days 16 
the grid were included, the costs increased from $3.00 to $5,00 per 
acre (39), In Mississippi, the costs of having a private,engineer de­
sign and provide maps for a land grading project ranged from $4;00 to 
$6.00 per acre (15), Very few cases of this nature have been reported 
as the Soil Conservation Service has in the most part provided the 
necessary engineering and technical-assistance. 
The next component of construction .dëst consists of the expense 
involved in carrying put the suggested third step of the land grading 
operation. Costs of this type might be labeled as pre-grading land 
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preparation costs. These would include not only the suggested chiseling 
operation but also removal of trash and any land smoothing operations 
performed prior to grading operations. Another operation often per­
formed prior to earth moving operations is discing the field surface to 
facilitate the operation of the earth moving equipment. Any operation 
performed on the field surface that would facilitate the use of heavy 
equipment would be included in this category of costs. Land grading 
operations reported to date have offered very little information as to 
the actual costs associated with pre-grading land preparation. 
The actual grading operation is the largest component of the total 
cost of land grading for drainage. The important variables^influencing 
the costs of earth moving activities include the type of equipment used, 
amount of earth moved, haul distance, time allowed for the job, and 
lAether the earth moving is performed by a farmer or a contractor. No 
detailed studies of the degree of influence of these variables on cost 
have been made. An examination of several articles by agricultural 
engineers, technicians, farmers, and others xdio have had direct exper­
ience with land grading yielded a variety of estimates. One article 
describing land grading in a general sense stated that on the average 
350 cubic yards of earth were moved per acre of land grading. The 
article failed to state the number and location of the acres of land 
grading represented by this figure. The ayerage cost of these activi­
ties was reported as ranging from $40«00 to $100.00 per-acre (39)» 
J, W. Borden stated that precision grading and smoothing in Louisiana 
averaged $45,00 per acre (3), In ^ kansas, the average grading job 
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involved moving 450 cubic yards of»earth per acre. The contract price 
in Arkansas averaged 15* per cubic yard of earth moved, or $67,50 per 
acre (23). 
I. II. Saveson made a reconnaissance survey of seven locations in 
Louisiana •where land grading was underway. The costs of earth, moving 
at these locations ranged from 22* to 30$ per cubic yard. The higher 
costs were found to be associated with.the lighter cuts and fills. 
This would indicate that the situation requiring more travel distance 
to achieve a full load is the more expensive one for earth moving equip­
ment. The per acre cost of these locations varied from $55.00 to 
$120.00 per acre with most of the,land grading averaging from $60,00 
to $75.00 per acre. In terms of time, the earth moving on typical 
sugar cane land required 4% hours to 5 hours per acre. In the flood-
water areas (areas subject to flooding) the time required ranged,up to 
as much as 10 hours per acre (31). 
In Mississippi land grading in the delta area required moving 300 
to 400 cubic yards of earth per acre an average distance of 500 to 700 
feet. The contract costs in Mississippi range from 18* to 25* per cubic 
yard, resulting in per acre costs ranging from $54.00 to $100.00 per 
acre. Agricultural engineers engaged.in land grading research at the 
Delta Branch Experiment Station estimated that a farmer using his own 
equipment could do the same land grading at less cost per acre. By -way 
of contrast, land grading in Clay County, Indiana, was reiported t? 
average $10.00 to $30,00 per acre. The land grading in this area re-
q^uires very littlé earth moying (15)» 
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In eastern Arkansas a case was reported where à fatmer had pur­
chased his own land grading equipment and;had graded a portion of his 
farm land. The machinery used in this case included a small wheel 
I 
scoop pulled by a wheel-type diesel farm tractor, a. disk, land leveler, 
and a three-plow farm tractor. The only pieces of equipment purchased 
in addition to the regular inventory" of farm machinery were the tdieel 
scoop and land leveler. The cost of grading 110 acres of farm land 
with this combination averaged $11.65 per acre (23). Another specific 
example of land grading in Arkansas is that accomplished by the Twist 
Plantation. In this case all land grading was performed by machinery . 
already in the regular farm inventory. Farm tractors were used as power 
for small capacity elevating scrapers to carry out the major earth 
moving operations. The first grading operations were carried out with 
irrigation as the primary motive. This involved moving 400 to 600 cubic 
yards of earth per acre at an, average cost of 15* per cubic yard. The 
per acre cost averaged $60,00 to $90,00. .Later operations conducted 
mainly for drainage improvement with irrigation as a secondary motive 
averaged 300 cubic yards of earth moved per acre at an average cost of 
15$ to 18* per cubic yard. This reduced the per acre costs of earth 
moving to a range of $45,00 to $54.00 (22). 
The next component of construction cost is the expense of the final 
grading operation. This is usually performed by using a land plane or 
land leveler to put the final degree of precision on the graded field 
surface. -The land leveling operation does not involve a large amount of 
earth moving. The implement used in this operation is not designed to 
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move large quantities of earth, but merely eliminates minor irregulari­
ties in the field surface. In many of the land grading operations in 
the eastern United States, the land leveler is of a. size that can be 
pulled by an ordinary three to four-plow farm tractor. The cost of this 
operation depends mainly on the number of passes over the field surface. 
J, W, Borden found that the average cost.of land smoothing operations 
involving the use of a land leveler varied from $3,00 to $6.00 per 
acre (3), A recent examination of the costs of land grading operations 
in western Iowa revealed that the predominant contract rate for the 
land leveling portion was $10,00 per acre. 
The final component of cost is the cost of•tillage operations 
necessary to relieve compaction of the soil caused by the heavy earth 
moving operations. This practice is not universally used in land 
grading operations. Not enough information has been collected regarding 
the costs of this operation to make any statement about it. However, 
the costs might reasonably be assumed to approximate those of chiseling 
and ripping operations performed in the normal course of some farming 
operations. 
One particular engineering study deserves special attention because 
of the detail with which it analyzed the ^parate steps of land grading 
for drainage (44), The analysis was performed as part of a comprehen­
sive experiment being conducted near Norfolk, Virginia. The purpose of 
the experiment was to determine the effectiveness of land grading in 
eliminating hand labor, in reducing the number.of drainage ditches, wd 
in improving the quality and yield of crops. :Detailed records were kept 
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of the time and expense of the separate steps of the land grading opera­
tion. 
The size of the selected area was large enough to permit the use of 
equipment considered best adapted to land grading operations. A skilled 
and experienced equipment operator was obtained to operate the earth 
moving machines. 
The soil in the area is a very fine sandy loam derived from the 
sandy clays and clays of the Virginia coastal plain. Below plow depth 
the texture is a dense silty clay. Natural slopes in the area range 
from level to 0,5 per cent. Previously, approximately 105 feet of 
tempdrary field drains per acre had been dug annually to drain water 
from the low areas to the permanent ditches, 
,The land grading operation was divided into five steps for analy­
sis. These were: . 
1. Initial plot preparation. The plots were disced and plowed to 
remove ridge rowp, and to mix crop residue trash.into the soil. 
A second discing was performed in,preparation for surveying. 
•A. two-plow farm tractor and matching disc was used for this 
job. 
2, Surveys and computations. Topographic surveys were made of 
each plot after permitting the soil to settle after discing. 
Hub stakes were set on 50 foot by 100 foot grid comers, A 
least-squares method was used to. compute grades and the changes 
• in elevation were marked on;the stakea, .Ti®e'required for 
checking the progress of grading was included in. this operation. 
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3. Final plot preparation. Spoil, stumps, and debris along all 
lateral drainage ditches that formed the plot boundaries were 
pulled away from the ditches with a bulldozer. Ditches in the 
middle of two of the plots were filled and all debris hauled 
from the experimental area. 
4. Primary forming. A 75 horsepower tractor (track type) with a 
seven cubic yard scraper were used to move soil and build, grade 
to within 0,1 foot of the desired grade. 
5. Finish forming. The final smoothing was performed with a 30 
foot land plane pulled by a farm tractor. 
The experimental design included the use of five plots. Plot 1 was 
used as the control. Plots 1, 2, and 5 were approximately 200 feet' 
wide. Plots 3 and 4 were about 425 feet wide. Plot 1 included 5,4 
acres. The graded plots 2, 3, 4, and 5 were respectively 6.0, 13.3, 
10.0 and 6.0 acres in size. Plots 2, 3, 4, and 5 were graded in both 
cardinal directions and diagonally. This resulted in a surface plane 
sloping with the natural.topography. Plot 5 was graded parallel to the 
existing lateral ditches and in the same direction that subsequent crop 
rows would follow. The results of the grading operations are summarized 
in Tables 3 to 5 (44), 
Total costs of grading plots 2, 3, and 4 averaged $61,14 per acre. 
Plot 5, #Lich was graded in only one direction, cost only $34,22 per 
acre. Most of the difference in cost can be attributed to the reduction 
in use of heavy equipment on the latter plot. The cost figures indi­
cated that the greatest single item was the eart±i^ operatipns:. 
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Table 3. Distribution and amount of earth moved in forming land, 
Baum Farm, St. Brides, Virginia®' 
Plot 
Item Units 
2 
Complete forming 
3 4 Ave. 
Longitu­
dinal 
forming 
5 
Plot size acres 6.8 13,3 10,0 10,03 6,0 
Portion of plot "cut" per cent 42.5 49,2 42.0 . 44.57 26,2 
Portion of plot "fill" per cent 42.5 41,7 39.0 41.07 23,1 
Portion of plot "neutral" per cent 15.0 9.1 19.0 14.37 50,7 
Earth moved per acre cu. yd. 175 265 188 209 67 
Earth moved per hour cu. yd. 82.5 121,7 89,5 98,6 101,0 
^Average "cut" (range ,26 to .30): ,27 ft. 
Maximum "cut"; ,7 ft. 
Minimum "cut": «1 ft. 
Average "fill" (range .17 to .25); ,22 ft. 
Maximum "fill": ,7 ft. 
Minimum "fill"; ,1 ft. 
Maximum hai^l distance; 900 ft. 
Minimum haul distance: 50 ft. 
Average haul distance: 430 ft. 
Portion of time devoted to haul: 26 per cent 
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Table 4> Time required for land forming operations, Baum Farm, 
St. Brides, Virginia 
Plot 
Item Units Complete forming 
Longitu­
dinal 
forming 
2 3 4 Ave, 5 
Initial plot preparation mac-hr/ac 1.71 1.70 1.53 1,65 1.47 
Surveying and computa­
tions man-hr/ac 6.27 6.11 5.85 6,08 6.02 
Final plot preparation 11 .44 
.88 
.53 
.60 
.50 
.70 
.49 
,73 
.53 
.67 
Primary forming mac-hr/ac 2.06 2.18 2.10 2.11 .67 
Finish forming mac-hr/ac 1.88 1.84 2.35 2.02 1.88 
Table 5. Costs per acre for land forming operations, Baum Farm, 
St. Brides, Virginia 
Operation 
Estimated 
operating 
rate 
(dollars) 
Plot 
Longitu­
dinal 
forming 
3 4 Ave, 5 
Complete forming 
Initial plot prépara- 4.5p/mac-hr 7,70 7.65 6.88 7.41 
tion 
Final plot preparation 12,00/mac-hr 5.30 6,40 6.00 5.90 
l.OO/man-hr® .90 .60 .70 .73 
Primary forming 
Finish forming 
18,00/mac-hr 37.00 39.20 37,80 38.00 
4.50/mac-hr 8.50 8.30 10.50 9.10 
6.60 
6.35 
.67 
12,10 
8.50 
Total cost of land forming 59.40 62.15 61,88 61,14 34.22 
^Labor for removing stumps and trash, 
^Exclusive of cost of surveying and computations. 
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The cost figures do not reflect the time spent in surveying and com­
puting the cuts and fills. Approximately six hours per acre were re­
quired for this task including checking operations during the progress 
of the grading. This is considerably greater than the 1,6 hours per 
acre reported by the SCS technicians in western Iowa, The difference 
could be attributable to thé experimental nature of the Virginia project 
vAiich would require more time in laying out the smaller plots and prob­
ably a generally higher level of precision in survey and design. 
The costs of land grading for drainage that have been discussed 
thus far are those that would be incurred in the process of grading a 
particular field. That is, they are those costs which would comprise 
the initial investment in a graded field surface. A graded field sur­
face must also be maintained from year to year in order that the pre­
cision grade will continue to perform its designed purpose. The 
generally recommended procedure for annual maintenance is the regular 
use of a land plane. In fact, the land planing operation is recommended 
as part of the regular tillage operations on graded field surfaces (3), 
The substitution of a two-way plow for the standard variety has also 
been suggested as a means of maintaining a precision graded field sur­
face, Regular plowing operations tend to move soil from the surface 
and create lasting dead furrows. However, a land plane will correct 
r _ 
some of the imperfections caused by careless tillage operations. Annual 
maintenance costs will consist of the costs of operation of any special 
tillage implement required for annual maintenance plus an annual charge 
for depreciation of the implement. 
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Another important aspect of land grading for drainage is the provi­
sion of adequate outlets for water removed from the field surface. Ade­
quate outlets are absolutely essential for a complete drainage system. 
One of the weaknesses of some land grading has been the failure to 
provide adequate outlets for the excess water. By construction of a 
smooth uniform field surface which has an adequate grade for water re­
moval, the original storage capacity of the old field surface is elimin­
ated. This means that outlet ditches must be constructed or the old 
ones enlarged to handle the increased volume of water. If adequate out­
lets are not provided, ponding problems will develop along the lower 
side of graded fields thus creating a situation oftentimes worse than 
the original drainage problem. The importance of adequate outlets has 
been stressed by most agricultural engineers involved in the construc­
tion and design of surface drainage systems, but veiry little has been 
reported about the cost of this aspect of land grading for drainage. 
Some information was gained through the study of the bills submitted by 
contractors for land grading work in western Iowa. 
The costs of grading land in western Iowa were analyzed by obtain­
ing construction cost data from the bills submitted by the contractors 
to the local ASCS office. Data were collected from one county for the 
years 1959, 1960, 1961 and part of 1962. In total, 57 instances of land 
grading were examined for the entire period. Of this number 39 included 
some ditching or combination of ditching and pipe to provide outlets for 
• .  •  • •  •  • • •  
ejccess water flowing from the graded field surface. The costs of such 
ditching and outlet preparation varied from $4.31 to $274.16 per acre. 
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The acreage used in computing these figures is that indicated on the 
ASCS records as being benefited by the drainage ditches. In all cases, 
this acreage is the stoe as the acreage graded. The average cost of 
providing outlets for those cases reporting such construction was $21,68 
per acre. The average total cost of the complete land grading job, 
including outlet construction, for the 39 cases reporting outlet con­
struction was $89.19 per acre. Outlet construction comprised 24.3 per 
cent of the total cost. The actual grading operation accounted for 
69.0 per cent of the total, cost with the remaining 16,7 per cent being 
accounted for by finish planing and other finishing activities. 
Eighteen land grading cases did not include outlet construction. 
The average total cost of construction in these cases was $70,04 per 
acre. The earth-moving portion of the cost averaged $64.16 per acre or 
91,6 per cent of the total cost. The remainder of the average total 
cost, $5.87 per acre, is the average cost of finish planing and other 
finishing activities. 
Some difficulty arose in the analysis because of the lack of uni­
formity among the bills submitted by the contractors. Not all the bills 
were itemized according to the various tasks performed. Many of the 
land grading jobs were contracted for a flat rate per acre vdiich covered 
all the earth moving and finish grading,activities. Ditching activities 
were always listed separately as they qualify for cost-sharing under a 
separate practice^, but land planing is not a cost-sharing practice and 
was often included in the cost of earth moving, /Therefore, the average 
cost figures giyenyabôvefoir finish planing an^:other flhishihg 
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activities are not representative of such costs. 
A separate analysis of only the land planing and other activities 
involved in finishing a land grading project reveals that the average 
cost per acre is $9.88. This figure is computed on the basis of 33 
cases involving 1,400,9 acres for \^ich the land planing or smoothing 
was itemized on the contractor's bill. In 26 of the 33 cases covering 
the time span 1959-1962, the contractor charged $10.00 per acre for land 
planing performed with a land plane or leveler. In four of the cases, 
the charges were greater than $10.00 per acre. The amounts were $16.40, 
$14.40, $12.00, and $14.17 per acre. The case in vdiich $16.40 per acre 
was charged was one vtoere the land planing was contracted on the basis 
of $7.00 per hour rather than on a per acre basis. The $14.40 per acre 
charge resulted from a contracted rate of $6.00 per hour. The charge 
of $12.00 per acre resulted from a situation lAiere the land planing 
was contracted at a rate of $2.40 per acre per number of times over the 
field. No information could be obtained concerning contract arrange­
ments in the remaining case. Three of the 33 cases involved land 
planing charges of less than $10.00 per acre. The amounts were $9.20, 
$3.96, and $3.00 per acre. In the first situation, the land plying was 
contracted for at the rate of $10,00 per hour. In the second, the con­
tract rate was $5.00 per hour. The third case was contracted for at the 
rate of $1,00 per acre per number of times over the field. 
Other activities indicated on the bills submitted by the contractor 
in addition to land plaiing and the basic earthrmbyiiig activities in­
cluded four cases in ^ich/^a Rome disk was used -to deep till the final 
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field surface. This operation was performed for the purpose of re­
lieving compaction. The charges for this operation averaged $3,93 per 
acre for the 206 acres affected. In one case, a farm size tractor in 
combination with a small capacity scraper was used to assist in finish­
ing the graded field surface. This operation was performed in addition 
to land planing and the discing operation. The charge for this activity 
was $12,00 per hour which resulted in a per acre rate of $14,33, 
Another item of importance to a farmer considering an investment 
in land grading operations is the investment that may he required for 
additional specialized machineiry for. maintenance of formed field sur­
faces, Two such possibilities have already been mentioned for the case 
of land grading. The first of these is the land plane or Ignd leveler. 
The second is the two-way plow. Both have been recommenced as useful 
tools in maintaining precision graded field surfaces. 
The estimate for the initial investment in land grading should also 
include an evaluation of the costs required to restore fertility to 
areas that may. suffer a fertility loss as the result of grading opera­
tions. The designing process will indicate the areas and depths of cut 
and fill. With the present knowledge of soils, an estimate may be made 
concerning the fertility problems that might be encountered and the 
recommended solution for such^problems. Costs can then be determined 
by applying price information to the quantity of .special materials and 
machine:operations required to solve the fertility problems. 
The gtate of #esent knowledge about; the^^^^'ù^^ fertility 
probâems: encountered on inewly ggrWed ; field surfaces ; is «improved, but 
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much still remains to be learned, A recent project at the Delta Branch 
of the Mississippi .Agricultural Experiment Station investigated the 
effects of cutting and filling operations involved in land grading on 
crop performance. One of the most significant variables appeared to be 
soil type, although depths of cuts and fills and degree of compaction 
also seemed to have some effects. The results were reported in a gen­
eral manner without documentation in the Proceedings of the ARStSCS 
Workshop on Land Leveling.for Drainage and Irrigation (41, p. 98), 
The soils involved in the study were those of the Mississippi Flood 
Plain. Many of these soils do not exhibit much evidence of horizon 
development and so surface soil is difficult to define. The only dif­
ference between surface soil and subsoil in these soils is often only 
a matter of aeration and organic matter content. Cotton yields on 
moderately well to well drained soils showed no. difference between cuts., 
fills, and neutral areas in the first year after grading. The cuts and 
fills averaged 0,7 of a foot in depth. Yields on clay soils showed no 
differences between cuts, fills, and neutral, areas. However, silt loam 
soils.consisting of four to six inches of well drained soil overlying 
poorly drained silty material experienced sharply reduced yields on 
heavy cut areas. In one particular situation,.the yield of seed cotton 
on neutral areas averaged 2,214 pounds.per acre in contrast to a yield 
of 248 pounds on arëàs -vdiere cuts of 0,8 of a foot were made, Later 
observations in this instance revealed that uniform.growth and yields 
were obtained in : the third crop after grading. In a fqw àreàs , heavy 
cuts were made on à fine sandy loam soil td-th good to excessive internal 
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drainage, A loançr sand material was exposed idïich resulted in poorer 
crop growth and yields than in neutral areas on the same fields (41, 
p. 98). 
The cut areas on loam and silt loam soils appeared to be sus­
ceptible to crusting and hence are difficult areas on which to secure 
a stand during the first year after grading. The difficulty is ap­
parently attributable to the lesser amount of organic matter in the 
soil exposed after grading. In one example, the organic matter cbn-
) 
tained in the surface soil before grading measured 1.4 per cent as 
compared to .82 per cent after the cuts were made. However, yields 
were not affected in this particular instance. In other instances, 
cuts on loam to sandy loam soils exposed areas of soil found to be 
deficient in sulfur (41, p. 99). 
Restoration of fertility costs may also be of the nature of re­
lieving compaction created by land grading operations. When graded 
fields were compared with ungraded fields in Mississippi, evidence 
appeared indicating that graded fields may be somet^at more susceptible 
to drouth and thus would require earlier and more irrigation. The 
susceptibility did not appear to vary between cuts, fills, and neutral 
areas and was attributed to compaction occurring during the grading 
operation. The general observation was made that plant growth on fill 
areas was less than the growth on cut areas. The compaction problem 
appeared to be greater as thé result of the fill operation particularly 
\diere the soi! surface was holt disturbed bèforé filling, Thesë facts 
indicate that chiseling or deep tillage performed after completing the 
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earth moving and planing operations may be of benefit to crop yields 
(41, p. 99). 
The two types of costs that the Mississippi experience indicated 
might arise in the process of alleviating fertility problems resulting 
from land grading are the following. A depletion of soil nutrients 
caused by removal of top soil indicates the possibility of additional 
costs in the nature of heavy fertilizer applications to rebuild the 
level of soil nutrients. Compaction caused by the earth-moving opera­
tions might necessitate some type of deep tillage,or chiseling operation 
in order to restore proper tilth to the affected areas. These possi­
bilities should be considered in estimating tljie initial investment cost. 
In some situations, special measures to restore fertility may be neces­
sary for a period of years. In,others, additional fertilizer treatment 
or special tillage operations may be ^required in only the first year 
after grading. 
Land shaping 
The next land forming practice to be discussed is land shaping. 
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers has chosen this term to 
identify those activities T^ose purpose is to modify the topography of 
rolling and hilly land. To a certain degree all terracing practices and 
many others used throughout the nation in the past to stem soil erosion 
losses from agricultural land located on hillsides have changed the 
natural topography. The building of ^y terrace requires a certain 
amount of earth moving,, but only in recent years has the idea been 
proposed and practiced of moving l^ger quantities of earth" to provide 
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hillside field surfaces capable of supporting highly intensive mechan­
ized crop production without inducing damaging soil erosion losses. Two 
examples of these practices include the "cut and fill" variety of ter­
races developed in Iowa and some southern states and the bench type 
terrace developed in arid areas for moisture conservation. As this 
study is concerned with humid area agriculture, the most efforts will 
be expended on analyzing the costs of practices common to the eastern 
United States, 
In 1960 the Iowa state office of the Soil Conservation Service, 
United States Department of Agriculture, published a Technical Note 
describing the engineering procedures required to design and lay out 
terrace systems to be constructed using the "cut and fill" method. This 
particular type of terrace construction had been in the process of 
development and experimentation in Iowa for a number of years prior to 
the Technical Note. Two or three demonstration sites were terraces and 
several individual farmers had built terraces using the "cut and fill" 
method prior to 1960, Examination of the Soil Conservation Service 
Technical Note and interviews with farmers revealed the steps of con­
struction and several associated types of costs. 
The first step in construction is the design and layout of the ter­
race system to include computation of cuts and fills. The operation is 
performed in practically all cases by Soil Conservation Service engi­
neers and technicians at no cost to the individual farmer. One of the 
conditions for ACP cost-sharing on this practice is that the terrace 
system be designed and the construction approved by the Soil Conservation 
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Service. Therefore, from the viewpoint of the individual, farmer, this 
operation does not represent any outlay of capitals These costs are 
borne by society through the present cost-sharing arrangements vAiich 
have been instituted to promote soil conserving activities and prac­
tices. 
À second step that may be necessary in some situations is land 
grading prior to terracing. The topography in some cases may be such 
that a large amount of cut would be required to obtain the desired 
grade and parallel alignment of terraces. In that event, some land 
grading prior to terrace construction is desirable. The rule used.in 
Iowa is that ^ enever a cut figure for the terrace channelis greater 
than a number obtained by adding the terrace height to the field slope 
times the length of the ridge foreslope some land grading,is desirable. 
Heavy earth-moving equipment is then used to remove earth from the high 
spots and to deposit it in low spots thus creating a more uniform slope 
for terrace construction. After the grading operation has been com­
pleted, a surface should be resurveyed and a new grade line established. 
The earth-moving costs of this operation, are fairly obvious. The: amount 
of the costs will depend on the degree of uniformity exhibited by the 
topography in each individual case. The yardage of earth to be moved 
can be computed from the survey, data and costs estimated by applying 
price information. 
The step required in all "cut and fill" terracing operations is 
.that, of actual terrace construction. The bulk,of Ithe earthrmoving 
activities is conducted, with pan-type scrapers towed by either rubber 
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tired or track type tractors. The basic operation consists of removing 
earth from areas designated as cuts and depositing earth in areas desig­
nated as fills, By moving along the terrace line, cutting and filling, 
a terrace is gradually constructed. The terraces may be finished with 
a motor grader or a land leveler towed behind a farm tractor. The 
finishing operation may also include the use of a land leveler on the 
areas between terraces in order to provide a uniform surface. The 
purpose of a uniform field surface between terraces is to enhance 
machinery operations and provide for a more uniform flow of water over 
the field surface. The cost of performing the earth-moving operations 
is probably the largest expense item in the construction of "cut and 
fill" terraces. The cost of finishing operations will vary according 
tO: the degree of smoothness and uniformity required or desired on the 
field surface. 
Land forming practices applicable to the rocky and rolling land 
of the southeastern United States have been developed and used in 
experiments at the Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, A field 
laboratory was selected consisting of land typical of millions of acres 
in the Piedmont areas of Alabama, Georgia, and the Carolinas, The area 
selected consisted largely of rolling, variable, rocky, and eroded 
topography. The steps of shaping this land were somewhat different 
than those used in Iowa, but some similarities are apparent. The land 
was shaped to serve two purposes, The term used by the engineers to 
describe their activities was land preparation. The purposes of/the 
land preparation was to provide a suitable field surface for the 
L 
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operation of all kinds of farm machinery for laboratory instruction and 
to establish land preparation methods and practices that could be adapted 
to the area (8). 
The first step in the land preparation was to remove rocks from the 
field. .In this area the rocks are on or near the surface of the ground 
but are too numerous to remove by hand. A tool was developed to rake 
the rocks into windrows for removal by tractor loader and dump truck. 
The tool consisted of a Graham-Hoeme chisel plow, modified by mounting 
all the tines on the rear frame of the plow and adding extta tines to 
decrease the spacing between them. The further addition of a hydraulic 
dumping mechanism created an excellent rock rake. Rocks brought to the 
surface during,subsequent tillage operations .were removed by hand (8)., 
The next step was a rough shaping operation, A bulldozer was ;used 
to fill gulleys, remove stumps, eliminate hedge rows, and to eliminate 
old terraces. This operation prepared the field for laying out the new 
terrace system.(8), 
The terrace system was then laid out and constructed» The first 
system constructed was of a conventional nature along the lines of 
systems.that:had proved satisfactory for farming operations utilizing 
mule power. This syi^^m soon proved to be unsatisfactory i^th respect 
to mechanized farming .operations. Sharp turns in the terracescreated 
difficulties in maneuvering tractors and implements even, at ^^extreinely 
slow speeds. Uneven spacing-of the terraces created a large amount of 
point rows \Aichiadded to the difficulties of machine operation^ After 
three years, the decision was made to Redesign the terrace system in an 
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effort to develop a system more compatible with mechanized farming 
operations (8), 
In developing the new system, the old terraces were eliminated and 
new outlets constructed. The new terrace system was laid out to create 
as majiy parallel terraces as possible. The distance between terraces 
was always a multiple of four 40-inch rows. Where parallel terraces 
were not possible, the rows were made parallel to one terrace. The 
resulting point row areas were seeded to a permanent cover crop. Some 
steep areas not suited to row crops were put in sod or hay crops. 
Along the fence lines, borders were provided for easy row access and 
for turning equipment without damaging crops. The total area taken out 
of production in the form of outlets, borders, and other areas totaled 
approximately 20 per cent of all open land. This area was, for the 
most part, used advantageously in the production of seed and hay crops. 
The borders and outlets also served as field roads. The terraces were 
of a broad based type with adequate width to allow four rows between 
channel and ridge (8), 
Because of the predominance of a very thin layer of topsoil on 
this land, the subsoil was exposed in some places as the result of the 
terrace construction. Only shallow penetration of moldbpard and disk 
plows could be obtained on-the exposed subsoil x^ich necessitated the 
use of: a chisel plow to loosen the ffoil prior to plowing, ,The equipment 
combination used for this operation consisted of a 0-^4 Caterpillar 
tractor with the chisel plows mounted on à tool bar in firont and a 
heavy duty disk plow- ,towed behind,. In thisumanne^ the chiaeliiig and 
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disking operations were performed simultaneously (8). 
Maintenance operations on these terraced field surfaces required 
two specialized items of equipment. Two-way moldbpard ^d disc plows 
have been used in tillage operations. The two-way plow has proved to 
be a very useful tool in terrace maintenance, in the elimination of dead 
furrows between terraces, and in the prevention of elevated field bor­
ders. Elevated field borders have been particularly troublesome in 
creating row drainage problems. A land leveler is the other item of 
equipment that has been used to assist in maintaining the terraced 
field surfaces. Researchers at Alabama stated that this tool has proved 
its excellence in terrace maintenance, smoothing between terraces, and 
in smoothing rough land (8). 
-At about the same time that the Alabama terracing study was being 
conducted, a similar study was being carried out in Missouri. This 
project was a cooperative effort between the Soil ^ d Water Conservatipn 
Division of the Agricultural Research Service, United States Department 
of Agriculture, and the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station. The 
basic tenet of the study was that a successful adaptation of parallel 
terraces to the midwest Claypan soils would eliminate the two main 
objections of farmers to terracing. These twô main objections are 
crooked lines and point rows. The soil involved was one-typical of 
approximately 10,000,000 acres of midwest ClaypOT soils. Slopes are^ 
generally under six per cent in steepness and approximately 400 to 800 
feet in length. The gener:al fertility level is medium to low (37). 
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The type of terrace selected for the new system was of the "cut and 
fill" variety. As the new system of terraces was being superimposed over 
an older system, the old terraces had to be eliminated. The new system 
was first designed on a contour map of the field. Cuts and fills were 
planned to a final grade of either 0,40 or 0.50 foot drop per 100 feet 
of length. Spacing between terraces was increased about 25 per cent 
over recommendations existing at that time and adjusted generally to 
multiples of four corn rows (37). 
In actual construction, the third or fourth terrace on a slope was 
selected as the key terrace, A bulldozér was used to modify the topo­
graphy so that the new terrace could be followed easily by a corn picker 
and trailing wagon. The key terrace required little cutting or filling 
in its construction. The remainder of the terrace lines were then 
staked out. Profile levels were run along the staked lines to determine 
amounts of cuts and fills and any necessary adjustment of the key ter­
race lines. The terrace system was then constructed. Some of the cuts 
made in constructing these terraces were as much as 30 inches deep. In 
one instance, terrace spacing had to be adjusted to prevent the cut 
depth from exceeding 30 inches. Material removed from the cuts was 
deposited in adjacent drainage ways crossed by the terrace line (37), 
No information could be gained from the Missouri report concerning 
the incidence of fertility problems resulting from removal of topsoil 
or compaction. Neither was there any information concerning maintenance 
of the new terrace systems or the need for special equipment for 
maintenance operations. 
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Land shaping techniques have also been developed in Michigan. -The 
topography in some parts of the cherry orchard area practically renders 
the growing of fruit impossible because large spray equipment cannot 
traverse the steep slopes. Many of the slopes in the area are in excess 
of 12 per cent and of a complex nature. The.objective of the land shap­
ing in Michigan is to reduce the steepness and complexity of the slopes 
and provide for orderly disposal of surface water. The Soil Conserva­
tion Service in Michigan conducted an analysis of 33 farms involving 380 
acres which had been subjected to land shaping. Soil maps of these 
acres indicated that 114 acres were on slopes of 0 to 7-per cent, 72 
acres were on slopes of 7 to 12 per cent, and 294 acres were on slopes 
in excess of 12 per cent. The analysis indicated that the slopes under 
12 per cent were directly affected by the shaping operations in that the 
economic size or land base of the unit was enlarged. The precise manner 
in which the lesser slopes were affected was not indicated, but the most 
probable effects would be reorganization of the cropping system and 
changing the field sizes.^ 
Quoting from the letter from the United States Department of Agri­
culture, Soil Conservation Service, in Michigan, "The 0 - 7% area 
includes ridge tops -and valley floors. In all cases the ridges were, 
cut down and the valleys filled to. minimize the difference in elevation. 
The 7 - 12% area includes the acres that lay within the Siteep slopes 
^United States Departàm^ 
Service. 1405 S. Harrison ^ ad, East Private 
communication., 1962. 
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that have uniform slopes and that area of the slope which requires the 
minimum cut and fill, depending upon the needs of the particular field. 
The 12% slopes and above are steep complex slopes that need to be re­
shaped or cut down to permit economical equipment operation. 
"The steep slopes normally are short and irregular in 
nature. The grading operation is across the natural drainage 
courses resulting in a pattern of uniform sldjpes that permit 
the installation of conservation practices. 
"Topsoil is saved whenever possible. When available 
it is spread in the water courses. 
"After re-shaping is completed the land is smoothed 
by disking and harrowing. Stones are picked. Base con­
tour lines are marked with a chisel. Repeated trips are 
made until the chisel penetrates to full depth (16"-18"). 
Area between each contour line is chiseled on a 5' inter­
val. Recommendations are to reopen the chisel marks after 
each run-off producing rain and in the fall prior to snow 
cover. 
"Consideration is being given to having the fill areas 
chiseled after each 18" lift in an attempt to break the 
compacted layer resulting from repeated. trips with the 
bulldozer in bringing the fill up." 
All exposed soil areas are seeded to a perennial grass cover. 
This is considered to be an important step in the Michigan land shaping 
efforts. A permanent cover of grass obtained as quickly as possible is 
needed to protect the land from erosion. The establishment of permanent 
grass cover is assisted by an initial application of 300 to 400 pounds 
of fertilizer with an analysis of 12-12-12. An annual application of 
40 pounds of nitrogen is made thereafter to maintain the grass cover. 
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In all land shaping discussed thus far, there are several readily 
identifiable components of the total initial investment. In all instan­
ces, there are apparently some pre-earth moving activities. These in^ 
elude activities designed to prepare the field surface for the design 
and layout of the terrace system and its eventual construction. Example 
of these activities include the removal of rocks and some rough grading 
activities to make the field surface more uniform thus enabling the ter­
races to be as parallel as possible. In cases where the shaped land 
surface is being constructed on a field surface with an existing ter­
race system, destruction of the old terrace system may be necessary 
before the new one can be designed and laid out. This operation may be 
done before or after the terraces are constructed. In one description 
of parallel terracing, a land leveler was usèd between the new terraces 
to smooth the areas and eliminate old terraces (28). .In,other instances, 
, I . 
field boundaries may be changed to better accommodate farm machinery on 
the shaped field surface. In the New England states, preshaping opera­
tions have included the removal of stone walls and other field obstruc­
tions prior to constructing terrace systems, 
.The engineering work, involved in the designing, laying out , and 
checking the finished terrace system is another activity common to all 
land shaping operations. This activity does not represent a direct cost 
to the farmer in most casés as it is provided as a service frpm the Soil 
Conservation Service. The cost of t service is absorbed by the; entire 
nation through the Federal tax structure, ' Information concerning the 
cost of this particular service is important to those conceded ydLth the 
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most efficient allocation and use of public resources. Present indica­
tions are that land shaping activities of the parallel terrace variety 
require considerably more man hours of technical assistance than do 
standard terraces. Informal discussions with Soil Conservation Service 
personnel directly involved with designing parallel terrace systems have 
indicated that more engineering assistance is required in comparison 
with the older standard terrace systems. Owen indicated that parallel 
terrace systems require three to four times the man hours of engineering 
that are required for conventional terraces (28)* Given a situation of 
scarce engineering resources, the Soil Conservation Service must decide 
how best to allocate these resources among the designing of various 
alternative practices. The question of whether public welfare,is 
benefited in accordance with the additional expenditure•of public re­
sources should be one of the criteria considered in the allpcative 
decision. 
The operation of greatest significance to the individual farmer in 
terms of cost is the construction of the terrace system. Parallel ter­
races of the "cut arid fill" type require a large amount of earth moving. 
The actual amount, depends on the topography and the degree to vhich the 
terraces are made jparallel. Parallel tei±aces of the "cut and fill" 
variety require the use. of heavy earth-moving machi^ry in their con-, 
StrUction, Such equipment is costly to operate :an^'##e resulting per 
unit costs of parallel terracés^^ #^ than those for older types 
of terraces. Included in the construction costs are also those opera­
tions that incur \Aiat migjit be ; labeled as finishing costa. After ' 
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completion of the heavy earth moving needed to conatruct the.basic ter­
race system, motor graders and/or land levelers are often used to,finish 
and smooth the terraces and the inter terrace areas as well. Many minor 
irregularities an4 surface defects which might reduce the water control 
or machinery efficiency features of the completed surface.are cprrected 
in this manner. 
The final component of the total cost of shaping a hillside land 
surface includes those items required to restore or build up fertility 
in areas suffering a severe loss of topsoil or compaction problems. 
Exceptionally heavy applications of fertilizer may be required in some 
areas for a period of years before.the fertility level again matches 
that of the field generally. Deep tillage or chiseling may be required 
to relieve compaction induced by the heavy earth-rmoving operations. The 
establishment of permanent stands of vegetative coyer in waterways-and 
areas of.land left too steep to till are also cost items associated with 
the new field surface and must be considered by the investor» . 
Some cost information is available describing the approximate size 
of investment required for shaping land surfaces. Information is not 
available for all the cost categories listed nor for all situations. In 
1960 a short survey of fanners in North Central Iowa .was undertaken to 
de^termine the characteristics of land shaping operations in that area. 
Ve^ few farmers in t±e area had invested in the new type of terraçing. 
À total of ei^t :dasea -^re; found;rïrtïich .comprised practically the total 
ëi^tènt of ''c ;at that time. . The; total amount 
terraces represented in .the survey.was 45,670 ,linear feet or about 
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8.6 miles, A variety of situations were encountered in this survey. 
The topography varied from 3 per ce^t to 11 per cent slopes with slope 
lengths varying from 200 feet to 500 feet. Costs of construction varied 
from $0.05 per linear foot to $0,1? per linear foot. These costs were 
not able to be broken down into the components suggested previously, -In 
most of the cases, each land shaping job was contracted for by the hour 
and, as a result, earth moving and finishing-activities in addition to 
the terrace construction were merely added into the total sum. The one 
case, in idiich the cost was $0.05 per linear foot, was not a case of 
"cut and fill" construction. The terraces were constructed parallel 
but in a conventional manner. ,If this case is excluded from considera­
tion, the average cost of constructing the "cut and fill" terraced field 
surfaces was $0,121 per linear foot, 
A review by the Soil Conservation Service in Iowa of 11 vendor 
agreements revealed some further information. The vendor agreements 
were the. contracts made by earth-moving contractors with farmers for 
construction of several types of soil conservation practices in 1961. 
The average cost of constructing graded "cut and fill" terraces for 23 
cases was $12.51 per 100 linear feet. This agrees quite closely with 
the figure of $12.10 per 100 linear feet obtained in the previously 
mentioned survey. The seven cases in which the work was done on an 
hourly basis resulted in an average cost per hour of $14,07. The con­
version of the hourly , rate i to a linear rate was, not made by the Soil 
Gonservatibn Service so no comparison cian bê made between the two 
methods of charging. Level 'îcut rand fill" tenzacés such as nctght be 
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used in western Iowa apparently are more expensive to construct, ISie 
charges of 21 vendors were reviewed \ifcich resulted in an average cost of 
$13.81 per 100 linear feet. The charges of five vendors w4io constructed 
terraces on an hourly basis averaged $15.20 per hour. Again, no conver­
sion was made to a linear basis. By way of comparison, the charges of 
thirty-mine vendors who had built standard terraces were reviewed. The 
average cost obtained was $7.19 per 100 linear feet. The difference in 
costs between "cut and fill" terraces and standard terraces would then 
apparently range from $5,32 per 100 linear feet to $6,62 per 100 linear 
feet depending on whether the "cut and fill" terraces were graded or 
level,^ 
The costs of shaping land in the cherry orchard area of Michigan 
varied from $720.00 per acre to as low as $60.00 per acre. The high 
figure was considered to be an unusual case and so was excluded in 
determining the average cost of $150,00 per acre. However, 30 per cent 
more land was made available as a result of shaping. Spreading the 
costs over these additional acres reduced the average to $114.00 per 
acre. A breakdown of the complete per acre costs of shaping land to 
the point of being ready for tree planting were as follows: shaping -
$114,00; chiseling on the contour - $5,00; grass seed - $11.10; ferti­
lizer - $19.67, The total of these costs was $149,77,^ 
^United Statés vDepai^ent of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Ser­
vice, Des Moines, iqwa. Private Communication. 1961. 
'united States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Ser-
vice. .1405 S. -Harrison Road, ; East Lansing, Michigan. Private Com­
munication. 1962. 
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Costs of shaping land in other eastern states are not available. 
Inquiries as to the costs of shaping land in Alabama met with the 
response that no records of cost were being kept. No indication of sig­
nificant amounts of land shaping in other states could be found in the 
literature, 
'Summary of costs 
The previous examination of the various steps of constructing land 
forming practices reveals sufficient information to enable the formula­
tion of general statements concerning the determination of size of ini­
tial investment. Basically, the total initial investment required for 
a formed land surface can be divided into three general categories; pre-
construction costs, construction costs, and post-construction costs. 
These are the investment components as they would be viewed by a farmer 
considering the possibility of investment in a formed field surface. In 
other words: 
Total Investment » Pre-construction Costs + 
Construction Costs + Post-construction Costs 
Each of the three major components can be further subdivided into 
specific operations. Pre-construction costs would include engineering. 
services to include layout and design and those operations necessary to 
prepare the field, surface for the use of heavy earth-moving machinery. 
Examples of the latter group of operations would be the rock raking 
performed in Alabama, rou^ grading required to permit layout of a 
better fierrace •system,, removal of field obstacles, and remioval of excess 
crop residue. The total amount'of pre-construction costs would be 
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dependent upon several variables. The total cost of engineering serv­
ices would be essentially a function of man hours required to survey, 
stake out, design, perform comiputations, and check the finished surface. 
The total amount of time required for such services would in turn be a 
function largely of the size of area, topography irregularities, degree 
of precision required, and problems unique to the specific area being 
treated. Operations necèssary to prepare the land surface for major 
ea.rth moving operations would be a function of the problems peculiar 
to each land forming site. Unusually irregular topography, extremely 
large amounts of crop residues, field obstructions, large amounts of 
stones on the surface and other problems require a wide variety of 
remedial operations. Each one would have to be.analyzed as it became 
necessary for each specific site. 
Construction costs are comprised of two major elements: earth-
moving costs and finishing costs. Of these two, the former is usually 
the larger component. Earth moving costs are largely a function of 
machinery combination, size of area to be formed, and iamotmts of earth 
to be moved. Finishing costs are a function of implement size, area, 
and degree of precision desired. The amount of earth to be moved in any 
given area depends largely on the nature of the topography. Of particu­
lar importance is the degree of irregularity of the land surface. Topo­
graphy variations of a minor nature from tlie average slope of the land 
surface are reflected in the amounts of earth moved in a major land 
forming project. To date no research efforts have been devoted to 
deieicmination of optimummachine combinations for various combinations 
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of land forming practices and topography. 
Post-construction costs are essentially those necessary to bring 
the finished field surface to its greatest crop producing potential. 
In most cases, this involves two possible tasks: restoring fertility 
to those areas suffering a loss of soil nutrients as a result of the 
earth-moving operations ; and relieving compaction brought about by the 
earth-moving operations. The cost of fertility restoration is directly 
dependent upon the amount of fertilizer or other materials required, the 
costs of application, the number of applications required, and the size 
of area requiring treatment. 
Benefits 
The benefits arising from land forming have not yet been precisely 
articulated. This may be due in part to a lack of identification of the 
possible types of benefits resulting from the adoption of land forming 
practices. Several sources will be examined to determine the possible 
types of benefits and to ascertain the existing estimates and measure­
ment of benefits. Each land forming practice will be examined individ­
ually followed by an attempt to generalize for all land forming prac­
tices. Both private and public benefits will be sought after in the 
attempt to identify land forming benefits. 
Land grading 
This practice has been described and its stated purpose given as 
primarily that of improving surface drainage. Improved surface drainage 
manifests itself in several interrelated benefits. Roe and Ayres, 
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speaking of drainage in general, list five primary benefits to the 
individual farm of improving drainage on farm land. These are: 
1) flooding and the consequent loss of fertilizers and seeds are 
largely eliminated, 2) additional high quality land is added to the 
and sloughs possessing great potential fertility but vAiich are too wet 
for crop production, 3) the elimination of ponds and swamps vAiich have 
acted as obstructions to machine operations tend to lo^r the costs and 
improve the ease of farming, 4) fields dry earlier in the spring and 
more quickly after rains thus improving the timeliness of farming 
operations, and 5). improved physical condition of the soil promotes 
vigorous root growth and hardy plants (30, p. 7). 
Roe and Ayres elaborated the above benefits by offering estimates 
of magnitudes. With regard to timeliness of operation, they stated that 
in Minnesota, a delay in planting of two weeks leads to a 27 per cent 
loss in yield. Better physical soil condition was stated to result in 
earlier full maturing com with a consequent noticeable rise in yield 
and quality of crop. Improved drainage, in their estimation, gave rise 
to increased returns through greater production of better quality crops, 
lower costs of production, and the elimination of losses from poor 
drainage. Earnings on farm drainage investments were reputed to normal-
ly range from 15 to 65 per cent annually and 25 per cent annual-
farm by bringing under cultivation ponded areas, swamps 
ly. In their opinion, "There is always a widely va^ytog increase in the 
costs of production" (30, p. 7), While Roe and Ayres did address them-
selves to drainage in general, the bulk of their statements appeared to 
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be drawn from tile drainage experience. However, benefits from surface 
drainage are largely of the same type and nature as internal drainage. 
In fact some situations will permit only the use of surface drainage 
methods. In many cases the internal drainage of the soil is so poor as 
to render tile and other surface drainage practices largely ineffective. 
There have been many indications of the types of benefits possible 
from land grading for improved drainage. Articles and papers by farmers 
and research engineers and agronomists list many possibilities of bene­
fits. Host of the statements have been so general that little empirical 
use can be made of them. However, these will be examined to determine 
the extent to \diich the drainage benefits from land grading fit the 
general categories set forth by Roe and Ayres. 
Some of the articles vAiich have attempted to provide a general look 
at all land forming practices report the following as benefits accruing 
to land grading. The improved field surfaces appeared to add much to 
timely operations and more uniform crop growth. One farmer's opinion 
was âiat through drainage improvement farming operations could begin 
earlier in the spring. This early start was felt throughout the season 
even to earlier harvesting operations. In this particular case, the 
farmer felt that the earlier maturity of his cotton crop saved him con-
siderable loss from boll weevil infestation (23). In another instance, 
a Unit Conservationist of the Soil Conservation Service in Arkansas was 
quoted, as saying, "Timely cultivation prevents weed growth that might 
cut yields by 10 to 20 per cent" (23), Land grading operations in Wis­
consin included timeliness of operation and evenness of crop as t^p 
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primary benefits of improved drainage (23). The elimination of ponding 
and erosion, and corresponding uniform stands were deemed to be major 
benefits in Indiana (34). 
J. W, Borden, in one of the earliest attempts at providing a 
general overview of land grading operations, presented more information 
concerning possible drainage benefits. In. Ohio, small depressions were 
found to yield twenty-five to fifty per cent less than adjoining areas 
on better soils. The average crop yield on these areas can be raised 
five to twenty per cent by installation of a complete surface drainage 
system and land smoothing program (3), In Wisconsin, the drainage 
system was found to partially compensate for relatively poor fertility. 
Yields from areas with improved drainage but no additional fertilizer 
equalled and often exceeded those from fertilized areas with unimproved 
drainage (3). 
Irwin L, Saveson, a pioneer in the research and development of land 
grading in the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River, reported the 
first measurements of benefits. Research conducted in the early 1940's 
in Louisiana indicated the relationships between the area of water 
ponding pockets on a field surface, and yields. Areas of graded sugar 
cane land were compared with nongraded areas. Yields on the graded, 
surfaces averaged 4,59 tons per acre more than,on land with surface 
ponding of two inches or more on. 53 per cent of the area (31). The 
test area consisted of 12 plots of varying precision of grade. The 
fact that yield decreased as;the degree of ponding increased served as 
the indicator of the relationship. .Three years of data were collected 
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from which the above relationship was deduced. The figure of 4,59 tons 
per acre represents the average amount of yield difference between 
having no ponding problem and the areas with 53 per cent of the area 
having,a ponding problem (32), Although the test lacked statistical 
sophistication, it nevertheless provides a basis for hypothesizing that 
sugar cane culture will benefit from graded land surfaces. 
Further evidence was gained from the early land grading trials in 
Louisiana. An approximate total of 500 acres was graded in these early 
tests. The crop in all cases was sugar cane. The results indicated an 
over-all average increase in annual yield of 5.81 standard tons per acre 
with a monetary value at that time of approximately $45.00 per acre. In 
many instances, the costs of grading were met by one year's increase in 
yield (32). Tests were also conducted in Louisiana with regard to 
growing cotton on a graded field surface. T^e"original topography of 
the test site was described as being a moderate ridge and slough condi­
tion. The si,te was graded in 1955 and planted to com and soybeans. 
In 1956, the field was planted to cotton. Table 6 indicates the yield 
results measured at various distances across, the field and a comparison 
of yields before and after grading (31). The point stressed by Sayeson 
was that the yields became more even across the field indicating a more 
uniform stand and growth. In addition, there was an over-all increase 
in yield between the two years used for comparison. 
Other benefits reported by Saveson were drawn from farmer experience 
and observation. These, statements indicate a wide range of benefits and 
include such things as. the. observation of good stands of cotton on 
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Table 6, Effect of land grading upon cotton yields 
1954 yield 1956 yield 
Distance across the field before grading - after grading -
lbs. of lint/A lbs. of lint/A 
85 ft 2296 3392 
265 ft. 2611 3261 
500 ft 2034 3500 
580 ft 1573 3076 
graded land with heavy soils during wet years. Many farmers report more 
efficient machinery operation because of the elimination of wet spots in 
their fields. Some farmers even stress that the benefits of easier 
tilling and cultivating are enough in themselves to justify the expense 
of land grading. Irrigation benefits were reported for those field 
surfaces graded for a dual purpose. In dry weather, the graded fields 
with irrigation reported an increase of one-half to one bale of cotton 
per acre (31), Such general observations offer further evidence of the 
type and form of benefits that may be possible from land grading in­
vestments. 
Other specific instances of land grading seem to indicate about 
the same pattern of benefits. Each individual farmer that has been 
queried on the subject expresses almost the same opinions concerning 
the benefits of land grading for drainage. An example of the reports 
given by fattoers vaio have invested in land grading is the report given 
by one 'Mississippi farmer, His eXjperience indicated several 
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interrelated benefits. Land grading created a more uniform drainage 
pattern and led to earlier drying of the soil. This tended to influence 
practically all of the farming operations. Farming operations can be 
resumed a day or two earlier after periods of rainfall. The soil is 
more easily worked. Plowing can be accomplished at the proper moisture 
level. In general, fields are prepared for crops faster and easier with 
the soil left in better condition for subsequent operations. For ex­
ample, planting operations are improved. Planting can be accomplished . 
with uniform rows, uniform depth of planting and without having to work 
around wet spots. All this results in uniform stands and growth of 
crops. Furthermore, the improved drainage has reduced the need to re­
plant drowned crops. Replanting of cotton has been held to three per 
cent or less of the cotton acreage (17), 
In the same situation, the farmer also claimed machinery efficiency 
benefits in addition to those from improved drainage. Concurrently with 
grading, the field layouts were improved to eliminate point rows and 
increase row length thereby reducing the amount of time required for 
turning. In this particular case, the farmer claimed that he could now 
cultivate 136 acres in the time previously required for 92 acres. Weed 
control problems were reduced through the elimination of potholes lAlch 
tended to reduce stands and encourage grass and weed growth. Harvesting 
efficiency was also cited as being Improved, .Iij the'case of cotton, 
defoliation is uniform because of the uniform growth and maturity of the 
crop. Harvesting moves faster and the quality of the crop is more uni­
form (17). 
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A research engineer in Arkansas reported some\v4iat the same type of 
benefits accruing to.farmers in that state. Farmers were grading their 
cropland for three main reasons. The first one listed was to improve 
the efficiency of irrigation. The uniform field surface enabled the use 
of surface or furrow irrigation rather than sprinkler systems.. Irriga­
tion water was distributed more uniformly over the graded field surface. 
The second reason listed was to improve surface drainage. Some of the 
specific items mentioned included the elimination of low areas and the 
reduction in the required number of surface field ditches. The latter 
was felt to be advantageous because of the high cost of maintaining 
field ditches. The third reason was that graded field surfaces facili­
tate the use of large farm implements and, in general, aid the efficient 
operation of all farm machinery. In Arkansas, the belief was that the 
benefits listed above would be of sufficient magnitude to justify a 
$200,00 per acre investment in land grading on most soils under the 
then existing conditions (6), 
The drainage benefits accruing to the individual farm from land 
grading are apparently of the same type as those suggested by Roe and 
Ayres, These would appear to be roughly of two major types. The first 
might be those benefits, resulting from an improved soil, water and plant 
relationship. Excess soil moisture may inhibit crop growth in a number 
of ways. Poor soil aeration is. one primary factor. As .the larger pore 
spaces in the soil are filled with water, gas diffusion declines rapid­
ly. The oxygen level declines and the carbon dioxide level rises as 
organic matter decomposes "vAien the soil is saturated. Oxygen helps 
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convert insoluble plant nutrients into soluble form and is also a criti­
cal agent in decomposition of organic matter. Oxygen is essential for 
seed germination and the development of root hairs. When the roots of 
crop producing plants are deprived of oxygen, they suffocate and die. 
Intake of water and nutrients is then lowered, and the plant wilts and 
dies. Nutrient uptake of plants is also affected by poor aeration. 
Studies have indicated that reduction of absorption of some elements iis 
a result of restricted aeration. The decomposition of organic matter 
in saturated soil may create toxic -iWels of hydrogen sulfide gas (13), 
Soil temperature is affected in part by moisture levels in the 
soil. Well drained soils warm up faster than saturated soils. The 
specific heat of dry mineral soils averages 0,20 at 15° Centigrade 
compared to a specific heat of 1.00 at 15° Centigrade for water. This 
means that five times more heat is required to raise a unit volume of 
water one degree Centigrade than that required for a unit volume of dry 
soil. In other words, as soil moisture levels increase, more heat is 
required to warm the soil. Seed germination is particularly affected 
by this effect of excess soil moisture on soil temperature. Low soil 
temperatures.also may restrict the branching and development of fine 
roots. The period of dormancy and the rate of after ripening and sub­
sequent germination are affected by low soil temperature. Absorption 
and synthesis of organic materials, translocation of food materials 
within the root system, and respiration all depend on soil temperature. 
Soil temperature has a direct effect on the power of root cells to 
accumulate various, nutrient ions. Low soil temperatures apparently do 
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not seriously retard the absorption of nitrogen, but they do lower the 
rate at which the roots reduce or assimilate the nitrate and convert it 
to organic form. The absorption rate of water may be reduced by low 
soil temperatures thus causing wilting if rapid transpiration creates 
moisture stress. Poor aeration in combination with low temperatures 
lowers the resistance of plant roots to infection and disease (13), 
Excess water in the soil also causes soil structure to suffer. 
Long continuing saturation of soil reduces the attendant alternating 
wetting and drying cycles. Root growth and hiatic activity are reduced 
in wet soils and hence their beneficial effects to soil structure, 
I 
Farming operations conducted on wet soil are harmful to soil structure 
and internal drainage (13). 
The second major type of benefit from improved surface drainage 
would include those of easier and more efficient farming operations. 
The productivity of resources applied to improved surfaces appears to 
be greater than those applied to surfaces with drainage problems. The 
presence of wet spots in fields create many inefficiencies of resource 
use. All machine operations tend to be hindered by wet areas. The 
farmer has the choice of leaving" the areas until they dry or farming 
through them. If the first choice is followed, the field must be 
farmed in stages determined by the speed with %Aiich the various wet 
spots dry, or operations must wait until the entire field is dry. In 
the first instance, the problems of short rows and farming small areas 
in piece-meal fashion arise. In the second instance, and to a certain 
degree in the first instance, the problem of timeliness of operations 
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arises. If the second choice is followed, the problems of .operating 
farm machinery in wet soil arise. In any case, depressional areas often 
cause crops to drown out completely and thus create the need for re­
planting small areas. In some cases vAiere large areas of crops are 
lost, the entire field may be replanted. 
The full effectiveness of fertilizers tend to be lost in wet,areas 
and, in cases \Aiere crops die, fertilizer may yield no return. Similar 
results would occur for seed, labor, and other resources used in crop 
production. 
Graded field surfaces may also be designed not only for drainage 
improvement but for supplemental irrigation. Benefits from supplemental 
irrigation are realized througji increased yields during periods of 
drouth. Supplemental irrigation insures adequate levels of moisture 
during crucial growth periods and thus would tend to raise yield levels 
over time. However supplemental irrigation can be conducted without 
land grading. Therefore irrigation benefits arising from land grading 
must be from more efficient irrigation or from situations where land 
grading is an absolute prerequisite for a supplemental irrigation 
system. ~ 
A study,conducted in Louisiana indicated that land leveling was a 
major item of investment in the development of flooding systems. In 
fact, the.costs of land preparation for flooding systems were found, to 
be considerably more than the costs of preparing land for sprinkler 
irrigation. -Equipment costs, particularly pipe and sprinklers, were the 
major investment for sprinkler systems and were greater than that 
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required for flood irrigation. The total investment required for 
sprinkler systems exceeded that required for flooding systems until 
the acres irrigated reached the 240 mark. At that point, investment 
required for flooding systems exceeded that required for sprinkler sys­
tems. In both systems, the per acre investment decreased as acreage 
increased but at a faster rate for the sprinkler system. The reason 
for this was that sprinkler systems can be used on larger acreages 
without a proportionate increase in investment. The expansion of a 
flooding system requires further land leveling and an increase in in­
vestment roughly proportional to the increased acreage (38), 
If part of the investment in land grading can be charged to drain­
age improvement, the possibility exists that the total investment for 
a flood irrigation system would be even less for small acreages and 
extend the acreage at x^ich it would compete with sprinkler systems. 
This would be even more true if the resulting yield improvement is 
equal for both systems as appeared to be the case in the Louisiana 
study (38). The difference in the initial investment required for a 
land surface graded, entirely for irrigation and one graded only for 
drainage has not been measured. All indications, however, point toward 
the fact that there may not be a significant difference between the in­
vestment required for either of the single purpose land surfaces and 
that required for a dual purpose surface. In other words, graded field 
surfaces should probably be designed for the dual purpose of drainage 
and supplemental irrigation. Water supply for irrigation! would, of 
course, be of primary importance in a decision regarding supplemental 
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irrigation. 
The benefits from supplemental irrigation attributable to an in­
vestment in land grading are difficult to assess. The graded field 
surface permits the use of flood irrigation rather than sprinkler. Some 
benefits may arise from the difference in equipment investment required 
for the two types of systems. The equipment investment for sprinkler 
systems is considerably larger than that for flooding systems, and so 
the graded field surface would permit the use of the irrigation system 
requiring the least equipment investment. Assuming that either irriga­
tion system could be installed and that they have identical effects on 
crop yields, the major benefit that would accrue to the graded field 
surface would be the difference in the size of investment. 
Land shaping 
These practices have been defined as those concerned with the 
modification of rolling or hilly topography. The primary purpose of 
these practices is that of slowing the flow of surface water to prevent 
excessive soil erosion. The secondary purpose of land shaping practices 
is to enhance the operation of farm machinery. This secondary purpose 
distinguishes land shaping from conventional erosion control practices. 
The shaping of sloping field surfaces has involved the construction of 
a terrace system in every case. Combined with the terrace system are 
waterways and terrace outlets. The basic difference between the shaped 
land surface and those with conventional terrace systems is that the 
design of the shaped surface considers not only water control but ma­
chinery efficiency. Through more earth moving, the rolling topography 
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can be made more uniform and terraces constructed as parallel as pos­
sible. The space between terraces is determined not only by considera­
tion of slope but also by consideration of space needed to operate large 
capacity farm machinery. The basic mainstay of shaped field surfaces 
appears to be the terrace system constructed using the "cut and fill" 
technique. 
The benefits resulting from land shaping would appear to include 
not only the reduction of water caused soil erosion but also certain 
machinery efficiency benefits and the benefits of more intensive crop 
production on sloping land surfaces. The specific type and amount of 
benefit would depend somev^at on the particular alternative land use 
and conservation practices under consideration. If an investment in 
land shaping is being considered in place of a farming system that is 
fairly intensive but is also quite inducive to heavy soil losses, then 
a wide range, of benefits in substantial amount may be realized, A 
benefit from the reduction of soil loss may be realized. This benefit 
would be realized over time in the form of a flow of net returns greater 
than the flow if the erosion were permitted to continue. Some improve­
ment in machinery efficiency may result from farming operations performed 
on a more uniform land surface. This may not be particularly great in 
the case of changing from a non-terraced field surface to a terraced 
surface, even in the case of parallel terraces. Much would depend upon 
the condition of the field surface before and after shaping. 
Machinery efficiency is stressed as being the primary motivation 
for the development of improi^e.d terracing methods and design of shaped 
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field surfaces. Previously used terracing methods accomplished the task 
of reducing soil erosion to the permissible limits while permitting in­
tensive farming operations. However, the older style of terrace systems 
often resulted in point rows, crooked terrace lines, and narrow terrace 
channels lAich were not compatible with the advent of modern machinery 
developments. Land shaping was developed to meet both the requirements 
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of erosion control and adaptation of modem farm machinery. The benefits 
claimed from an investment in a shaped land surface were largely those 
of improved machinery efficiency as compared to the older style of ter­
race systems. 
The experiments conducted in Alabama by Corley and his associates 
pointed up the benefits from mechanization as well as the benefits from 
erosion control. The particular crop involved was cotton which was slow 
in being adapted to mechanized farming in the hilly areas of the South­
east States. The first benefit listed by Corley was that hand hoe labor 
was practically eliminated. Mechanization was accomplished completely 
and efficiently according to Corley. The shaped field surfaces in 
Alabama were capable of being irrigated in some cases. Yields of two 
bales of cotton per acre were possible in those cases. Soil erosion was 
practically eliminated because of the water control features of the ter­
races, The shaped field surfaces bereft of fertility experienced a 
gradual increase in soil fertility, improvement in soil structure, and 
also a gradual increase in yields. Machinery opérations could also be 
conducted more efficiently on the shaped field surfaces (7). This last 
benefit resulted from a comparison of machinery operations conducted on 
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old terrace systems designed for mule drawn equipment with operations 
conducted on the new surfaces replacing them. 
One of the primary purposes of the previously mentioned study of 
terrace system improvement conducted in Missouri, was to perform a time 
study of farming operations conducted on the old and new field surfaces. 
Time records of the farming operations were collected from the shaped 
field surfaces and from a similarly farmed.field of conventional ter­
races. These data are summarized in the following tables taken from 
the report written by Dwight D, Smith (37). 
The production time data secured during 1954 for corn indicated a 
28 per cent reduction in operating time on the shaped field surface. 
The only operations measured were planting, cultivating, and shredding 
stalks. In 1955, when all farming operations were considered, an over­
all reduction in operating time of 18 per cent was indicated on the 
shaped field surface. There was, however, considerable variation in 
the per cent of time saved between operations and between years. In 
1954, the least saving in time, 12 per cent, occurred on the third cul­
tivation. In 1955, only a 17 per cent saving in time occurred on the 
first cultivation irtiile no measurement was made for the third cultiva­
tion. Saving in time in planting only varied from 14 per cent in 1954 
to 18 per cent in 1955. The saving in time in stalk shredding varied 
rather widely from 21 per cent in 1954 to 8 per cent in 1955. Between 
operations in 1955, the percentage of time saved varied from a low of 
4 per cent to a high of 23 per cent. The least amount of time saved was 
in the firQt disking operation, and the most was in the plo\^ng operation. 
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Table 7. Production time and per cent saving by parallel terraces 
in production of corn during 1954 
Operation 
Production time per acre Saving 
in 
time 
Conventional 
measured ^  
Parallel 
measured adjusted ® 
Hours Hours Hours Per cent 
Planting 2 - 42" rows 0.56 .51 
00 
14 
Rotary Hoe 2 row .34 .26 .24 29 
Cultivation 1st 2 row .81 .41 .38 53 
Cultivation 2nd 2 row .42^ --- — — — 
Cultivation 3rd 2 row .51 
00 
.45 12 
Shred Stalks 2 row .53 .45 .42 21 
Total hours 2.75^ 2.11 1.97 28 
^Average row length 579 ft. If terraces had been parallel row 
length would have been 1033 ft. Area consisted of 2nd and 3rd terraces 
on slope, 
^Average row length 641 ft. Point rows at bottom and top of field. 
^Data from field of adjusted to comparable row length (1033 ft.) 
for field of a/. 
'^Second cultivation time omitted from total. 
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Table 8. Production time and per cent saving by parallel terraces in 
production of corn during 1955 
Operation 
Production time per acre 
Parallel 
TB 
Conventional 
measured^ measured adjusted 
Saving 
in 
time 
Hours Hours Hours Per cent 
Plowing 2 - 16" 1.15 .92 .88 23 
Disking 10' Tandom .25 .24 .24 4 
Disking 10' Tandom .28 .24 .24 14 
Planting 2 - 40" rows .65 .54 .53 18 
Cultivation 1st 2 row .59 .51 .50 17 
Cultivation 2nd 2 row .37 .35 .34 8 
Cultivation 3rd 2 row .41^ -  -  - - - - ---
Husking 1 row® 1.64 1.32 1.26 20 
Shred Stalks 2 row .40 .38 .37 _8 
Total 5.33^ 4.50 4.38 18 
^Average row length 555 ft. If terraces had been parallel row 
length would have been 1048 ft. Area consisted of 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 
5th terraces on slope. 
^Average row length 839 ft. Area consisted of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
terraces on slope. 
Ggata from field of b/ adjusted to comparable row length 1048 ft. 
for field of a/. 
*%hird cultivation time omitted from total. 
®Down corn required husking one direction. 
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Table 9, Average speed of operation 
Calculated speed per hour 
Operation Corn 1954 Corn 1955 Soybeans 1955 
Conventional Parallel Conventional Parallel Parallel 
Miles Miles Miles Miles Miles 
Plow 2 - 16" —  —  — —  ---- 3.39 4.06 2.54 
Disk 10' Tandom 3.45 3.45 3.01 
Disk 10' Tandom , 2.98 3,45 3.82 
Harrow 2 Section ---- 5.00 
Plant^ 2.50 2.70 2.23 2,57 2.53 
Rotary Hoe^ 4.80 6.30 ---- ----
Cultivation Ist^ 1.65 3.53 2.49 2,75 4.15 
Cultivation 2nd'' 3.57 - - - - 4.03 4,25 ----
Cultivation Srd'^ 2.83 2,91 4.75 ---- ----
Husking 1 row® 3.66 4.39 ----
Shred stalks^ 2.71 3.16 4,11 3.87 "  — —  —  
Average 2.90 3.72 3.29 3.60 
.75 .91 
®Both years together ratio is 0,86. 
^Two row equipment, 
®Down com required husking one direction - speed is averaged for both directions. 
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Data were also collected in 1955 for soybeans grown on the shaped 
field surface. Data for comparison were computed for a conventionally 
terraced surface. The estimated over-all saving in time was 26 per 
cent. The savings in time varied among the operations from a low of 
20 per cent in planting time to a high of 31 per cent in plowing time. 
Considerable criticism could be made regarding the validity of the 
comparisons made in the Missouri study. Land areas of sufficient simi­
larity are always difficult to obtain for this type of comparison. In 
order for the results to be completely valid, all variables except the 
terrace systems must be held constant and equal. This is virtually 
impossible in a situation where two separate land areas are involved 
plus numerous other variables such as machine operator, machine adjust­
ment, weather, etc. The Missouri study attempted to compensate for dif­
ferences as much as possible. Adjustments for differences in row length 
between the two fields were made. The same operator and equipment were 
used insofar as possible. Farming operations were performed under 
weather conditions as similar as possible. Even so, the results, at 
best, must be treated as tentative and preliminary. However, this is 
the only attempt at measuring this type of benefit known to the author. 
Therefore, the results shall be used as further evidence to strengthen 
the machinery efficiency hypothesis regarding land shaping practices. 
The reduction in operating time vould theoretically result in lower 
per unit costs of production. Table 10 constructed by applying cost 
data to the Missouri results indicates the possible magnitude of cost 
reduction between the two types of field surfaces. 
Table 10. Savings in costs of com production; conventional terraces vs. parallel terraces 
Operation 
1954 
Conventional Parallel Savings 
Hours Cost" Cost Hours Cost^ Cost Time Cost 
per hour per acre (adi.) per hour ' per acre hours per acre 
Planting .56 $1.85 $1.04 .48 $1.85 $ .89 .08 $ .15 
Rotary hoe .34 2.00 .68 .24 2.00 .48 .10 .20 
Cultivation 1st .81 1.95 1.58 .38 1.95 .74 .43 .84 
Cultivation 2nd .42 1.95 ----- — — — •  - - - -
Cultivation 3rd .51 1.95 .99 .45 1.95 .88 .06 .11 
Shred stalks .53 2.35 1.25 .42 2.35 . .99 til .26 
Total machine 
operations 2.75 $2.01 $5.54 1.97 $2.02 $3.98 .78 $1.56 
Labor 2.75 .1.25 3.44 1.97 1.25 2.46 .78 .98 
Total 2.75 $3.26 $8.98 1.97 . $3.27 $6.44 .78 $2.54 
1955 
Plowing 1.15 $1.85 $2.13 .88 $1.85 $1.63 .27 $ .50 
Disking .25 2.35 .59 .24 2.35 .56 .01 .03 
Disking .28 2.35 .66 .24 2.35 .56 .04 .10 
Planting .65 1.85 1.20 .53 1.85 .98 .12 .22 
Cultivation 1st .59 1.95 1.15 .50 1.95 .98 .09 .17 
Cultivation 2nd .37 1.95 .72 .34 1.95 .66 .03 .06 
Cultivation 3rd .41 1.95 .80 — — — •  -  — —  —  — — — — — — — — — — 
Husking 1.64 4.90 8.83 1.28 4.90 6.27 .36 2.56 
Shred stalks ,40 2.35 .94 .37 2.35 .87 .03 .07 
Total machine 
operations 5.33 $3.04 $16.22 4.38 $2.86 $12.51 .95 $3.71 
Labor 5.33 1.25 6.56 4.38 1.25 5.46 .95 1.10 
Total 5.33 $4.29 $22.78 4.38 $4.11 $17.97 .95 $4.81 
00 
00 
^risby, James C,, "Iowa Farm Custom Rate Guide," Iowa Farm Science, Vol. 17, No. 7, 
January 1963, pp. 8-9.• 
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In the year 1955, time data were collected for all the farming 
operations performed in corn production. By applying cost data to the 
time data and adding in a charge for labor, a total saving of $4.81 per 
acre was indicated for farming operations conducted on parallel ter­
races as compared to standard terraces. Of this amount, $3.71 per acre 
were saved in costs of machine operations. There was an apparent reduc­
tion in cost for all machine operations considered. The amount varied 
from $0,03 per acre on the first disking to $2,56 per acre for the 
husking operation. The bulk of the total reduction in machine costs 
occurred in the husking operation. In fact, the reduction in cost of 
this operation represented 69 per cent of the total reduction in machine 
costs. The husking operation also required more time than the others 
and was the most costly on a per hour and a per acre basis. 
The amount saved in machine and labor costs is meaningful only 
when compared to the investment necessary to obtain the savings. 
Savings in machine and labor costs represent returns on the investment 
in parallel terraces. The costs of constructing the terraces in Mis­
souri were not reported and so a comparison of estimated returns with 
the initial investment is not readily possible. 
Land smoothing^ 
This land forming practice consists of the use of a special imple­
ment to smooth land surfaces by elimination of minor surface irregulari­
ties, In most respects, it would probably be classified as a tillage 
operation. The use of a land plane or land, leveler is also recommended 
as a finishing operation for other land forming practices. The greatest 
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initial investment for this practice lies in the cost of the land 
leveler or land plane. This varies according to size and complexity 
of the machine. Here again, many benefits are claimed but few attempts 
to measure them have been made, 
A report on land smoothing activities in a single county in Illi­
nois indicated several possible types of benefits and uses of land 
levelers. Land smoothing was reported to provide a field surface which 
reduced the amount of machine operations required to work the soil into 
a good seedbed. The smoothed surface enabled better harvesting of soy­
beans in that harvesting equipment was able to work closer to the ground. 
Wet spots and ditches were filled in, thereby improving surface drainage. 
Annual use of the land leveler assisted greatly in providing a good 
seedbed. In one location, the land leveler was considered as a definite 
aid in terrace building (24), Other indications of benefits from Illi­
nois were given by Soil Conservation Service technicians in the north­
east portion of the state. In that area, the feeling was that land 
smoothing alone would pay for itself by eliminating small puddles and 
by constructing a uniform seedbed. In southern Illinois, land smoothing 
was considered as a possible solution to the drainage problems in both 
upland and bottom land areas (3). 
In Missouri, yield increases were reported for com and soybeans 
grown on smoothed land, A corn yield increase of 5,1 bushels per acre 
occurred in 1952 an increase of 11.3 bushels per acre occurred in 
1953. These yield ihcreàâeâ 'were attributed largely to land smoothing. 
On sloping land, smoothing reduced the concentration of runoff into 
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rills thereby reducing erosion. Soybeans were found to yield 5.1 bush­
els per acre greater on smoothed terraced land than on unsmoothed (3), 
These yield increases are substantial and would constitute a consider­
able benefit if they can be attributed entirely to land smoothing. 
There is some question concerning the possibility of other factors af­
fecting these yield increases not the least of which is weather. 
In East-Central Michigan, land smoothing is claimed to have been 
instrumental in increasing stands of oats and lAieat by at least 14 per 
cent. Land smoothing alone has been credited with increasing by 10 per 
cent the number of plants per acre of row crops to include corn, soy­
beans, and sugar beets. Land smoothing in combination with surface 
drains have improved seedbeds and increased the number of plants per 
acre on legume and grass seedings. Machinery efficiency has been en­
hanced by the fact that land smoothing has eliminated the need for 50 per 
cent of the field ditches in most cases. Wheat yields in the area aver­
aged 25 bushels per acre before land smoothing. After land smoothing, 
yields increased to 58 bushels per acre. With respect to sugar beets, 
one farmer compared the yield on a smoothed area with that on a non-
smoothed area. The same, fertilizer and cultivation treatments were used 
on both. The beet yield averaged one ton per acre more on the smoothed 
field surface (3). 
The agricultural experiment station in Alabama, was reported to 
have had excellent results with land smoothing for a period of several 
years. Some of the specific benefits mentioned included the elimination 
of ponded areas and the preparation of smooth uniform seedbeds. These 
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enabled the seeding of small grains in the fall without the fear of 
having the crop drowned out in the wet season (3), 
Jo W, Borden summarized the benefits of land smoothing as including 
the following items. Fertilizer application can be accomplished more 
efficiently on a smoothed field surface. A better job of plowing can be 
performed if there are no wet spots or hard dry areas in the field. 
Land smoothing would tend to even out soil moisture distribution thus 
enabling the entire field surface to be plowed at the optimum time. A 
firm well prepared'-seedbed will retain moisture for germination if the 
weather is dry. Land smoothing assists in preparation of such a seed­
bed. The more uniform field surface tends to assist in planting seed 
at a uniform correct depth thus leading to uniform germination and 
growth, -The uniform stands assist in better cultivation and more ef­
ficient harvesting operations. All machine operations can be conducted 
faster and with less wear on smooth uniform field surfaces (3).% 
The types of benefits claimed for land smoothing would appear;to be 
similar to those claimed for land grading. The magnitude may differ 
because land smoothing will correct only minor surface irregularities; 
lAereas, land grading is a more, comprehensive change of topography . The 
benefits from land smoothing would appear to be of an annual recurring 
type. However, land smoothing may also have to be performed annually 
to insure that the benefits continue. The frequency of land smoothing 
necessary to attain maximum benefits has not yet been defined. Land 
smoothing is recommended as an annual maintenance procedure for graded 
field surfaces^ For nongraded surfaces that are smoothed only with a 
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land plane or land leveler, the operation is usually recommended as a 
part of the normal tillage operations. 
There is not yet any evidence indicating the effects of land 
smoothing conducted on a regular annual basis. Several possibilities 
could occur. Regular annual smoothing could result in a gradual cumula­
tive improvement of the land surface over time until some equilibrium 
surface was established. At that time, the amount of land smoothing 
necessary to maintain the surface may be something less than the amount 
needed to create the improved surface. À reduced number of passes over 
the field or land smoothing performed every other year may be all that 
is required to maintain the field surface. On the other hand, the field 
surface may deteriorate sufficiently between annual smoothing operations 
such as to completely eliminate any possibility of a cumulative improve­
ment. Then, land,smoothing would be nothing more than a tillage prac­
tice. Various combinations of these two possibilities could occur as 
well as others. More research is needed to adequately determine the 
physical cause and effect relationships of land smoothing before any 
attempt to define and quantify the economic relationships can meet with 
any degree of success. 
Land bedding and crowning 
The basic purpose of these practices is to improve surface drain­
age. .Therefore, the benefits that can be expected from these practices 
would be similar to the drainage benefits resulting from land grading. 
However, the land sur^face-resulting from land bedding and crowning is 
not as compatible with the use of large-capacity high-speed farm 
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machinery as graded field surfaces. The existence of ditches and 
relatively small areas between ditches reduces the operating efficiency 
of most farm implements. In fact, land grading has replaced bedding 
and crowning in some areas. Much.of the land grading work in the sugar 
cane areas has been to replace bedded and crowned surfaces. T. W, Ed--
minister and Ronald Reeve in discussing drainage>;systems pointed out 
the difficulties of mechanized farming on bedded systems. They further 
stated, '^In most instances, bedding systems should be replaced by good 
land forming practices supported by carefully designed field ditches 
(13)." Land forming, as used in this statement, refers specifically to 
the practice of land grading. Inasmuch that these practices appear to 
be of lessening importance in the land forming picture, very little 
emphasis will be placed upon them in this study. 
Summary of benefits 
All of the benefits discussed so far are essentially those ex­
perienced by the individual firm investing in land forming practices. 
These benefits can be classified in a general framework applicable to 
all land forming practices. There are two types of benefits lAich in­
clude all the many specific benefits thus far discussed. The first of 
these may be termed "Water Control Benefits." These include all bene­
fits that arise from controlling the speed of water flowing over the 
field surface. For drainage problems the flow of surface water is 
increased to assist in maintaining aoisture levels at their optimum. 
The many interrelated facets<of drainage benefits have already been 
discussed. On other types of topography, the goal is to slow the flow 
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of surface water to reduce erosion or to induce maximum infiltration. 
The apparent goal in both cases is to enhance the natural fertility of 
the soil through moisture management. By proper moisture management, 
the effects of other resources applied to the soil are realized to the 
fullest extent possible. 
The other main category of benefits are those that may be cate­
gorized as "Machine Efficiency Benefits." Improved water control has 
a machine efficiency facet, but there is another source of possible in­
creased efficiency of mechanized farming operations. That source is the 
uniform smooth field surface in itself. Such improved field surfaces 
would enable faster operation of larger capacity farm implements. All 
tillage, planting, and harvesting operations can be performed more ef­
ficiently on smooth uniform field surfaces. This type of benefit has 
been claimed for all land forming practices but has not been measured 
with any degree of accuracy. The main components of this type of bene­
fit appear to be reduced number of machine and man hours; reduced opera­
ting costs because of less gasoline, oil, and repairs; and in some cases 
the ability of the land surface to support larger machines. 
Summary 
In summing up, there appears to be a considerable amount of a 
priori evidence substantiating the classification of land forming 
practices as improved technology. Through the improvement of land 
surfaces to better control the flow of water over them subject to the 
requirements for enhancing machinery operations, a change in the 
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factor-product relationships does seem to occur. The consensus of 
opinion seems to be that these practices are definitely output increas­
ing although the precise degree of increase may be somevfeat difficult 
to measure. Land forming practices also appear to be both factor-using 
and factor-saving with respect to specific factors. With respect to the 
total bundle of resources used in crop production, the determination of 
whether they are net factor-saving or factor-using is difficult to make. 
The possibility of changes in the technical rates of substitution 
between factors appears to be real, although the measurement of such 
again appears to be difficult and not clearly defined. In total the 
adoption of such practices would appear to create the possibility of a 
need to adjust either the resource mix or the product mix or both in 
order to optimize from the standpoint of the firm. 
With respect to individual practices, land grading is found to 
require a fairly large initial capital outlay which, vAien made, con­
stitutes a fixed investment. Land grading is factor-using to the extent 
that additional resources are required to restore fertility and relieve 
compaction on the graded field surface. It is further factor-using to 
the extent that additional inputs are required to cope with increased 
product output and to maintain the improved field surface. Also, the 
possibility of increasing the certainty of expectations may lead to 
increased factor use. Land grading is factor-saving to the extent that 
improved drainage increases the productivity of resources used in crop 
production. Examples may be found in the reduced waste of resources 
used in planting a crop that is eventually lost through drowning out. 
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It is output-increasing to the extent that the production function is 
shifted upward thereby enabling more output to come forth from the same 
amount of input. Increased output has been stressed in the various ex­
periences with land grading. However, the corresponding changes in 
levels of inputs have not received equal attention. 
Land shaping also requires a sizeable initial capital outlay. It 
is also factor-using in the same manner as land grading. It is factor-
saving to the extent that soil erosion losses are reduced and to the 
extent that resource efficiency is improved over that on other field 
surfaces protected by other means of controlling erosion losses. It is 
product increasing to the extent that cropping intensities and crop out­
put are increased over that on other hilly field surfaces. 
Land smoothing requires an initial investment in the basic imple­
ment. It is factor-using to the extent that additional resources are 
required for the operations of the land levé1er or smoother. It is 
factor-saving to the extent that the productivity of resources applied 
to a smoothing surface is improved. Some of the same types of improved 
drainage benefits may result that are found on graded field surfaces, 
but possibly to a lesser degree. Again, land smoothing appears to be 
product increasing in a similar manner to land grading. 
The literature and experience reviewed certainly do not offer clear 
cut evidence on which a categorization of these practices may be made on 
the basis of changes in the factor product relationships. All of the 
practices have labor-saving, labor-using, capital-saving, and capital-
using aspects. The factor that appears to be improved in all cases is 
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land, but this is confused by the fact that the improvement can be 
measured only by considering all other resources combined with land in 
the production of crops. The stage is now set to develop the conceptual 
framework for resolving these questions. 
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS 
OF LAND FORMING 
Orienting Concepts 
The general concept and the specific practices of land forming have 
bean defined and described in detail. The physical framework for the 
use of these practices has been set forth including the types of associ­
ated costs and benefits. The concepts presented in this section will 
serve to lay the groundwork for a specific conceptual framework suitable 
to guide analyses seeking the economic limitations of this group of 
practices. The physical definition of land forming suggests the forma­
tion of a new technology. The orienting concepts presented are those 
applicable to the adoption of improved technology by an individual firm. 
They will not serve as a complete explanation of the economic aspects 
of land forming but will suffice as guiding hypotheses. These concepts 
coupled with more detailed information will provide the basis for build­
ing a complete conceptual framework describing the economic aspects of 
land forming practices. 
There are two general properties of technological improvement 
pertinent to land forming. The first may be stated in terms of the 
development of a new production function. The second is that a specific 
new technique always alters the marginal physical rates of substitution 
in favor of one factor. The development of a new production function 
must be such that a greater output of product is possible from a given 
amount of resource input. The corollary to this is that technological 
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improvement must momentarily increase the discounted profits or decrease 
the losses of an individual firm. The primary criterion for adoption of 
an innovation by a firm is that output must be increased for a given set 
of resource inputs or, conversely, input must be decreased for a given 
output. Both of these conditions result in a lower cost curve for the 
firm. The only other criterion used by a firm in deciding on the adop­
tion of an innovation or new technique is reduction in risk and uncer­
tainty. Certain new techniques may increase ex ante profit expecta­
tions by reducing risk and uncertainty. A new production function would 
not necessarily have to be developed to meet this condition. The same 
production function might still exist, but variability of returns might 
be reduced. However, the long-run aggregate effect is likely to be that 
of increasing output. 
New techniques may be classified in several ways. From the stand­
point of the individual firm and in a purely physical sense new tech­
niques may be classified as factor-saving, factor-using, output-in-
creasing or a combination of factor-using or factor-saving with output-
increasing. Only those practices or resources ^ ich represent discrete 
breaks in factor units, i.e., discontinuous or limitational inputs, 
continue to be singularly.factor-saving, factor-using, or output-
increasing. The bulk of the improved technology in agriculture has. been 
a.combination of output-increasing and factor-ising. Most of the 
techniques have lowered the average per unit cost of production and to 
this extent they are output-increasing. LoWër marginal costs have 
resulted in. the use of more resources by farm firms. However, the 
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increased use has not applied to all resources v6ich leads to the second 
property of innovation in agriculture. 
The second general property is basically that the entire production 
surface is altered causing production coefficients to be changed more 
for some resources than for others. The result is that less of one 
factor will be required to replace a given amount of another in the 
production process. In much of the improved technology to date, indica­
tions are that substitution rates have been changed in favor of capital. 
The marginal physical and value productivity of capital has increased 
relative to that of labor. 
Another method of classifying new techniques is in terms of the 
manner in which they affect the technical rates of substitution. Con­
sidering the three major classes of resource inputs; land, labor, and 
capital; one can derive the following classification. If the marginal 
technical rate of substitution of labor for land is increased for a 
given output, the technique may be classified as labor-land substituting. 
By the same token, if the rates of substitution of land for labor and 
capital, are increased the technique may be designated as land-labor and 
land-capital substituting. Most innovations adopted to date have been 
capital-labor and land-labor substituting. In the aggregate, new 
techniques have apparently been of a capital-land substituting nature. 
The evidence of this is that greater levels of agricultural output are 
being produced on less land with slightly higher levels of physical 
capital. In 1961, the total crop production was two per cent less than 
the peak in 1960, but the acreage of cropland used for crops declined 
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by 15 million acres in the same period^ Crop production per acre was 
three per cent higher in 1961 than in 1960 and twelve per cent greater 
than the 1957-59 average (42). 
The agricultural firm might be considered to have a crop production 
function specifying input-output relationships before the land input is 
changed by land forming. 
Y = f(Xj^, xp 1 
where 
Y = total crop output 
X]^ = labor 
Xg = capital 
the cropland available to the firm is considered as a fixed quantity 
and is therefore not included in the production equation. For sim­
plicity's sake, a single acre of land might be considered here. 
Before land forming, the marginal physical productivities of labor 
and capital would be: 
% -
The marginal technical rate of substitution of capital for labor would 
be: ^ 
ax 
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After land forming, a new production function is established: 
Y' = f(Xj^, Xg) 5 
And likewise, new marginal physical productivities; 
« 
= MPP' 
<9X2 Xj, 
Marginal technical rate of substitution of for = 
6)Y' MPP' 
cPY' MPP* 
According to the first condition of the adoption of a new technology: 
aY' V 0>Y or o>Y* \ <9Y 9 & 10 
5x^>âx^ a; > 
According to the second condition each of the marginal physical 
productivities of the resources will have increased but not in the 
same magnitude. Therefore the marginal technical rate of substitution 
of capital for labor will also change. The direction of change and 
magnitude will depend upon the effects of land forming. If the land 
forming practice is capital-labor substituting: 
MPP' MPP 
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If the reverse is true; 
MPP' MPP 
X2 ^  ][2 12 
MPP' MPP 
XI XI 
The changing marginal physical productivities and marginal tech­
nical rates of substitution of resources used in production will affect 
the equilibrium position of the firm. Assuming that the firm wishes to 
maximize profits under conditions of perfect competition, the following 
conditions must be met to achieve equilibrium. Most farm firms possess 
a rather fixed supply of land, at least in the short run. A farm firm 
will then be interested in using its land to convert other factors into 
a combination of products. The technical conditions of the production 
function determine the physical input-output possibilities. Given any 
set of consistent quantities, variation in production can occur in 
practically all degrees of complexity, but they can all be classified 
into combinations of the following three types. One product may be 
increased at the expense of another. One factor may be substituted for 
another. One factor and one product may be simultaneously increased 
or diminished. 
Adding prices to the considerations of the firm, the exact combina­
tion of resources and production will be derived from the profit maxi­
mizing condition. The following conditions of equilibrium of the firm 
employing several resources in the production of several products are 
those that must be met to acKîàeve the maximum profit position. 
.1) The price ratio between-any two products must equal the marginal 
rate of substitution between the two products. 
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2) The price ratio between any two factors must equal their 
marginal rate of substitution. 
3) The price ratio between any factor and any product must equal 
the marginal rate of transformation between the factor and the 
product. 
These conditions must, of course, meet the conditions of stability. 
There must be a diminishing marginal rate of transformation of factor 
into product. The marginal rate of substitution between products must 
be increasing #Lich is equivalent to having an increasing marginal cost 
of one product in terms of the other. For the factor-factor relation­
ships, a diminishing marginal rate of substitution must exist. The 
above conditions must hold for group substitutions and transformations 
of factors and products as well as for substitutions of single factors 
I 
and single products. 
Finally, there must be a positive surplus or profit in order to 
warrant continuing production. It must not pay to cease producing any 
one of the products or any combination of the products. This means that 
the average cost of producing each product or group of products must be 
rising to include the entire group of products. 
Using these conditions and assuming the firm to be in equilibrium, 
the resulting behavior of the firm after adopting a new technique may 
be deduced. Land forming is considered to be a new technique of produc­
tion and therefore would cause a change in the marginal productivities 
of resources used in the production of crops. It necessarily follows 
that the marginal rates of substitution between factors w;ould change. 
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Assuming that prices,of factors and products do not change, a new 
equilibrium position would be defined for the firm. 
The question is now what happens when a firm formerly in equilib­
rium at certain prices of products and factors experiences a change in 
its physical production relationships. First, let us depict the change 
in production function using only one product and one resource. In 
Figure 1, Y represents the product, X represents the resource used to 
produce Y, À represents the production function before the adoption of 
a new technique, and A' represents the new production function. The 
line representing the price ratio of resource and product would become 
tangent to A at point L, This is the point of equilibrium where the 
price ratio equals the marginal physical productivity of X in producing 
Y, If a new production function is developed, then a new point of 
equilibrium would result vAiere the price ratio line becomes tangent 
to A' at point M. In this particular example, more Y would be produced 
with a slight decrease in the,amount of X at the point of equilibrium. 
In Figure 2, the same product is involved. The old production 
function is represented by the isoquant Y and the new production surface 
by the Y' isoquants. This diagram illustrates a change in the marginal 
technical rates of substitution between the two resources X^ and X^ as 
well as an increase in productivity of both resources. Y^ and Y* can be 
considered,as being isoquants of the same magnitude on different produc­
tion surfaces. The line AB is an isocost line representing the ratio of 
the prices of the two resources. The tangency of this line to the 
isoquant Y indicates-.equality between the marginal technical rate of 
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Figure 1. Production function shift caused by Improved technology 
I \> 
Figure 2. Change In production surface caused by Improved technology 
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substitution of the resources and their price ratio. After development 
of the new production surface, the possibility exists of producing the 
same output at a lower cost, indicated by the tangency of A*B' with Y*, 
or producing a greater output at the same cost as indicated by the 
tangency of AB with Y^. The change in the marginal technical rate of 
substitution between the resources is illustrated by the new resource 
mix indicated by the new equilibrium conditions. To produce the same 
output at L, less of both resources would be required but the reduction 
' \ : .J' 
in Xg is proportionately greater than for To produce at the same 
cost with a greater output, there is a shift to more X^ and less X^. 
With prices remaining constant, this would indicate that the marginal 
physical productivity of Xg had increased more than for X^ and so 
proportionately more X^ would have to be combined with X^ to produce 
a given amount of product. 
Now, that these basic concepts of economics of the firm have been 
set forth, they will be kept in mind throughout the following sections 
to guide and assess the various practices and their uses. At this 
point, time has not entered into the discussion. The concepts dis­
cussed are timeless.or static in nature. Time will enter into the 
framework later. 
Land Forming as Conservation 
An investment in land forming is not usually classified as a con­
servation measure in the narrow sense of the word. However, some land 
forming practices are adopted with the assistance of Federal cost 
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sharing programs and technical planning by virtue of the fact that they 
are labeled as conservation practices. The problem of defining con­
servation is one of long standing. Many definitions are in existence, 
none of which appear to consider all facets of the economic and physical 
aspects of resource use over time. Conservation can mean different 
things depending upon the resource being considered and the context of 
the argument. One of the most recent attempts to clarify the situation 
is contained in Publication 885 of the National Research Council of the 
National Academy of Sciences entitled Principles of Resource Conserva­
tion Policy. The committee responsible for the report defines con­
servation as, "an investment in 1) maintaining productive potential, 
2) in decreasing the productivity deterioration, or 3) in enhancing thé 
productivity potential (43, p. 4)". The terms productivity and 
productive potential as used by the committee refer to value, both 
monetary and non-monetary. This definition of conservation is quite 
broad and would appear to include many types of land improvement. Fur­
ther examination of this definition as it might apply to land forming 
is needed. Specifically, does an investment in a land forming practice 
qualify as a conservation investment? 
To answer this question, conservation investment must be further 
defined. The National Academy of Sciences report provides some further 
information through the use of a diagrammatical presentation of their 
definition of conservation. These diagrams are reproduced in Figures 
3 through 5. 
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In Figure 3, the diagram indicates the relation between input or 
cost and output or benefit. In input I results in/ a benefit or output 
of P. Addition of further inputs are represented to yield greater 
benefits or higher output. The specific example used in the report was 
that of a fertilizer response curve. In essence, the ^diagram is a 
representation of a timeless production function. The report goes 
further by considering Figure 4 which represents some future point in 
time. If the productivity of the resource, in this case land, has not 
changed, then the curve - P^^ applies. The curve A-B applies if 
productivity has been enhanced and curve C-D represents a decline in 
productivity. Productivity is defined in value terms, so if output is 
measured in terms of dollars, the curves represent total value product. 
Figure 5 illustrates the consideration of time as a third dimen­
sion. The diagram shows more clearly the three possibilities of 
decreasing productivity, maintenance of productivity, and increasing 
productivity. Consider first the situation ^Aiere productivity is 
enhanced. The expenditure of I^ dollars for the factor in question 
(fertilizer) results in A dollars of output at some future time. This 
is an increase over the value of the output obtained from the same 
expenditure at the present time. Thé .committee states that the increase 
during the time period in question could not have been accomplished 
without some investment in improving the production potential of the 
farmland to which the fertilizer was applied. This investment would 
then qualify as a conservation expenditure. The investment would be 
similarly classified if it had been made to prevent the productivity 
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from falling to the curve C-D. A differentiation is made between 
production expenses and conservation expenditures. Production expenses 
are those incurred in moving along a given productivity curve while ex­
penses involved in creating a higher productivity curve or in preventing 
the creation of a lower productivity curve are conservation expendi­
tures . 
There are several points regarding this definition that require 
additional explanation. The productivity curves are defined in terms 
of value with value being considered in either monetary or non-monetary 
terms. Assuming that the productivity curves represent total value 
output, certain price conditions must be assumed in the diagrammatical 
explanation. The committee apparently assumed implicitly that the price 
of the product does not change over time. For if it did, curves A-B 
and C-D could occur as the result of an increase or decrease in the, 
product price without any change in physical productivity. Similarly, 
the price of the input must also be assumed to be constant over time. 
Otherwise, similar levels of dollar input in the future would buy either 
more or less fertilizer depending upon Aether the price of fertilizer 
increased or decreased. Curves A-B and C-D could again result without 
any change in physical productivity. Therefore, this definition of 
conservation would appear to hinge directly on changes in the physical 
productivity of the resource over time. In the example used in the 
National Academy of Sciences report, a conservation investment would be 
one \diich maintains physical productivity, or enhances potential 
physical productivity. Price relationships and expected changes in 
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price relationships must then be applied to evaluate the economic 
aspects of such an investment. Some other method of evaluating factor-
product relationships would be required where the monetary yardstick 
is not applicable. 
In applying the above definition to land and land resources, the 
most unique feature would appear to be the inclusion of those practices 
formerly known as land improvement in the category of conservation. 
This inclusion indeed broadens the meaning of conservation and perhaps 
points out the uselessness of the term as an analytical definition. 
In any effort to evaluate the economic aspects of a conservation prac­
tice, further explanation would be required to identify the practice 
as one which maintains productivity, slows the rate of deterioration, 
or improves productivity. For analytical purposes, the physical terms 
of maintenance, deterioration, and improvement would appear to be more 
amenable to application of economic theory than conservation. The 
investment required in each instance may be somewhat different in na­
ture. Maintenance of productivity may require either an investment 
of a direct cash outlay type or one of a type vdiich forgoes short-run 
profits from intensive production in the interest of longer run pro­
ductivity. Improvement of productivity may require one or more direct 
capital expenditures over time. 
Land forming practices in the eastern United States ivould appear 
to fall under at least one of the three types of investment classified 
as conservation. The most obvious one is that labeled as improvement 
of productivity. By defining land forming also as an improved 
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technique, it necessarily must fall into the category of improving 
productivity. Therefore, the portion of Figure 5 labeled as productivi­
ty increasing is applicable to this study. This portion is reproduced 
in Figure 6, Output and input are considered to be measured in physical 
terms in this figure. At the present, a given land area can produce 
according to the relationship indicated by curve P-P^. By investment in 
land forming, the expectations of the decision maker are that a new 
higher production function A-B might be attained at some time in the 
future within a relevant planning horizon. On this new production 
function, more physical output is forthcoming from the same level of 
input used at the present. - ^ 
PT 
FUTURE T PRESENT 
TIME 
Figure 6. Land forming as conservation 
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Theory of Investment 
The question of vdiat economic considerations are pertinent to a 
decision regarding an investment in a conservation practice arises at 
this point. First of all, the economic aspects of an investment deci­
sion made by an individual farm firm are of considerable importance. If 
we assume that a specific farm firm has a limited amount of capital at 
its disposal and several alternative uses for that capital, then we are 
concerned with the criteria and methodology necessary to assist the 
decision maker in allocating his capital among the available alterna­
tives. The available alternatives include those of a short-run nature 
as well as those \^ich must be considered in a longer-run view. Pro­
duction decisions encompassing a single year must be weighed as well as 
decisions with a more far-reaching effect. Immediate consumption must 
be balanced against possibilities of greater returns in the future. 
The theory of investment from the viewpoint of the individual firm 
is not as precise as might be desired. The bulk of the writing has 
been concerned with firms in industries other than agriculture and seems 
to be concerned with two general areas. The first of these is concerned 
with the motivations or psychology of investment. Included here are 
various attempts to explain \^y individuals invest and ^ y they invest 
^en they do. The second is concerned with the criteria and methodology 
of evaluating investment alternatives. The second is more concerned 
with relating physical and economic factors to assist the decision 
maker in choosing between investment alternatives. However, the two 
areas are necessarily related in the act of investing. 
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The act of investing basically implies changing liquid capital into 
a more fixed form of physical capital with the expectation that returns 
will be forthcoming at some point in the future or over some future time 
period. Meyer and Kuh define investment as the time rate of change in a 
stock of durable assets (26, p. 6), Haavelmo describes investment as 
the acquisition of capital goods for productive purposes (16, p. 159), 
Masse in a recent treatment of investment decisions defined the act of 
investing as the sacrifice of an immediate and certain satisfaction in 
exchange for a future expectation in which security lies in the capital 
invested. This definition points out two aspects of investment; an 
arbitrage in time and a gamble (25, p. 1), Bierman and Smidt state that 
investment involves the commitment of resources made in the hope of 
realizing benefits expected to occur over a reasonably long future 
period of time (2, p. 5), From these definitions, time is an obvious 
and important element in investment, and is one of the complicating 
factors in the theory of investment. 
Investment theories have been classified into three categories by 
Meyer and Kuh. The first of the categories if that of the profit maxi­
mization or marginal theories. The objective of the individual firm is 
held to be that of maximizing profits or utility with utility quite of­
ten being equated with profits, A number of ceteris paribus assumptions 
are associated with the theory. These include perfect knowledge re­
garding future prices of products and factors and future levels of out­
put, By assuming perfect knowledge, future revenues or benefits occur­
ring to a particular investment are also known. Current costs are 
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also assumed to be known v^en the investment takes place at one time, 
or if outlays are made over a period of time, future cost levels are 
known. Technology is assumed to be constant. Also, the supply of funds 
is considered to be either unlimited at the going interest rate or is 
reflected in a certain known manner by the interest rate structure. If 
the individual decision maker maximizes the difference between dis­
counted revenues and costs, the volume of investment is determined by 
the cost of capital equipment and the market raté of interest (26, 
pp. 7-8). 
The results of empirical studies utilizing several methods of 
investigation all indicated that the interest rate is not an important 
consideration. One exception was Klein's time series analysis of the 
railroads and electric utilities. There are thought to be among the 
more interest sensitive industries. There are two possible reasons for 
the negative results regarding the interest rate. Market interest rates 
should probably not be a key variable ^ere imperfect capital markets 
are the rule. Historically, interest rates may have been too low to be 
influential. This is particularly true if expectations shift enough 
more than interest rates to overshadow their influence (26, pp. 8-9). 
The crucial determinants, then, of investment in the real world are 
contained in the ceteris paribus assumptions of the marginal theories. 
An important consideration is that the choice of vAiat properly belongs 
in ceteris paribus is itself an institutional variable and so is subject 
to change, A partial recognition of institutional changes has resulted 
in efforts to shift the theory of the firm, and consequently of plant 
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and equipment investment, from a strict profit maximization orientation 
to one of utility maximization. This enables the inclusion of the 
desire for flexibility for the purpose of hedging against uncertainty 
into the theory (26, p. 9). 
All investment theories which attempt to account for uncertainty 
must contain some theory of expectations. These theories usually fall 
into one of two categories. The first category is one in which a set 
of objectives, the maximization of profit or utility, are. charaicterized 
as the goals of behavior in a broad;general way. In this category, the 
decision maker generally maximizes profits or utility in terms of the 
parameters of a probability distribution. In the second category of 
theories, a subjective desire, such as the desire for flexibility, is 
linked to an objectively measurable variable presumed to be capable of 
satisfying the subjective desire. An example of such a variable might 
be a particular type of asset structure for the firm (26, pp. 10-11), 
In the use of the second category of theories of expectation, the 
link to observable phenomena is often omitted. This is because several 
alternative sets of rules might be equally rational decision guides in 
the face of uncertainty and can be made amenable to differential 
calculus only through the device of "certainty equivalents". Also, 
there is often some doubt about idiich motivational elements should be 
combined in the objective function being maximized. Another reason is 
found in the fact that the constraints in a dynamic situation are not 
as obvious or likely,to be so simple in problems oriented to the future. 
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Attacks using the second category of theories have tended to avoid 
a formal structure and have relied upon recently observed values of 
certain "expectational"' variables assumed to be watched by businessmen 
and so translated into future values. In short, expectations are simply 
extrapolations of present experience. This procedure is probably not 
too bad as a first approximation. There is usually a high degree of 
auto-correlation of the variables generally used such as sales or 
prices. The rigid acceleration principle stems from this school of 
thought (26, pp, 11-12), 
Game theory has provided a different description of response to 
uncertainty. The minimax principle suggests that pleasure or utility 
is maximized when a decision maker follows a course of action intended 
to minimize his maximum possible loss. Normal business behavior would 
be construed to be somevAiat cautious and conservative if this principle 
were to be followed. The game theory approach departs from most other 
probability approaches by implying that strict maximizing behavior may 
r 
not result in the greatest return in the face of uncertainty (26, p. 13). 
The second general category of investment theories are those based 
upon the acceleration principle. Rigidly defined, this principle,states 
that the change in capital stock per unit of time is a function of the 
rate of change in output. Defined in this manner, the principle con­
tains nothing concerning motivation vAiich appears to be a weakness vhen 
it is applied to the individual firm. This theory has led somewhat of 
a controversial existence largely because of its simplicity. There have 
been numerous additions and qualifications of.'the original hypothesis 
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and assumptions. However, this process of revision has been one of the 
more fruitful sources of new hypotheses in the field of investment 
theory (26, p. 14). 
The most basic and critical of all the assumptions of the acceler­
ator is that firms, prior to an increase in output, must have no excess 
capacity. However, excess capacity is found in the real world, and some 
adaptation of the theory is necessary. The most common solution is to 
view excess capacity as a cyclical phenomenon such that the accelerator 
works in an upswing but.not in a downswing. Other solutions go somevdiat 
further by suggesting that secular excess capacity is often needed to 
maximize profits in an industry with increasing returns to scale and 
expanding output. If secular over-capacity is taken as given, the 
level of output and the firm's capital stock become the relevant varia­
bles rather than change in output alone (26, p. 15). 
Technically, the accelerator deals only with net investment so the 
inclusion of replacement investment in the theory would appear unwar^ 
ranted. However, the two are difficult to distinguish between empirical­
ly. Two schools of thought have arisen regarding this problem. The 
first of these holds that replacement investment depends on level of 
output:. .The second states that replacement investment depends on the 
age distribution of the capital stock. Another difficulty has arisen 
with regard to the. assumption that firms can obtain funds with little or 
no difficulty. Such is not the case.in the real warId. In fact^ 
profits appear to be the major source of business funds rather, than 
external capital sources. At least one theoifetician has suggested the 
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inclusion of profits into acceleration theory (26, p. 15). 
The acceleration principle has become complex and rather confused 
in recent years. Modifications have been intended to provide the theory 
with greater empirical and motivational substance. In addition, such 
modifications have represented a response to the disturbing fact that 
statistical tests of the simple accelerator have not been particularly 
favorable. Three basic theories have seemed to emerge. The first is 
the original theory based on the change in sales. The second is a 
capacity oriented theory based upon the ratio of absolute sales or out­
put to capital stock. The third is a profit model (26, p, 16), 
The third general category of theories include those that might be 
entitled institutional and empirical generalizations about the invest­
ment process. These are the result of studies that have been made with­
out reference to a specific theoretical model and with a minimum of 
preconceptions. Such studies have been guided in a caie^al, .flexible 
manner by a priori notions and have used techniques other than strict 
econometric models. In most cases, the discovered facts have been left 
to speak for themselves with no attempt to conceptualize or explain the 
discoveries in terms of basic psychological and institutional motiva­
tions, or historical antecedents, The most outstanding aspect of these 
inquiries has been their unanimity in finding that internal capital 
liquidity considerations and a strong preference for internal financing 
are prime factors in determining the volume of investment. There appear 
to be three main reasons for this finding. First are the disadvantages 
that arise #ien a firm extends its external debt position. Second, 
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there are several historical events and institutional adjustments that 
have made outside funds difficult and expensive to obtain. The third 
reason is found in the hierarchial structure and motivations of corpo­
rate management which make outside financing asymmetrically risky for 
the established or in-group (26, pp. 17-18), 
The motivational aspects and determinants of value of investment 
have been treated broadly and briefly in the foregoing paragraphs. In­
formation is now needed concerning the problematic aspects of evaluating 
specific investment alternatives for the purpose of making a decision 
regarding the allocation of investment funds among them. The assumption 
necessary here is that a certain amount of capital is available for 
investment purposes and a decision has been made to invest in something. 
The remaining problem is to decide which alternative or group of 
alternatives will best achieve the decisionmaker's goals. 
In the case of an investment by'and »within.^an agricultural firm, 
the investment is usually a direct investTOîii: ^ade by an individual. 
Other industries have tended to move away from the direct investment. 
Saving and investment have become separate and distinct functions with 
saving being done by individuals or by institutions and groups and 
investing being carried out by enterprises. As the economy becomes less 
• ' ' ' . • 
agricultural and more complex with large corporations arising in other 
sectors, individual or collective savings are iticreasingly invested with 
a corporation which attempts to make them yield returns. Agricultural 
firms, however, are generally reliant upon the savings of one or, at 
' most, a few individuals closely associated with ttie firm in an ownership 
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capacity. The difficulty in analyzing investment decisions by the 
agricultural firm lies in the close relationship of household and 
business enterprise, A decision to invest in some capital production 
item often means that some durable household consumption item is fore­
gone. In such cases, the objective of the firm may not be a strict 
maximization of profits but some balance between profits and pleasure. 
Individual time and risk preferences enter into the investment decision 
making generalizations increasingly difficult. 
Investments made by the individual farm firm are of a small scale. 
In other words, the selling price of the additional output is independ­
ent of the scale of the investment. Friedrich and Vera Lutz considered 
three cases of investment by individual firms. The first of these was 
designated as point input-point output. This case describes the process 
where the initial outlay is concentrated within one time period and the 
product of the investment is forthcoming within a single subsequent time 
period. The planting of trees for lumber and the aging of wine are the 
oft-cited examples for this case. The second case is that of a contin­
uous input and point output. This process involves a series of invest­
ment expenditures over a longer period of time with the ensuing product 
concentrated in a single future time period. Many industrial processes 
involving successive operations upon raw materials fall into this 
category. The third case is that of a point-input and continuous out­
put, In this case, investment expenditure occurs within one time period 
with the yield spread out over a series of future time periods. In­
vestment in productive equipment characterizes this category as such 
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items are usually acquired during one time period and give forth 
services throughout their lifetime. The services usually involve a 
more or less complex operation utilizing other factor inputs in combi­
nation with the equipment. The result of this is that the determination 
of an optimal investment program implies a previous or simultaneous 
determination of an optimal organization of production activities 
(25, pp. 4-5). 
Another distinction of investments taken,from Joel Dean's work 
on capital budgeting include three types. The first type is that of 
replacement outlays which includes replacing worn-out or obsolete 
equipment with new assets. Secondly are expansion outlays for the 
purpose of meeting a growing demand in the more dynamic sectors of the 
economy. Expansion could be either quantitative in the sense of 
increasing consumption of a given product or qualitative by adding 
adding new products to the existing range of products. Modernization 
outlays make up the third category. The purpose of this type of in­
vestment is to reduce .costs, Situations may develop where modernization 
and replacement outlays coincide. Dean also considers a category called 
strategic investments. These are investments whose product is neither 
direct, nor immediate nor yet accurately, measurable. These ^re further 
subdivided, into defensive and offensive investments, Research, for 
example,,is ,classified as both defensive and-offensive (11)• v v 
Another interesting distinction is made by Alfred Sauvy in dis-
oasaing; the relation between the investment ptogram and the individual 
from the standpoint of the entire economy (25,^ p. 6) » He distinguishes 
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between intensive investments that raise the population optimum by 
expanding natural environment available to each individual and exten­
sive investments which do the opposite. In the first category is found 
the development of new sources of minerals and power. Items such as 
labor-saving equipment are found in the second. One of the difficulties 
in application is that initially extensive investments may eventually 
have a stimulating effect on consumption and thus turn out to be inten­
sive investment. This raises the problems of external economies and 
dis-economies. 
Harking back to the previous discussions of the costs and benefits 
of land forming practices, these practices may now be classified as to 
type of investments Land grading for drainage or irrigation requires 
a relatively large initial outlay essentially in one time period with 
the ensuing flow of returns occurring over a number of future time peri­
ods. The initial outlay is made up of the costs of earth moving and 
technical assistance in designating, laying out, and checking the 
graded field surfaces. The individual firm making the investment 
anticipates an increase in production efficiency on the particular * 
field surface which will yield increased net returns over some future 
time period. In the Lutz categorization, an investment in this prac­
tice would be known as a point-input, continuous-output type. Further 
evidence of this is the fact that*, dfe^er factor-inputs must be com­
bined with the improved land surface in order to realize the services 
of the investment* Crop production on,the gtaded field surface 
requires inputs>of labor and capital. Therefore, the optimal 
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organization of cropping activities is a necessary consideration in 
determining the firm's optimal investment program. 
In Joel Dean's classification an investment in land grading would 
probably fall under either or both expansion outlays or modernization 
outlays. Agriculture probably could not be classified as being dynamic 
vhen compared to other sectors of the economy in the sense of a gromng 
demand for its products. The demand for agricultural products grows 
largely as population grows and does not enjoy the benefits of a high 
income elasticity. At the present, agriculture has the capacity to 
produce considerably more than the total demand. However, at the level 
of the individual farm firm demand appears to be perfectly elastic « 
The total farm production can be disposed of without influencing price. 
Therefore, if the variable costs of production can be lowered through 
an investment in land grading, the possibility exists that the point 
of equating the firm's marginal cost curve with the price or marginal 
revenue will move to the right indicating that greater output of product 
is necessary to maximize profits. Such an investment, then, could be 
considered as designed to reduce costs and to expand output in a quanti­
tative sense. 
Land shaping practices would appear to fall into the same categories 
as land grading, Ag$in, the shaping and terracing of a particular field 
requires an initial outlay concentrated largely vdthin a single time 
period with services rendered to crop production occurring over a number 
of subsequent time periods. With respect to the definitions of conserv­
ation, some difficulty.may. arise in differentiating between land shaping 
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as an investment to maintain productivity and as an investment to im­
prove productivity. In the Alabama case cited earlier, the original 
investment in terraces and clearing the land of stones appeared to be 
for the definite purpose of improving productivity. The land before 
shaping was apparently almost totally unproductive because of erosion 
losses and terrain difficulties. In other cases, however, the situation 
may arise vHxexe a terracing system is being considered for the purpose 
of maintaining the productivity of the land. There would then be a 
choice between a terrace system of the standard variety and a system 
involving land shaping with machine efficiency aspects in mind. The 
latter type might increase productivity over the first type from the 
standpoint of machine efficiency but not from the standpoint of soil 
fertility. There may be no difference in physical output per acre 
between the three conditions of no terraces, standard terraces, and 
land shaping. However, the last two conditions would prevent or slow 
the rate of decline of soil productivity due to erosion loss. The only 
way of determining the best solution would be to compare levels of net 
returns over the relevant planning horizon. 
Land smoothing can also be categorized as a point-input, contin-
uous-output type of investment. However, in this case the investment 
is made in the land smoother, plane, or leveler. The services from this 
implement are then available througjhout the life .of the machine. The 
services of thé machine are translated into increased physical produc­
tivity from the smoothed field surface. The land smoothing operation 
is performed annually in some cases and only when water management 
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problems are evident in others. In the former, benefits would accrue 
each year. The possibility of some type of cumulative effect on the 
annual benefit rate would have to be taken into consideration. Each 
year's smoothing operation may improve the field surface over the amount 
I 
resulting from the previous year's smoothing operation thus causing a 
gradual increase in productivity over time until some point of equilib- ' 
rium was reached. After that point, the annual smoothing operation may 
be required to maintain the equilibrium productivity level. In the 
latter possibility, the first smoothing of a given field surface may 
increase productivity sufficiently that further smoothing may be re­
quired at intervals greater than one year to maintain the productivity 
level. 
Land smoothing as a maintenance operation on graded and shaped 
field surfaces could be considered as the prevention of a decline in 
productivity. Again, the investment in the land leveler could be 
considered as a conservation investment of the point-input, continous-
output type. An alternative method of considering maintenance smoothing 
is as an annual production expense, The actual smoothing operation is 
performed in the course of normal tillage operations. As such, the 
investment in the land leveler would be treated similarly to an invest­
ment in any other item of production equipment. However, it would not 
then be classified as a conservation investment. The latter method may 
be the most logical manner to treat land smoothing operations on 
previously graded or shaped field surfaces. 
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Generally speaking all land forming practices can be identified as 
a point-input, continous-output conservation investment. The next 
problem is concerned with the economic evaluation of such an investment 
in order that it may be compared with other investment alternatives for 
the purpose of decision making. Basically, the economic question in­
volves the comparison of a positive future return with an immediate cost 
or negative return. The choice between investments hinges on the com­
parison between .sets of future returns. If each set is considered to 
be a schedule of future returns, some system of ordering all possible 
schedules according to the decision-making preference scale must be 
devised. 
An obvious partial ordering can be observed among alternative 
schedules of returns. For example, if two schedules of returns are 
considered where the cumulative returns from one are never less than 
those from the other and at certain points are greater, then that sched­
ule of returns would certainly be chosen over the other. The following 
diagram in Figure 7 illustrates this obvious case. Schedule B would be 
selected over Schedule A because the level of cumulative returns is 
greater than that for A at all points of time. If the initial invest­
ment is included in the schedule as a negative return, this illustra­
tion describes the rather trivial case of cumulating returns at no 
cost. This partial ordering, however, is absolute in that no economic 
conditions need to be assumed. 
In the real world, however, the choice most-often entails sched­
ules of returns that do not fulfill the above conditions. Often the 
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Figure 7. Schedules of investment returns illustrating the case of 
obvious partial ordering 
choice is between two schedules of returns representing the choice 
between a decision to invest and a decision to maintain the status.quo. 
Many land forming decisions would appear to be of this nature. The 
individual decision maker is often concerned with the choice between 
investing in a land forming practice or continuing his farming opera­
tions on the present, field surface. The two schedules of returns might 
be as represented in Figure 8. Schedule Â represents the schedule of 
cumulative returns from the present field surface. Schedule B repre­
sents the schedule from a formed field surface. The latter includes the 
initial investment as a negative return. Schedule B starts put below 
Schedule À, but crosses Schedule Â to continue above it at sometime in 
the future. The decision becomes complicated. 
Another type situation that might occur lAien considering a land 
forming investment is that of a choice between two or more less capital 
intensive investments as is shown in Figure 9. Schedule. B represents an 
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Figure 8. Choice problem between Investing or not investing in a 
land forming practice 
JlAdE 
Figure 9. Choice problem between two land forming Investments 
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investment outlay for Schedule B is greater than for Schedule A in the 
beginning but B yields a greater return than A in the future. The two 
schedules cross at some point in the future making impossible the selec­
tion of the more preferable by simple inspection. These two schedules 
could typify the problem of choosing between two land shaping practices. 
Schedule A might represent one terracing system installed with little 
or no effort to make the terraces parallel and Schedule B might repre­
sent another terracing system combined with considerable earth moving 
between terraces to create as uniform a field surface as possible in the 
interest of machinery operation. 
The primary difficulty in choosing between two investment alter­
natives as described in Figures 8 and 9 is that a dollar available at 
the present is entirely different from a dollar available at some point 
in the future. They can neither be compared nor directly added. In 
investment problems the difficulty is solved or at least circumvented 
through recourse to a price system in which the interest rate^ serves 
as the physical link. A dollar held at the present can be exchanged 
on the capital market for (1 + i^) dollars at the end of one year. The 
number i^ is the annual interest rate at a given point in time. It is 
positive in practically all cases simply because one dollar is usually 
preferred at the present rather than at some time in the future and some 
reward must be offered to induce the exchange. 
If perfect knowledge is assumed, then the interest rates a.re known 
for all future points in time. Under these conditions, one dollar can 
be exchanged for (1 + ij^) dollars in one year, (1 + ij^) (1 + ig) dollars 
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in two years, and (1 + i ) (1 + i ) . . , (1 + i ) at the end of n 
1 2 n 
years. Therefore, a dollar available at the end of n years is presently 
equivalent to the fraction: 1 , These 
(i + ip (1 + i^) ... (1 + i^) 
conditions make possible the discounting of a series of returns occur­
ring in a time sequence. The discounted or present value of a sequence 
of returns Kq, R^, R^, ... R^ would be equal to: 
\ ^2 \ PV = R« + H 4-
^ 1 + ij^ (1 + ip (1 + i^) (1 + i^) (1 + ig) ... (1 + 
13 
In the case of an investment, the first one or more returns in the 
sequence are negative indicating the period of outlay for the capital 
item. The following returns are usually positive with the possibility 
of interspersion of some negative returns corresponding with equipment 
replacement or periods of net operating loss. The sequence, then, is 
made up of elements of opposite sign and PV is the algebraic sum of the 
discounted returns. 
The value of a durable asset can be defined as the value of the 
discounted returns generated by it in the future. Discounting proceeds 
inversely to the passage of time. Physically, the stream of services 
from a given asset flows parallel with time beginning at the date of 
investment in the asset. Economically, the stream of values runs op­
posite to the courâè'of time back to the initial outlay. Irving 
Fisher's diagram is based on this concept. 
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Capital (goods) Sequence of Services 
Capital (value) —* — Income (value) 
In the words of Fisher, "It is .only vftien we know what amount of 
income a given capital asset will probably yield that it becomes pos­
sible to estimate the value of that capital. It is true that the grain 
harvest depends on the land and the soil that produce it. But the value 
of the harvest is not a function of the value of the land. The value of 
the land, on the contrary, depends on the presumed value of the harvest 
(14, p. 9)". 
Discounting provides a solution to the problem of ordering invest­
ment alternatives according to preference. Ordering is accomplished by 
simply putting in order the single numbers obtained by discounting 
various alternative sequences of returns. If two sequences of returns 
are designated as PV and PV' and PV>PV' then PV will be selected. If 
PV = PV' the two sequences will be considered as equivalent. If the 
situation arises where two streams of returns result in equal discounted 
present values, then the streams of expenditures can be discounted to 
the present and compared. The investment resulting in the lowest total 
discounted cost will be the most preferable. An alternative solution 
would be to discount streams of net returns, total returns minus total 
costs, and select the investment resulting in the highest total dis­
counted net returns. 
Discouraging enables the comparison of schedules of returns 
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involving either positive or negative values that cannot be compared 
using common sense alone because of time pattern differences. Tlie 
ordering of all possible sequences of returns can be ordered according 
to the ranks determined by the discounted values. Furthermore, the 
method permits measurement in that a particular sequence of returns can 
be said to be worth more or less than another by a specific amount. 
Although this method is very effective, the classifications cannot be 
said to be absolute in the sense of the partial ordering. The asser­
tion is often made that a specific investment is intrinsically superior 
to another. In an absolute sense, there is no single best tool to 
render a given service. The choice of investment must consider and 
reconcile desirable choices with rules of feasibility. The selection 
of a best capital item or tool entails choosing one that costs least 
for a given level of performance taking into account both present and 
future expenditures. The selection will involve prices as indicators 
of scarcity, of D^ich the most useful is the interest rate \Aich permits 
the use of discounting. The selection, however, may not be a solution 
which is valid in all situations and times. The availability of capital 
reflected in the interest rate will subsequently cause future incomes to 
be worth more or less depending upon the level of the interest rate. 
When money is cheap, a more expensive investment may be chosen, and the 
opposite will of course hold true when motipy is dear. 
The interest rate plays a very key role in the discounting method 
of investment selection. Therefore, the choice of discount rate is a 
decision of the utmost importance. Discounting calculations are often 
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simplified by the convention of using a constant interest rate for the 
entire planning horizon. The formula then becomes: 
Krt + J. Ro + , , , + R 
PV = —1 f_ " ,, 
1+i (l+i)2 (l+i)n 
n 
or more simply: PV = ^ R. 
j=0 • 15 
. (1+i): 
This formula is probably the most used of discounting formulas because 
of its simplicity and ease of use. However, discretion in. its use is 
called for because it can give rise to estimating errors. Implicit in 
this formula is the assumption of perfect foresight. If foresight were 
imperfect, the long-term interest rate would tend to be raised above the 
short-term rate. The loan or investment of a certain amount of capital 
involves a loss of liquidity idiich involves a risk for the lender or 
investor that increases proportionately to the time period of the loan 
or investment. The use of constant annual interest rates under the 
assumption of perfect knowledge also implicitly assumes that all other 
conditions are ceteris paribus. In the real world, however, conditions 
vary with time and place. Therefore, the interest rate depends in no 
small part on the wisdom of men. 
Moving to some of the more concrete aspects of selection of partic­
ular investment alternatives, a problem is posed as to kind, dimension, 
and duration of the investment, to be undertaken. The kind of investment 
to be undertaken involves choice among a limited finite number of alter­
native techniques. The particular selection should correspond to the 
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highest value of discounted profits. The dimension or scale of the 
investment involves a continuous range of solutions with some prescribed 
limits. The total area to be cultivated might serve as a limit in the 
case of land forming. For any given technique, total discounted profit 
is a continuous function of the size I of the investment. The particu­
lar size of investment to be selected is the one yielding the 
discounted profit B(I), This is defined by equating the first deriva­
tive of the function to zero: 
^ = 0 16a 
dl 
and by the usual second-order condition: 
< 0. 16b 
dl2 
This optimum solution, however, is subject to physical or institutional 
limitations. 
The greatest problem in selecting duration of investment is that 
of comparing investments originating at the same time but terminating 
at different times. For example, consider the case of two projects 
yielding the same level of discounted profits, = Bg, with the first 
involving a twenty-year period and the second a five-year period. Here 
is an apparent paradox vhere B^ = B2 but Bg is preferable. To resolve 
this situation, the two operations must be reduced to the same duration 
by deciding the course of action upon completion of the shorter opera­
tion. However, the reduction of the two processes is a necessary but 
not a sufficient condition for a valid comparison. The real question 
is concerned with what happens afterwards. The only method appears to 
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be the comparison of two sequences of returns to infinity, with each 
sequence corresponding to a decision, or more precisely, a series of 
decisions, encompassing the entire future operation of the enterprise. 
Some theoretical difficulty would arise if discounted profits were 
to increase indefinitely with time. This eventuality will never occur 
for two reasons. First, the individual returns have a greatest upper 
bound, and secondly, the discount rate i^ does not tend toward zero as 
n increases indefinitely. If these two conditions are met, the general 
term of the series is bounded upwards by the general term of a conver­
gent geometric progression. Therefore, the total discounted profit must 
be a finite quantity. 
The logical necessity of an indefinite future requires considera­
tion of the service life of equipment and the problem of replacement 
due to wear and tear and obsolescence. Three types of replacements may 
be considered. The first of these is the replacement of old equipment 
with new equipment of an identical nature. The second is replacement 
to modernize production facilities. The third is replacement for the 
purpose of completely transforming the enterprise to the extent that 
the only original thing remaining is its technical capacity. The most 
basic elements of technical capacity are the human intellect and will 
which combined make up human capacity, ' 
-There are several criteria which are presently used by entre­
preneurs in evaluating the worth of specific investments. These are 
generally relatively simple to apply and may serve as fairly good 
17 
. . . (1+in) 
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approximations. Comparison of rates of return is one lAich is widely 
used. It can be of great service if its scope and limitations are well 
defined and understood by the decision maker. Basically, the rate of 
return on an investment is defined as being equal to the discount rate 
that just eliminates its total discounted profit. This can be formulated 
as: 
<3o 8% 
0 = -1 + ^  _______ » 18 
n=l (l+t)^ 
vAiere r equals the rate of return, I equals the investment expenditures, 
and equals the net operating income in period n. Practically speak­
ing, r represents the interest rate at which the investment will break 
even. 
./Q: i'- •' 
The investment is represented as a point-input in this particular 
formulation. However, the criterion can be applied to investments 
occurring over a number of years if interest is charged on the invest­
ment during the period between the time of outlay and the time of opera­
tion. This is a fairly standard accounting practice. The same effect 
can be obtained by starting the series at a negative pfe^nt^ in time as 
in the following form: 
PV = + Dq + ^ ^ + . , , 
(l+i)-3 (l+i)-2 (1+i)'^ (1+i) (1+i)^ 
19 
The D^'s represent investment expenditures and the Rj^*s net operating 
return, 
•Several points should be kept in mind lAien considering a classifi^ 
cation of inve#^t#eBit8 based dh this criterion. It is useful •rfien there 
( '  .  
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is some question as to the proper discount rate. The basic premise of 
selection is that the higher the rate of return, the easier the capital 
investment may be recovered. This requires no assumptions concerning 
present or future interest rates as the rate of return is an intrinsic 
parameter. In fact, the rate of return is often dubbed "internal profit 
rate" or "internal rate of return". The optimum selection under this 
criterion is influenced by all prices except the interest rate. There­
fore, the same selection could hold for all interest rates. The follow-
ing diagram in Figure 10 illustrates the difference in selection of 
scale of investment according to the discounted profits criterion and 
the rate of return. 
F(l') 
F(l), 
Figure 10, Discounted profits versus rate of return as criteria in 
selection of scale of investment 
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In, this illustration, the investment is of a point-input, 
continuous-output type and of variable size. The net revenue is some 
function of investment and invariable with respect to time. The in­
vestment can vary continuously and is subject to diminishing returns, 
A small investment cannot cover the overhead costs so the curve cuts 
the ordinate at a negative point. The ray from the origin becoming 
tangent to the returns curve at point M indicates the greatest rate 
of return. Using the rate of return criterion, the level of invest­
ment would be 1^ with a level of net returns f(I)^. Point N is 
determined by the point of tangency of a line with a slope equal to the 
market rate of interest. This point defines the scale of investment 
that would be selected using the discounted profit criterion. The 
respective optimum points are clearly seen to be divergent. In this 
particular case, point N would be chosen with level of investment at 
I^ and net returns at f(I)2* Point M would lead to a "Malthusian 
decision" vdiich in turn leads to a restriction on the scale of invest­
ment, Even with a smaller rate of profit, point N yields a larger 
discounted profit. 
In a different situation, the market rate of interest might cause 
point N to lie to the left of point M, This would mean that the market 
rate of return is greater than the maximum rate of return on the project 
and the total discounted profit is negative. In such an event, the 
decision should be to drop the project. Again, the rate of return 
criterion would lead to an erroneous decision. In this case, if the 
maximum rate of return were compared ^ th the market rate of return as 
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is done by many entrepreneurs, the project would be rejected. However, 
this procedure would still not lead to the proper scale of investment 
in the situation vtoere the maximum rate of return was greater than the 
market rate as the basis of selection is to simply have the maximum rate 
of return exceed the market rate of return. 
The comparison outlined in Figure 10 is made under the assumption 
of a stationary economy. The discounting method requires no such:as-
sumption as it is readily adaptable to the type of changes occurring 
within the process of actual economic evolution. Inasmuch as r can 
be computed at any time, the rate of return method does not formally 
imply a stationary economy. However, the comparison of an investment 
with a duration of five years with one of thirty years would be of 
questionable significance in light of the strong possibility of the 
variance of interest rates between the two periods. 
Another criterion often used by businessmen in considering invest­
ment alternatives is that of marginal profitability. The marginal rate 
of return of an investment is closely linked to the maximizing of dis­
counted profit. This approach is applicable to scale problems and to 
investments depending on several continuous parameters. If I is a 
scale parameter measuring annual production capacity, then discounted 
profit can be stated as a function B(I,i) '«ftiere i is a constant interest 
rate. This function can then be maximized with respect to I ^ich gives 
rise to the condition: 
B(I + dl,i) - B(I,i) » 0 20 
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The marginal rate of return is then the discount rate that would yield 
a zero profit if I were increased from an initial I to I + dl xcfeich can 
be written: 
B(I + dl,r) -B(I,r) = 0 21 
The comparison of the equations leads to a basic theorem. At the 
optimum, i.e., Wien the total discounted profit is at its maximum, the 
marginal rate of return is equal to the market interest rate. This 
theorem can be extended to cover cases involving several decision para­
meters. The first derivative of f(ï) gives the optimum point and the 
d^B 
second derivative, —s- < 0 specifies that the point is maximal, 
dl 
Two more criteria that are often considered are those of absolute 
and relative profitability. Absolute profitability is related to the 
rate of return formula and can be summarized as: 
I  ™ ^  +  2 +  « « #  +  + • • •  22 
1+r (1-h:)^ (l-hr)" 
In the case of relative profitability, an additional or supplementary 
9 1 2 1 
expenditure I ^ I yields additional returns - R^ which tend to 
recompense the greater expense: 
+  4 - 4 + .  .  . + +  .  .  . 23 
1 + r (1+r) 2 (1+r)]^ 
Relative profitability is applicable when an enterprise tries to work 
out an optimum program of production and sales. In this instance the 
marginal form would be used. This criteria could also be used \dien an 
objective has been selected and the enterprise must choose the 
particular technical process for production. The choice in such a case 
is often between more or less intensive investments or between specific 
technical processes. 
The measurement of absolute profitability is based upon anticipated 
actual returns vdiile relative profitability is based upon potential 
returns. This difference has two apparent consequences. First, a high 
rate of absolute profitability is always significant and justifies a 
decision to invest. Second, a high rate of relative profitability has 
significance only if the standard project used as a basis for compari­
son is itself a profitable investment project. The indefinite main­
tenance of the status quo is often used as the standard solution. How­
ever, a dynamic and changing real world makes this standard basically 
unrealistic. 
There are many other investment criteria used in actual practice 
some of which merit consideration. The minimum average cost criterion 
is simple and is one of long standing familiarity among industrialists, 
tëchnicians and accountants. In the case where the unknown is the level 
of an activity, this criterion can lead to erroneous conclusions. There 
are times vihen expansion of the scale of output is advantageous despite 
a rising average cost. The product involved might be something of great 
importance to health such as polio vaccine or penicillin. However, this 
criterion is of some usefulness "v^en making a choice between two tech#' 
niques yielding, equal services. However, it is still not as desirable 
as the discounted profits criterion. The içinimum average cost criterion 
leads to imputation and depreciation problems. These are usually solved 
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by some rather arbitrary conventions which are not satisfactorily cogni­
zant of reality. 
The discounting technique allows investment decisions involving 
goals, techniques, and duration of service life without resorting to 
the concept of depreciation. With this technique, correct amortization 
or depreciation is a dependent variable and not on initial parameter. 
The value on investment is equal to the sum of its discounted net 
returns and can be. calculated at any time. Depreciation, then, would 
be equal to the amount necessary to regain an investment's original 
value computed at the beginning of the time period. The correct depreci­
ation should be such that the unamortized value of the investment will 
coincide with the discounted value of its remaining future services. 
In actual practice, uncertainty complicates the estimation of 
depreciation. The depreciation rule most often used in practice is 
the so-called straigjit-line method. Under this method, the financial 
charges for any given year are the sum of yearly depreciation which is 
one n-!th of the total outlay plus interest on the unamortized value of 
the investment. The rule has the advantage of simplicity and it does 
entail a progressive decline in average unit costs which protects 
against obsolescence. However, the rule is not derived from any partic­
ular logical basis and may not apply in all cases. 
There are some distinct advantages in the concepts of depreciation 
and amortization. First of all, they are understood by everybody. 
Secondly, depreciation is necessary in the determination of the precise 
financial condition of an enterprise, in computing a balance sheet, and 
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in making sound decisions concerning distribution of profits. Amorti­
zation allows the synthesization of an anticipated sequence of dis­
counted returns into a single number. To quote from Boiteux, "... once 
amortization has been reinstated to its fundamental role, /which is to 
condense in a single number all that has to be known about the future 
of an investment in order to calculate average costs and to make sig­
nificant comparisons, it can be very useful to economists at the level 
of the enterprise (Boiteux, M. 25, p. 33)." 
Another criterion for classifying investments is that of the re­
coupment time or recovery period required for the capital invested. 
This has also been referred to as the payback period. Using this 
criterion, the most advantageous investment is one in which the current 
operating surplus defined as sales minus variable costs repays the 
capital outlay most quickly. This method requires that the product 
price and costs of production be known and taken as given. Soviet 
economists are attracted to this concept because it avoids any refer­
ence to the concept of the interest rate. Businessmen in the United 
States prefer it because of its simplicity in application. However, the 
concept is basically unsound in that it assigns the same value to all 
operating surpluses that contribute to capital recovery regardless of 
the accrual date. A modification of this concept has been developed in 
the United States involving the addition of interest to the capital 
outlay during the. recovery period. The usual practice is to compute the 
interest on the entire initial investment rather than on the capital 
still to be recovered. 
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The pure form of this criterion does not agree with that of total 
discounted profits. This can be proved in the following manner. Let 
Iq equal capital outlay for a specific investment and let Cq equal 
annual costs which are constant throughout all time. Now, compare this 
investment with two other investments yielding the same service but 
which require more capital outlay. Designate these as 1^, and 
eg. Project One will consist of replacing Iq and eg with Ij^ and e^. 
Project Two will be replacing Iq and eQ with Ig and e^. Project One 
requires moving from the standard project by investing an amount 
Il ~ Iq» The recovery period for this project is defined as 
^1-^0 
®0 " ®1 
N^ 24 
In like fashion, the recovery period for Project Two is 
^0 -
The total discounted outlays for the investment alternatives are 
®0 
Do " iQ + ' 2* 
®1 
D, « I + — and 27 
1 1 1 
Now suppose for the sake of argument that D^D^D^. In such an event 
and Dg are both preferable to DQ, and is preferable to D .^ Now, 
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Dq may be written as 
" ^ 0 / 1 29 
®0 " ®l ^ 
or Nj^< i"^ 30 
This means that the recovery period is less than the inverse of the 
interest rate. Go on now to which can be written also as 
D^-Dg D^-Dq, This in turn yields 
®1 ' % ®2 ' % 
Il - ^0 + 1 > ^ 2 - h + 1 
®1 " ®2 1 
or N„ < Ni + Ct " N, ) 32 
*0 - *2 
By assigning an index of two to the more capital intensive alternative 
which also has the lowest variable costs, the conditions e^ - eg^O and 
®0 " ®2^^ are obtained. The conditions 0 also exists or the 
first alternative would not need to be considered. 
The conclusion at this point is that tha condition is 
equivalent to N2<Nj^ + a where a is a positive number. It may happen, 
then, that <L^l+a' Classifying the alternatives in this case ac­
cording to discounted outlays would cause the second alternative to be 
preferred. This would be in contradiction to the recovery period clas­
sification which would select the first alternative. Even the extension 
of this analysis to consider a case "vAiere service life expectancy is 
limited to a horizon of n years will fall to have the two classification 
schemes in agreement. 
The criteria discussed thus far have been characteristic of the 
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asset invested rather than of the enterprise making the investment. In­
vestment doctrine has been the basis of the criteria rather than theory 
of the firm. One important problem to normative selection may arise 
concerning the question of whether or not the same investment problem 
will be solved in two different ways by two enterprises for reasons 
based entirely on their financial structures. This will not generally 
be the case if the discounted profits criterion is used. 
Theory of the Firm 
Up to this point, the criteria applicable to selection of invest­
ment alternatives have been presented without specific emphasis on the 
equally important problem of the optimal organization of production 
activities. This determination must be accomplished either previously 
or simultaneously to the investment decision and will necessarily in­
volve the consideration of time. The conditions for optimum resource 
use exclusive of time have been presented. All that remains, then, is 
to extend these conditions to include time. The static conditions 
presented earlier were essentially those of J, R. Hicks or are similar 
conditions as expressed by other writers. 
The basic problem is that of an entrepreneur confronted with the 
formulation of a production plan encompassing some future planning 
horizon. In the case of a farm finm contemplating the possible adoption 
of land forming, a particular business enterprise is already in exist­
ence possessing certain amounts of land, capital, labor and management 
resources as opposed to the problem of a new enterprise about to begin 
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operations. The problem is much as Hicks presents it where the follow­
ing matrix faces the individual firm, 
^$ '•^1* ^2' "^3* • • •» 
®0' ®1' ®3' * * *' ®n 
33 
Xq, x^, X^, X^, « . «, x^ 
^0- ""z' ^3 \ 
* * * # # # * # # * # # *  ( 2 1  g  p  #  1 9 3 )  •  
A, B., etc, represent different kinds of inputs and X, Y, etc. are dif­
ferent kinds of outputs. The firm must then formulate a production 
plan for some time period of n time units duration. Inputs are defined 
simply as something bought for the enterprise and outputs are something 
sold by the enterprise. If the possibility existed of liquidating the 
entire business enterprise to the extent of selling all the equipment, 
this could be included as a special type of output on the date it is 
sold. All subsequent outputs would be zero. Then, the remaining phys­
ical facilities of the enterprise at the end of the planning period may 
also be considered as a special output produced only in the last time 
unit. If only one kind of output were considered, the production plan 
would still include a number of different outputs differentiated by 
date of occurrence idiich must be distinguished. 
The problem is to select a specific production plan from the 
alternatives available to the firm. The choice is limited by technical 
possibilities if institutional limitations are ignored. The inclusion 
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of only technical possibilities allows Hicks to set forth the following 
condition. If the quantity of all inputs and all outputs but one are 
known, the technical limitation embodied in the production function will 
give the maximum output possible on the remaining date. Conversely, if 
the quantities of all outputs and all inputs but one are known, the 
production function will yield the minimum level of input necessary on 
the remaining date. This permits changing from one production plan to 
another only by either 1) substitution of some of one output for some 
of another, 2) substitution of one input for another, or 3) simultaneous 
increasing or diminishing one input and one output. All changes in the 
production plan arc reducible to one or some combination of these varia­
tions. By defining similar kinds of outputs and inputs occurring on 
different dates as different outputs and inputs, the elementary varia­
tions can occur over time as well as between outputs and inputs in the 
same time unit. 
How is the preferred plan chosen? In the dynamic case, the 
decision maker within the firm expects a stream of surpluses occurring 
from time unit to time unit. If every surplus in one stream were 
greater than, the corresponding surpluses in another stream, there is no 
problem regarding the determination of the larger stream. If such is 
not the case, some criterion is needed to assist in making a judgment. 
This is the same problem which faces the decision maker trying to judge 
the most desirable investment alternative on the basis of the size of 
the streams of services emanating from the various alternatives. Again, 
the criterion is the same. The preferred plan is the one lAose present 
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capitalized value is the greatest. This is identical to the discounted 
profits criterion used in the choice of investments. 
Probably.the most concise and yet one of the most rigorous state­
ments concerning production over time from the viewpoint of the individ­
ual firm is that offered by James M, Henderson and Richard E, Quandt 
(20, pp. 240-243). Their treatment is essentially Hicksian in nature 
but is presented in more rigorous mathematical terms. Their beginning 
assumptions defining the sequence of production are very similar to 
those of Hicks. The entrepreneur is assumed to buy inputs and sell 
outputs only on the marketing dates within his horizon. The technical 
operations of the production process are performed during the time 
between marketing dates. Inputs purchased on the t-th marketing date 
are applied during the t-th period. Outputs produced during the t-th 
period are sol^ on the (t+l)-th marketing date. 
The entrepreneur is considered as wishing to formulate an optimal 
production plan for a horizon encompassing L complete periods and (Irf-l) 
marketing dates. His implicit production function is 
F(qi2' 9g, ^s+l' ^ %S? " ^ 
where (j"l, ..., s) (t"2, ..., L+1) is the quantity of the j-th 
output during the (t-l)-th period which is sold on the t-th marketing 
date, and -qj^ (j=s+l, ..., m) (t=l, ..., L) is the quantity of the 
j-th input purchased on the t-th marketing date and used in the produc­
tion during the t-th period. Outputs sold on the first marketing date 
enter the equation as constants as they are the result of past produc­
tion decisions. On the (Irf-1) th marketing date the firm only sells 
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output and does not buy inputs as no further production is anticipated. 
The production function relates input and output levels for all periods 
within the firm's planning horizon. Inputs used during each period 
contribute to output production during all periods and so the attribu­
tion of a particular output to inputs used during a specific period is 
usually impossible. However, the effects of marginal variations can be 
ascertained and the marginal productivities can be computed for each 
input used during each period with respect to each output forthcoming 
within each period. 
Henderson and Quandt assumed, as does Hicks, that the entrepreneur 
is free to borrow and lend on the same terms as consumers. Therefore, 
the individual firm's goal will be to maximize the present value of the 
net revenues from production subject to technical constraints inherent 
in the production function. Again institutional constraints are ignored 
or assumed to be some constant. From these conditions the profit 
function may be formed. The next step is; 
Lfl m 1 ^ ^  
TT = E S +V Snl) 
t=l 
set the partial derivatives of the function equal to zero, 
: p (1 + ê j-1 + A 3F = 0 36 
(t=2, L+ 1) for (j=l, ..., s) and (t-1, .., L) for j= (s+1,..,, m) 
hz ,  ^^^12 Ail^ ° ° 
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Then establish the conditions: 
d F , 
_ ^ "Ijt a _ = PKT O + £.TT) gg 
a^ fcr 31- Pjt (' + f Jt)'' 
•aijt 
(j=l, s) (k= s+1, m) 
(t=2, IrM) (r= 1, L) 
If Qj and are both outputs, the above condition stipulates that 
the rate of transformation between them equal the ratio of their dis-
counlMd prices. If both are inputs, their rate of technical substitu­
tion must equal the ratio of their discounted prices. If is an out­
put and an input, rewrite to permit -q^,^and r^^ = . 
Then rewrite the above condition as: 
^ ^ ^ 39 
where (j = 1, s) (k = s+1, ..., m) 
(t = 2, ..., Irf-L) (T = 1, L) 
Then the discounted value of the marginal product of used within the 
a-th period with respect to each output in each time period must be 
equated to the discounted price of on the -th marketing date. The 
second order conditions are similar to those for a single period situa­
tion if each output and input on each marketing date is defined as a 
distinct variable and simple prices are replaced by discounted prices. 
Substitution effects may be derived for Changes in each of the dis­
counted prices, assuming constant interest rates. 
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With all inputs variable, production will not be undertaken if the 
discounted value of the net revenues is negative. This restriction does 
not permit the consideration of all options. The undertaking of produc­
tion may be most profitable if the operations are halted before the end 
of the production period. In other words, operations will not continue 
after the I-th marketing date unless the present value of the added net 
revenues is non-negative. 
Lfl s , L m 1 
,.^ 1 + It)' + V = ° 
(s = 1, ..., L) 40 
If this condition is not met for some value of T, more can be earned by 
investing all funds in bonds on the T -th marketing date than by con­
tinuing production. If the condition does not hold for T =1, production 
will not begin at all. Again, the same conditions hold true for the 
entire production plan as for the consideration of single investment 
alternatives. 
The estimation of the levels of series of net returns from alter­
native production plans where one or more of them involve the adoption 
of some new technology requires some knowledge concerning the potential 
effects on the production process. This subject has been touched upon 
already but some further information will be presented here to expand 
and fortify that already presented. Of particular interest to the farm 
firm is the presentation of the product-factor relationships of a new 
technique in terms of the highest profit combination for the farm. The 
main groups of technological advancements in agriculture differ widely 
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in their effects upon production organization and output, and in turn, 
upon the structure of costs and returns. 
The most basic grouping of technological advancements is that of 
complex and simple. These can be further subdivided as follows: 
I. Complex technological changes 
A, Labor saving 
1. Output increasing 
2. Output neutral 
3. Output decreasing 
B, Capital saving 
1. Output increasing 
2. Output neutral 
3. Output decreasing 
II. Simple technological changes 
A. Output increasing 
B. Output neutral 
C. Output decreasing 
Complex technological advancements generally cannot be used in the 
most advantageous manner in the sense of highest-profit combination 
without changing the majority of the sizes and types of farms in a given 
production area. Inasmuch as irrigation and installation of primary 
drainage are examples of this type of technological advancement, land 
forming practices may also have this attribute (33, p. 71), Complex 
technological advancements generally increase output of the individual 
farm firm, but they have widely varying effects upon the output of 
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particular fara products. The effect on total product output depends 
upon natural limitations to the profitable use of new technologies and 
upon shifts in relative advantages between enterprises with the adoption 
of new techniques. Inherently, new techniques affect both fixed and 
variable costs in far reaching ways. The sub-groupings of labor and 
capital saving types of complex technologies are useful in consideration 
of operation costs and the shares of economic returns imputed to the 
various factors of production. \ 
Simple technological changes are those that can be carried out 
profitably upon existing sizes and types of farms. Examples of such 
include new plant strains; fertilizers, insecticides, herbicides, and 
fungicides. These can generally be introduced into the operations with 
hardly any noticeable adjustment. Such changes can affect productive 
capacity and efficiency of productive factors in certain situations. 
The relationship is often modified between complementary enterprises 
and between joint products. Supplementary enterprises are not affected 
as frequently. The semi-fixed nature of investments in machinery, 
buildings, and other durable production items renders useless any 
short-run attempt to differentiate between labor-saving and capital-
saving technological changes. In many cases the change may be a com­
posite of both types and in many others the change may result in a 
neutral relative effect on labor, capital, and land use. Simple changes 
have a great appeal to the individual firm. They cian be accomplished 
easily and the early adapter increases net income in both a relative 
and absolute sense. The effect upon total returns to all producers 
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of a particular commodity depends upon its supply elasticity within the 
relevant price-quantity range. 
There are other concepts that are important vAien considering the 
economic aspects of technological changes. The principle of diminishing 
returns as applied to land improvement is based to a large degree on 
physical relationships and possible changes and is of obvious importance 
when considering problems of scale and optimum combinations of resources. 
The concepts of capacity and efficiency as described by Bunce are also 
applicable in considering technological change (4). Efficiency refers 
to comparative returns to factors of production. This concept aids in 
discerning varying qualities in the factors and the attraction of high-
quality factors for each other. Capacity is the ability of one factor 
to absorb Inputs of other factors at the highest profit combination. 
These two concepts are often referred to âs the two dimensions of 
productivity. The primary interest in capacity, efficiency, and net 
productivity as analytical-concepts lies in their usefulness in sepa­
rating the products of fixed and variable factors. As economic concepts, 
they vary with prices which, in turn, vary with the available supplies 
of the input factor and the level of demand for the product. Purely 
physical capacities and efficiencies can be obtained by defining opti­
mum capacity in physical terms such as the highest average output per 
unit of factor. The determination of the physical input-output relar 
tions are a necessary pre-requisite to the calculation of economic 
capacities and efficiencies involved in actual factor combinations. 
Only after the physical and economic have been combined are the results 
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in a form that can be directly useable. 
Summary 
Land forming has been defined as falling within the definition of 
conservation set forth by the National Academy of Sciences, As such, 
land forming is further defined as an investment made for the purpose 
of improving the productivity of agricultural land. Several means of 
categorizing investments were then examined to ascertain the most mean­
ingful and useful means of classifying land improvement investments. 
Land forming, in most cases, would probably be a direct investment by 
an individual inasmuch as the bulk of agricultural firms are relatively 
small. Furthermore, the investment in land forming would be of à 
relatively small scale. Under the Lutz classification, an investment 
in land forming would be of a point-input, continuous-output type. 
Joel Dean's classification would include a land forming investment 
under either or both expansion outlays and modernization outlays. The 
Savry classification would relate an investment in land forming to the 
entire economy by classifying it as an intensive investment raising 
the population optimum by expanding the amount of natural environment 
available to the individual. For purposes of this study, the general 
classification of land forming as a point-input, continuous-output 
conservation investment appears as the most useful in an analytical 
sense. 
The search for criteria suitable for evaluating such an investment 
included the examination of the theoretically desirable characteristics 
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of criteria as well as some of the criteria used in actual practice by 
entrepreneurs making decisions regarding various investment alterna­
tives. The criterion most suitable for most choice problems regarding 
investments is that of maximum discounted profits. This approach ap­
pears to yield the most satisfactory solutions to problems of choice 
between investment alternatives and to problems of scale. Furthermore, 
the discounting technique allows the computations of the value of the 
investment at any point in time thereby providing easily attainable 
answers to questions of depreciation and amortization. The discounting 
approach also is a valuable tool in solving the concomitant problem of 
optimum organization of enterprises over time. In the Hicksian system 
of dynamics, the basic tool is the discounting of costs and returns to 
obtain a basis of comparing and choosing among alternative organiza­
tional structures. Land forming, being a rather complex technological 
change, has the potential of influencing factor-product relationships 
to the point of causing important changes in the structure of the firm's 
activities. This necessitates formulating the alternative optimum 
combination of enterprises for various types and intensities of land 
forming practices in order that the maximum profit combination may be 
selected. 
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M EMPIRICAL MODEL FOR EX ANTE ANALYSES 
OF LAND FORMING INVESTMENTS 
The problem facing the individual farm firm is one of simultaneously 
evaluating the land forming investment alternative along with other rel­
evant possibilities while formulating an optimum plan of production en­
compassing a particular planning horizon. An approach utilizing Hick-
sian dynamics has been proposed as a means of dealing with this problem. 
An empirical model suitable for ^  ante determination of the optimum 
plan for an individual firm's planning horizon will be developed in this 
chapter based on the concepts of Hicksian dynamics. 
Dynamic Linear Programming 
The technique known as dynamic linear programming provides a means 
of determining a sequence of planned levels of economic activity over 
several future time periods i^Aiich comprise an entire planning horizon. 
Several studies of agricultural firms utilizing the linear programming 
technique both in a static and a dynamic sense have been accomplished 
in recent years. Therefore, a detailed explanation of the technique 
is not necessary here, A brief summarization of the dynamic technique 
will suffice to set the stage for proposing a general model applicable 
for the particular choice problem associated with the ad^tlon of land 
forming practices. 
Dynamic linear programming appears to be a special case of the 
general static mathematical programming problem vfcich generalizes the 
Hicksian dynamic model by allowing for constraining inequalities as 
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well as constraining equations (9). Algebraically, it may be summarized 
as follows: 
am + aijl=j2 + ^jl'jkt + + Wnt" \l 
*211*11 ••• *2jl=jl + *2jl*j2t + *2jl*jkt ^2nl\t- ^21 
*111*11 *ijl*jl \j2*j2 ^ijk^jk ^ink^nt -^il 
*il2*12 *ij2Xj2 ^ij2*j2 *ijk*jk ^ink*nt"^^i2 
i . 41 
# 
Hlk*lk + ••* •'• ®ijk*Jk •*• \jk^Jk '*' ••• •*• ^Ijk'^jk '*' ®iiik*nt - ""ik 
^lt='u + — + — + VtV-ï V 
where i = 1, 2, ... , m; j » 1, 2, ... , n; and k = 1, 2, ... , t. 
The conditions of non-negatively may be expressed as: 
^.1-° 
Xj.k 2 0 « 
X 2 0 
n,t 
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The objective function to be maximized, if maximization of the choice 
criterion is the objective, may be expressed as; 
£(x) . Z - + "zfzi + - Vjk + --- + \c\c-
The X., 's may be described as a column decision vector encompassing jk 
the entire planning horizon. Each period within the horizon id desig­
nated by the k subscript. These represent the activities or processes 
lAiich the firm must decide among and are those that the firm considers 
as relevant possibilities during its planning horizon. The a, *s form 
a matrix of elements which describe the extent that each Xj^ requires a 
constraining resource. On the right hand side of (4,1) is a column 
vector of b.^/s representing the constraints vAiich the firm expects to 
operate within during each period of the planning horizon. The c. 's 
Jk 
are a column vector of expected prices throughout the planning horizon. 
The prices are discounted to the present. If X is permitted to repre­
sent the decision vector of x.^'s, C the vector of discounted prices, 
B the vector of constraints, and A the matrix of a^j^'s; the dynamic 
programming problem may be expressed as; 
maximize f(X) = Z • G*X subject to 44 
A X< B and 45 
X^O, 46 
Expressed in this manner, the problem is no different than an ordinary 
static linear programming model. 
The dynamics of the problem are found in the manner of interpreting 
and defining the respective elements. The basic concept is to identify 
each activity, coefficient, constraint and price with a time period in 
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the Hicksian sense. This is in consonance with Hicks' idea that a 
specific resource or product in a different time period is, in effect, 
a different resource or product. This permits substitution between time 
periods as well as between resources and products. The objective func­
tion of this dynamic problem is the maximum discounted profits crite­
rion which anticipates the total flow of net returns over the t period 
planning horizon. The set of inequalities describing the constraints 
for a specific time period k effectively include only those activities 
of the time periods 1, ... , k and exclude those of time periods k + 1, 
... , t. The reason for this is that an activity in a given time 
period may affect the right hand side or constraints of a succeeding 
period but cannot affect those of a preceding period. In other words, 
the output of a given activity in one time period may be transferred 
to a factor supply for the following year's operations. 
Inasmuch as the dynamic linear programming model is nothing more 
than a special case of the general mathematical linear model, it is 
subject to the usual assumptions of such models. Included among these 
is the linearity assumption. All production and other relationships in 
the model are linear and as such have constant coefficients. In the 
dynamic model, a specific activity conducted over a period of t years 
is considered as t activities thereby making possible the use of dif­
ferent coefficients for that activity in different years. Within each 
year, the coefficients are constant thereby eliminating consideration of 
anything but constant returns to scale. 
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The additivity assumption eliminates the possibility of considering 
interaction among resources. Also, all inputs and outputs are assumed 
to be perfectly divisible. Lastly, there must be a finite number of 
activities. These assumptions may detract somewhat from the realism of 
such models but they do simplify reality to the extent that solutions to 
the mathematical problem can be readily obtained. There is some ques­
tion as to whether or not the simplifying assumptions destroy the 
realistic value of the procedure. Use of the technique in the past has 
not indicated that such is the case providing that the assumptions are 
kept in mind xdien evaluating the results. 
Another limitation of this approach to dynamics is that it applies 
really only to ex ante analyses. The séquence of planned actions con­
tained in the solution is optimal only in terms of current expectations 
regarding the future. This model agrees with the Hicksian assumption 
that expectations are single valued and discounted for uncertainty. 
There are obvious problems associated with this approach. The solution 
is valid only at the point of time it is made, and then only to the 
extent that current information for formulating expectations is avail­
able and accurate. In reality, the outcome of the decision based upon 
the solution to the programming problem may be quite different than the 
optimum solution itself. Unforeseen events may arise altering the 
expected outcome. Therefore, if the realized course of the planning 
system is of interest, another means of treating time must be developed. 
The planning process is really continuous over.time and decisions are 
based on historical outcomes of previous decisions as well as future 
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expectations. Historical time or ex post time periods must then be 
introduced into the analysis. Programming systems of a sequential or 
recursive nature have been developed to accomplish this task. In these 
systems, a sequence of decision problems exists, one for each time 
period within the horizon. At any given point in time, an ex ante 
analysis is made utilizing the outcome of the preceding periods plan 
as the starting point. This process continues throughout the planning 
horizon thereby enabling the production plan to be modified as time 
progresses. 
However, a strictly ex ante analysis would appear to be quite 
useful in the case of investment decisions with relatively long-run ' 
consequences. An investment in a land forming practice involving major 
topography modification is such an investment. Once an area of land has 
been formed the investment must be considered as such because the only 
ways the investment may be recovered are through an increase in the 
stream of net profits from production or by sale of the land at a price 
vdïich includes the capitalized value of the land forming investment. 
Therefore, there can be no change in the decision to invest after the 
investment has been made. The plan of production may be modified but 
a formed field surface is very difficult to restore to its natural con­
dition if the investment proves to be unwise. The ex ante analysis upon 
vAiich the decision rests must be performed as carefully as possible 
utilizing all available information about the effects of the practice 
and future expectations. 
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Components of the Model 
The general model is that of a dynamic linear programming problem. 
In order that the technique may be adopted to the analysis of land form­
ing practices, some slightly more specific aspects of the general 
problem must be identified. 
Objectives of the firm 
The problem is oriented around the individual farm firm. There­
fore, one of the most important aspects is to specify the criterion 
equation or objective function of the firm. The most generally recog­
nized, and widely used goal of the individual firm is the maximum dis­
counted profits criterion. This goal is used by Hicks in his dynamic 
model and by many others. This criterion appears to be consistent with 
the generally recognized and accepted portrayal of the rational economic 
man. It is also one of the simpler goals to use in the mathematical 
programming approach. For the general problem, this goal would seem to 
be sufficient if some recognition is made of the consumption desires 
of the entrepreneur. 
In the bulk of individual farm firms, the firm and the houlfehold 
are closely interrelated and often compete in the use of resources, 
particularly capital. Therefore, the maximization of discounted profits 
may be subject to a restraint imposed by a household consumption goal, 
•Certain resources may be diverted over time from the production activ­
ities of the firm to family consumption activities that are primarily 
of a family welfare or utility nature. Such activities must be speci­
fied in the objective function of the programming problem. 
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The organization of the firm, particularly the form of tenure, will 
also affect the specific formulation of the objective function. In a 
crop-share form of tenancy, the objective of the landlord and those of 
the tenant may not be in absolute agreement. This would occur largely 
because of the differences in planning horizon between the two parties. 
In most cases, the planning horizon of the tenant is of a shorter dura­
tion than that of the landlord. Therefore, an investment of long dura­
tion requiring some time before maximum annual returns are achieved may 
be detrimental in achieving the shorter run goals of the tenant. Other 
forms of leasing arrangements and business organizations other than 
sole-proprietorship may require other modifications of the maximized 
net returns criterion. 
The objective function stating the firm's goals may require in­
clusion of activities reflecting the specific desires of the individual 
decision maker. For example, the decision maker's goal may not be the 
maximization of discounted net returns, but the maximization of net 
worth or the level of net returns at the end of the planning horizon. 
Such a goal would reflect a desire to enhance growth of the firm at the 
sacrifice of current income and consumption. Furthermore, certain 
production activities or certain levels of production activities may be 
desired by the individual farm firm even though they may not agree 
entirely with the maximization of net returns over time. In other 
words, the decision maker may wish to maximize profits but only in a 
certain manner ^ ich would exclude certain activities that are distaste­
ful to him even though they may be èxtremely profitable. Such an 
individual is not rational in a strict economic sense but may be 
• . 
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perfectly rational in terms of his particular preference system. Such 
extra-economic considerations should be included in the problem insofar 
as possible. 
Restraints 
The optimum production plan for the firm over time is formulated 
subject to certain restraints. Some of the extra-economic and institu­
tional restraints have been mentioned in the discussion on specification 
of goals. The economic restraints are the levels of resources available 
for the firm's activities at the beginning of the first period in the 
planning horizon. A determination must be made as to which resources 
will remain relatively fixed or will be specified as being available at 
fixed levels for each time period throughout the horizon. Certain re­
sources will not be affected from one year to the other as the result 
of production activities. Other resource levels will change as the 
result of one year's activities furnishing resources for the following 
year's activities. Investment activities may also make new resources 
available in subsequent years. 
In the consideration of land forming practices, the land restraints 
must be specified carefully. Certain types of land are more amenable 
to land forming than are others. Also, certain types of land may re­
quire land forming to solve water management problems idiile others have 
no water management problem. A categorization of land resources accord­
ing to physical characteristics of fertility and topography must be 
made. The categorization should also reflect the type and degree of 
water management problem to be solved by land forming practices. 
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Several systems of classifying land are in existence and one or more of 
them may be suitable for a programming study. Two of the most widely 
known are the land use capability classification of the Soil Conserva­
tion Service and the soils classification system used in most soil sur­
veys, Both of these would appear to have possibilities for use in the 
analytical scheme proposed here. 
The land capability classification is based on soil-survey data and 
includes eight basic classes with many subclasses. The first four clas­
ses of land are generally considered suitable for safe and profitable 
cultivation if specified management practices are used. Class I land^ 
may be used for any agricultural use with a minimum amount of conserva­
tion practices necessary to achieve peak production and soil protection. 
Class II, III, and IV land has progressively more problems and limita­
tions as to use. Increasingly costly practices are required on these 
land classes to protect the soil or to improve productivity. These last 
three land classes appear to be the most likely candidates for land 
forming investment. The use of land forming practices to date indicate 
a strong preference for Class III and IV land. The subclass designa­
tions serve to provide more information describing the particular 
limitations and problems of each land class. Drainage and erosion 
problems are designated in this manner. 
Fertility, particularly the influence of land forming upon fertil­
ity levels, is an important factor in the investment decision. The 
land use capability classification does not explicitly consider this 
aspect of the land resources. Soil classification as it is performed 
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in a soil survey will provide information regarding fertility levels. 
Each soil type on a particular farm may serve as a basis for describing 
the land restraints for the firm. However, this degree of detail may 
not be necessary. Many soil types closely resemble each other in their 
response to cultivation and management practices. Therefore, a classi­
fication of land based on crop yields and capacity to absorb inputs is 
needed to perform the linear programming analysis in the most efficient 
manner. This can be accomplished by analyzing the soils on each farm 
and grouping them to fit each particular situation. In certain situa­
tions, some existing classification such as the land use capability 
classification, soil series, or soil type may serve the purpose. In 
any case, considerable care should be taken in specifying the land 
restraints in order to reduce the size of the problem and yet perform 
the analysis as accurately as possible. 
The first year's land restraints will reflect the amount of land 
available to the firm at the beginning of the period. For the follow­
ing years, additional land restraints or supply rows must be added for 
the land resource made available as the result of investing in land 
forming. This is necessary because formed land represents an entirely 
new resource with a different capacity to absorb other inputs of produc­
tion, If additional land is not available to the firm, land forming will 
take land from the initial supplies and transfer it to the new supply of 
improved land. Thé supply rows of all land in the years following the 
fifst period will initially be designated at a zero level. The activi^ 
ties in one period will designate the amount of land in each category 
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that is available for the following period's activities. 
Labor supply is another restraint on production activities. The 
labor restraints should reflect the supply of all labor available for 
the firm's activities. These should probably be classified by time 
periods within each period to more adequately reflect critical periods 
Wien labor requirements may exceed the supply. The specific breakdown 
will depend upon the particular activities considered and the periods 
within the year when peak demands occur. Labor supplies will have to 
be designated for each year within the horizon as the activities within 
one year do not usually affect labor supplies during the following year. 
Capital availability is another important restraint as it will 
limit all activities including investment in land improvement. The 
supply of capital throughout the planning horizon will depend entirely 
upon the amount available at the beginning of the first time period plus 
the amount made available from the particular activities in each time 
period. As in the case of land, the initial supplies of capital for all 
time periods except the first will be at a zero level. 
Some special restraints will be required to assist in the handling 
of some special activities. For example,-an activity such as investing 
in land forming may be subject to a restraint caused by the level of 
ACP cost sharing available to the individual firm within a given time 
period. The decision maker may wish to maximize the amount of land 
forming accomplished per dollar of cost sharing assistance. This can be 
accomplished by including a restraint in the form of a maximum supply 
of cost"sharing dollars for use by the irivestment activity. This 
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restraint would have to be specified for each year of the time period. 
Other special restraints may be needed for other specialized aspects of 
the problem. Another example would be a capital rationing restraint to 
limit capital borrowing activities to a specific level dictated by 
either internal or external capital rationing factors. 
Special consideration should be given to the restraint limiting the 
capital consumption activities of the household portion of the firm. 
The level of the restraint will necessarily be based upon each house­
hold's desires concerning levels of living and specific needs. In the 
Arroyo study (1, pp, 49-62) a minimum level was selected vAiich would 
reflect the family's preference for sacrificing short-run consumption 
for longer run growth of capital assets. In other studies actual 
budgets were computed for farm families and in one recent study a con­
sumption function was computed for a group of farms in southern Italy 
(10), Regardless of method, the future desires for consumption must be 
estimated as well as those for the present and must be specified for 
each year of the planning horizon. The restraint in this case will 
specify the level at which the consumption activity will enter the 
program. The consumption activity will be forced into the program thus 
requiring full use of the consumption restraint. The firm's activities 
will be conducted with the remaining resources. 
Activities 
The production activities for the firm should include all activi­
ties that are physically possible and institutionally permissible in 
terms of the firm's desires and Federal production control programs. 
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Crop production is of prime importance vSien considering land forming in­
vestments inasmuch as the apparent goal of most firms making such in­
vestments is to improve crop production efficiency. A different activi­
ty will be required for each crop or cropping system on each land type 
including formed land. The possibility that land forming will enable 
the production of new crops not physically possible on the original land 
surface should be considered. Revised cropping systems may also be pos­
sible that would permit more intensive cropping patterns. 
Livestock activities may be included where applicable. The forming 
of pasture lands may increase the livestock capacity of a firm. Im­
proved capacity to produce feed grains through land forming may make 
possible an increase in livestock feeding activities. Various other 
possibilities that may arise should be included. 
In a dynamic situation considering relatively long-run planning 
horizons, certain resources usually considered fixed might logically 
be allowed to increase or decrease in quantity. This would necessitate 
the inclusion of resource buying and selling activities. For example, 
the purchase of additional land may be either complementary or competi­
tive to land forming activities. If the possibility exists,-an invest­
ment in additional better quality land may be a more profitable venture 
than an investment in the improvement of present amounts of low quality 
land. Also, the firm may be restricted in its expansion through land 
forming if additional labor is not available. A labor hiring activity 
will assist in resolving this problem. Capital borrowing has been 
mentioned in connection with a capital rationing restraint. The addition 
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of this activity will provide obvious assistance in the growth and ex­
pansion of the firm over time to the extent that capital rationing and 
profitability of activities permit. 
In a dynamic situation, the results of a number of a given year's 
activities are usually made available to some degree as resources for 
the following year's activities. This necessitates the inclusion of 
inter-year or transfer activities into the programming model. For ex­
ample, a production activity in a particular year may make available 
certain amounts of resources for the following year's activities. Cap­
ital in the amount of the gross income may be transferred to the fol­
lowing year's capital supply. This would reflect the net profit plus 
the recovery of the variable costs of production. Land would also be 
made available for the following year's activities. This is important 
where the land resource is a critical part of the analysis and is sub­
ject to being changed as the result of land forming activities. The 
land forming activity would also be an inter-year transfer activity in 
most cases. This is because the forming of land in order that the im­
proved field surface is available during the same growing season is 
practically impossible in most cases. Land smoothing would be an ex­
ception to this. Land forming activities would take land from one 
original supply category and transfer it to a new supply category usual­
ly in the following year, Simple transfer activities may also be re­
quired to insure that all transferable resources are transferred to the 
subsequent year's - supply rowa. This is particularly true with capital 
as a given year's supply of capital may not be used up and so can be 
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transferred to the following year for use. 
The investment activities are a crucial part of this model as they 
represent the basic questions concerning the investment decision. The 
firm, in most cases, will have more investment alternatives available 
to it than just land forming. These should be ..included to the extent 
that the firm considers them as relevant possibilities. Each decision 
maker has certain preferences regarding investments. These will be 
limited by the decision maker's knowledge about investment alternatives 
as well as certain personal preferences. A particular farmer may not 
consider any outside investment alternatives because he wishes to en­
hance the growth and development of his firm's operations to the great­
est extent possible. Another may wish to diversify his investments as 
a hedge against uncertainty. Again, the'^ particular alternatives to be 
considered will depend largely upon the desires and preferences of the 
firm. The alternatives chosen will depend upon economic considerations 
as they are expressed in the particular programming problem. Also, in­
vestment activities will use resources and so will compete with produc­
tion activities for the firm's supply of resources. 
Prices and discount rates 
Essential to the choice criterion in the dynamic linear program­
ming problem are the expected prices for the future time periods and 
the discount rate or rates used to obtain the present value of the 
1 ' 
optimum dynamic plan. The level of discounted net returns for each 
activity determines to what extent that activity will be considered 
and Included in the optimum feasible plan of production. Each decision 
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maker will have different expectations concerning future price levels. 
These are very difficult to formulate in a precise manner because of the 
lack of perfect knowledge concerning future events and their resultant 
effects upon price levels. Nevertheless, decisions regarding invest­
ments and future production plans are made on the basis of expectations 
concerning the future. Changes in expectations as time progresses ne­
cessitates continuous re-evaluation of the production plan. However, a 
decision regarding a point-input type of investment necessarily must be 
made on the basis of information available at a particular point in 
time. Therefore, certain factors influencing expectations shall be 
enumerated to serve as guides in formulation of expected prices. 
There appear to be three basic influences upon the level of price 
expectations. These have been described by Hicks (21), His first cate­
gory includes those influences labeled as non-economic. These include 
such things as the weather, political news, the decision maker's health, 
and the decision maker's basic psychology. This type of influence is 
practically impossible to describe in such a way as to make quantifica­
tion a realistic possibility. Economic theory has yet to accommodate 
these influences in a meaningful framework. The second class of in­
fluences has been labeled as economic by Hicks, but they are not closely 
related in a rigorous fashion with actual price movements. Included here 
are such influences as market superstitions on the one extreme and news 
bearing on future movements of demand and supply at the other extreme. 
In the latter extreme are found various projections concerning future 
market conditions such as put forth by various government agencies. The 
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third category consists of actual experiences of markets and prices both 
past and present. 
The first two sets of influences may perhaps influence expectations 
but in a rather mysterious and unpredictable fashion. Therefore, these 
effects must necessarily be treated as autonomous in nature. This 
leaves only the third set of influences as having an effect on price 
expectations capable of analysis. Even in this category there appears 
to be no simple rule. To begin with there are two influences to con­
sider within the set of influences of actual prices. These are the ef­
fects of past prices and those of present prices. These act in dif­
ferent ways so the question of lAich is the stronger influence is impor­
tant. In the current situation, past prices are simply data; so if 
their influence is dominant, price expectations can be considered as 
data also. In such a case, any change in current prices is treated as 
a temporary deviation having no influence on expectations. But as soon 
as past prices cease to be dominant in their influence, some allowance 
must be made for the influence of current prices. 
The problem of dependence of expectations on current price levels 
and trends can conveniently be approached through the use of the concept 
of elasticity of expectations. Briefly, this is defined as the ratio 
between a percentage change in current price and the resulting percent­
age change in every expected price of some item. A ratio greater than 
unity indicates elastic expectations which occurs ^ en the percentage 
change in expected prices is greater than the percentage change in cur­
rent prices. This does not mean that expected future prices are greater 
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than current levels. Expectations may. have originally included lower 
future prices, but a proportionate upwards change in current prices 
merely causes greater proportionate change in expectations. The level 
of expected future prices may still remain lower than current levels. 
In similar fashion, inelastic expectations indicated by a ratio of less 
than one occur when the percentage change in expected prices is less 
than the percentage change in current prices. The case of zero elastic­
ity should also be mentioned where expectations do not change as the 
result of a change in current prices. Negative elasticities are also 
possible lAiere expectations about future prices change in the opposite 
direction of current price changes. Such behavior would reflect expec­
tations that some current trend is on the verge of reversing itself 
(21, pp. 204-205). 
The Hicksian approach to production planning over time assumes 
rigidly inelastic expectations or, in other words, definite price levels 
are expected by the decision maker (21, pp. 125-127). Likewise, specif­
ic price levels must be designated for the dynamic linear programming 
model. The expected price chosen will be the result of all the rather 
vague bundle of influences mentioned heretofore with some allowance for 
risk. Risk allowances will generally act to lower the expected price. 
The specific amount designated as the risk allowance will reflect not 
only the decision maker's estimate of risk but also his preferences 
regarding the bearing of risk. There are rather obvious limitations to 
the use of fixed expectations, but there are rather limited alternatives 
if the analysis, is to have practical significance in a real world situa­
tion. 
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The discount rate used to express the expected flow of future 
returns in terms of present value is conventionally the market rate of 
interest. As such, it indicates the size of investment in securities 
or other interest bearing investments necessary at the beginning of the 
planning horizon to yield the expected flow of returns. The sum of 
discounted net returns also represents the value of the investment. The 
basic problem in the practice of discounting is the selection of the 
discount factor. If the market rate of interest is taken as given, the 
discounting computation does not depend upon any subjective elements such 
as time preference. There may, however, be more than one market for the 
decisionmaker's capital outside of the firm. This would create a situa­
tion ^ ere more than one market rate of interest is available. The rate 
of interest on first mortgage loans on real estate would proabably be 
greater than the rate of interest on savings and loan deposits. Inter­
est bearing securities are yet another possibility, but even among these 
there are some differences in interest rates. The easiest, solution 
would be to pick the highest interest rate available. However, this 
selection may be counter to individual risk preferences assuming that 
the degree of risk increases with the interest rate. The selection of 
a particular rate would appear to be rather arbitrary at The dis­
counting procedure may be affected by even more subjective elements such 
as allowances fori-s»isk and uncertainty. These must be included in some 
fashion in the determination of the discount factor. 
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Structural Example of the Model 
The tableau presented in Figure 11 illustrates the general aspects 
of the dynamic linear programming problem concerned with developing a 
plan of production involving a land forming investment decision. The 
example presented is extremely simplified but it will serve to illus­
trate some of the points presented thus far. The planning horizon in­
cludes only three time periods. This is the minimum necessary to il­
lustrate the procedure. In actual practice, a longer planning horizon 
may be desired. However, one should remember that the size of the 
problem increases tremendously as the planning horizon lengthens. Gen­
erally speaking, one can say that if there are m restraints and n 
activities in each year, the total size of the problem will be the 
product of m X n X t vAiere t represents the number of periods within 
the planning horizon. This is not strictly true lAere investment activ­
ities may make possible new activities in subsequent time periods as in 
this illustration. 
For purposes of this example, no specific situation is represented. 
The activities presented are meant to illustrate possible means of 
approaching situations that may arise in a real world application of 
this technique. There will no doubt be many more specific aspects of 
analyses of actual firms that will not be touched upon here. However, 
this example should illustrate the technique and some of the specific 
aspects of considering investments in land improvement practices. For 
simplicity, the firm may be assumed to be a cash-grain farm with an 
owier-operator form of tenure, Other types of farms and tenure may be 
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the subject of this type of analysis by modifying this example to in­
clude them. The objective of this firm is to maximize the sum of dis­
counted net returns for a three year planning horizon subject to an an­
nual consumption of capital by the family and household. The firm is 
assumed to have on hand at the beginning of the first time period a 
stock of capital, labor, and two types of land. The stock of capital 
available for subsequent periods will depend upon the amount made avail­
able from activities in the previous period. The supply of labor, 
however, will be specified for each period as it is not dependent upon 
the previous periods' activities. The stock of land in each time period 
will depend upon the activities in prior periods. Land forming invest­
ment activities will use land from the original land types in one time 
period and place it in a new type of land supply in the following 
period. The investment in effect creates a new resource and makes it 
available for use in the time periods following the one in which the 
investment takeë place. 
The tableau illustrates the problem in greater detail. In the 
first period of the planning horizon, four cropping activities are 
available. These are made up of two different crops or cropping systems 
that may be produced on either or both of two land types. Crop 1 is 
assumed to require a long growing season xdiile Crop 2 is assumed to 
require a shorter growing season. Most land forming practices involving 
a large amount of earth moving are most advantageously installed during 
the late summer and early fall when the soil conditions are usually 
drier than at other times of the year. Also, this permits the 
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opportunity to grow some type of crop which is usually considered pref­
erable to foregoing a crop in order to accomplish the land forming. 
Therefore, only land used to produce Crop 2 is considered to be available 
for forming. This is accomplished by creating two supply rows, and 
Pgg, vAiich are filled with land after producing Crop 2. The coeffi­
cients for these rows, -a and -a , are negative in the Crop 2 
71 8,4,1 
columns, P^ and P^, thus serving to make land available for grading. 
Land used to produce Crop 1 is transferred to the following year by 
inserting a negative coefficient in the appropriate supply row. This 
technique is used throughout the planning horizon. 
Three investment alternatives are available in every time period 
except the last one. This period is considered to be the final year 
of the plan and so no new investment is considered. The firm would 
either develop a new plan for the next planning horizon or cease 
production and dispose of all capital items used in production. This 
example could be considered to represent the first case. 
The land forming investment alternative is represented by two 
activities in each of the first two time periods. Forming each land 
type is a separate activity because the resulting formed land is as­
sumed to affect cropping activities in a different manner, -Each land 
forming investment activity uses capital from the capital supply and 
from another supply row indicating the total amount of AGP cost sharing 
funds available to the firm. This reflects the desire of the decision 
maker to maximize the amount of land forming accomplished per dollar 
of AGP cost sharing. Cost sharing rates are specified in each county 
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and can be reflected in the respective capital coefficients for land 
forming investment. Each land forming activity uses land from the 
respective supplies of land available for forming and transfers it to 
the appropriate new land supply in the following year. 
For a specific example of an investment in land forming activity 
consider activity in the tableau. This specific activity is the 
forming of Land A in time period one. The capital coefficient a . 
4,5,1 
is the amount of the firm's capital required to form one acre of Land A, 
Capital coefficient a is the amount of ACP cost sharing available 
far forming one acre of Land A. P^^ serves to limit the amount of land 
forming accomplished in order to make maximum use of cost-sharing 
assistance. The sum of a, c , and a should equal the total per 4)3,i 5,5,1 
acre cost of forming Land A. The land coefficient a uses one acre 
7 9 i 
of land from the supply made available after harvesting Crop,2 from 
Land A. The land coefficient -a places the acre of formed land A 
12,3,2 
in the supply of Land A' (Land A after land forming) available for use 
in the following time period. 
The second investment alternative in this example is the purchase 
of additional land. The assumption here might be that additional land 
of a quality similar to that already owned by the firm is available in 
the nearby neighborhood, A further assumption might be made that the 
land purchased consists of both Land A and Land B in some fixed propor­
tion and that some finite multi-acre unit will be purchased such as a 
10 or 20 acre unit. Thus, in activity Pg the capital coefficient, 
a, , would equal the purchase price of the land. The coefficients 
4,8,1 
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-a and -a fill Land A and Land B supplies with the amount of 
Land A and Land B purchased in the previous year. The assumption here 
is that the land is purchased too late in the first period to be used in 
crop production during that period, but is available for use in the fol­
lowing periods. 
An investment alternative reflecting investment possibilities out­
side of the firm is also included in this example. Some firms may not 
wish to consider investment outside the firm as a serious alternative. 
However, such opportunities do exist and should be considered in a 
rational decision making framework. This type of investment in this 
example is assumed to be renewed each year and pays its returns once a 
year. The coefficients in the example indicate that this activity would 
use capital in one period and return capital in the following period. 
In activity the capital coefficient a^ ^  ^ indicates capital used in 
investment outside the firm. The capital coefficient -a,^ „ indicates 
15,9,2 
the return of capital in the following year. The amount returned would 
include both the principal and the earnings thus making the whole amount 
available for use in the second period. 
The family consumption activity in each year indicates a diversion 
of capital from the firm to the household. This amount must beiapeci-
fied for each year. For actual programming purposes, a single activity 
reflecting the total capital requirement for consumption over the entire 
planning horizon would be sufficient. This activity is forced into the 
problem requiring that this capital use be satisfied before all others. 
Activities are also included for short term capital borro\dng and 
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the hiring of labor. These activities provide a means of obtaining 
further supplies of these resources should they prove to be restricting. 
Investment activities within the firm may increase the scale of opera­
tions to the extent that additional labor and capital may be needed to 
enable further growth through investment. Capital borrowing is limited 
by a capital rationing restraint reflecting either internal or external 
capital rationing factors or both. Labor hiring is restricted only by 
capital and the profitability of labor using activities. 
Three inter-year transfer activities are necessary in each of the 
first two years of the planning horizon to insure that all unused capi­
tal and unimproved land are made available for subsequent years. The 
capital transfer activities, and P q^, both perform in the same 
manner. For example, a^ ^ removes any surplus capital in P^^ and 
transfers it to P^^ in the second year by means of -a^g 
land transfer activities in both the first and second years are needed 
because all the land made available for forming in those years may not 
be formed and so would remain unused if it was not transferred to a 
supply row in the following year. Activity P^^ transfers any unformed 
Land A to P^^, the supply of Land A for use in the second year's 
activities, 
A third cropping alternative becomes available in the second year 
if land forming is performed on either Land A or Land B during the first 
year. This creates two additional activities for the remaining periods 
of the planning horizon. Crop 3 on Land A' and on Land B', This re­
flects a situation in which land forming makes possible the production 
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production of crops or the use of cropping systems not possible on the 
land in its original state. 
Each cropping activity also serves as an inter-year transfer activ­
ity with respect to capital. The amount transferred is equal to the 
gross income from the activity. In other words, each cropping activity 
makes capital available for the following year in the amount of the net 
revenue plus the recovered variable costs. 
There are some further points that are not included specifically 
in this example that may be of vital importance in some situation. If 
the firm is permitted to expand, as in this example, further investment 
in other capital production items may be necessary. For example, if 
more land is purchased additional machinery may be needed to carry on 
crop production on the additional acreage. This situation could be 
included by adding machinery inventory restraints in terms of acres and 
machinery investment activities. Each cropping activity would use from 
the inventory until it was exhausted. Then further investment would be 
needed to supply additional machinery capacity. The machinery inventory 
would need to be transferred from year to year inasmuch as investment 
activities in.one year would influence the machinery requirements and 
supplies in following years, 
A similar situation may occur if new crop possibilities are made 
available through land forming. In some in'^^^^pes these may require 
additional investment in specialized machinery^ some land forming 
practices facilitate irrigation which would require additional invest­
ment for this type of equipment. Another investment possibility is that 
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new specialized machinery may be required to maintain improved field 
surfaces. All of these are investment possibilities that would comple­
ment the land forming investment and should be included in the problem 
to the extent necessary to guide a rational decision. 
The example presented here does not take into consideration alter­
natives that may be presented by Federal farm production control pro­
grams. These tend to provide some institutional restraints upon certain 
cropping activities that may be available to the firm as well as open 
up new alternatives such as those found in payments for the diversion 
of crop acres. There is, at this time, apparently no manner in which a 
program of investment in land forming can be carried on in a complemen­
tary fashion with production control programs. The list of conservation 
practices approved for diverted acres does not include land forming 
practices. 
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^1,1 ^2,1 °3,1 ^4,1 
Pq Resource Supply Crop l^^iA Crop 1 :B CEq)2,:A Crop 2. :B 
restraints remainder 
and or output P P P p 
activity produced 2 3 4 
P48 Land A *1,1,1 *1,3,1 
P49 ® ^2,1 *2,2,1 *2,4,1 
P50 Labor ^3 1 *3,1,1 *3,2,1 *3,3,1 ^3,4,1 
P5I Capital ^4,1 *4,1,1 *4,2,1 *4,3,1 *4,4,1 
P52 Land forming bg ^ 
P53 Consumption bg 
P54 Land A for forming by -a^ 
P55 Land B for forming bg -ag ^ ^  
Pgg Capital ration bg ^ 
F57 ^*nd A ^10,2=0 "*10,1,2 
^58 LandB tll,2.0 "*11,2,2 
P59 ^*^^ ^12,2=0 
PgO Land B' ^13,2=0 
Pgi Labor bl4,2 
^62 Capital ^15,2=»0 "*15,1,2 "*15,2,2 "*15,3,2 "*15,4,2 
Pg2 Land forming b^^ ^ 
Pg^ Consumption b^^ g 
Pg5 Land A for forming b^^g 
Pgg Land B for forming big^2=0 
Pgy Capital ration bgQ 2 
Pgg Land A ^21,3«»0 
Pgg Land B ^22,3=0 
P7Q Land A* ^23,3=0 
P7I B' ^24,3-0 
Py2 Labor b^^ ^ 
P73 Capital ^26,3»0 
Py^ Consumption b^y 3 
Pyg Capital ration bgg 3 
Figure 11. Structural example of dynamic linear programming analysis of 
land forming 
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^ S,1 "^10,1 "^^11,1 
PQ Forming Forming Family Buy Outside Capital Labor 
Land Land B, Con- land. Investment, Borrow, Hire. 
sumption^ -L 1 1 
^5 ^6 ^7 ^8 ^9 ^10 ^11 
P48 
P. 49 
^50 1 
P5I ^4,5,1 =4,6,1 =4,7,1 =4,8,1 =4,9,1 "=4,10,1 =4;ii;i 
^52 =5,5,1 =5,6,1 
^53 =6,7,1 
^54 =7,5,1 
^55 =7,6,1 
F56 =9,10,1 
^57 -=10,8,2 
^58 -=11,8,2 
F59 -=12,5,2 
^60 -=13,6,2 
^61 
^62 -=15,9,2 
^63 
^64 
?65 
P66 
^67 
^68 
269 
P70 
P7I 
P72 
273 
P74 
P75 
Figure 11 (Continued) 
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P, 
^15,2 <^16,2 ^17,2 ^18,2 
0 Capital Land A Land B Crop Crop l2:B Crop IgzA' Crop 1 :B' 
trans- trans- trans-
fer^ fer^ fer^ 
Î2 ^13 ^14 ^15 ^16 ^17 ^18 
1 'l 
^8 
^49 
^50 
^51 *4,12,1 
^52 
P53 
^54 *7,13,1 
%5 *8,14,1 
P57 -*10,13,2 *10,15,2 
^58 "*11,14,2 '*iï;i6,2 
P59 *12,17,2 
^60 *13,18,2 
^61 *14,15,2 *14,16,2 *14,17,2 *14,18,2 
^62 -*15,12,2 *15,15,2 *15,16,2 *15,17,2 *15,18,2 
P63 
^64 
*65 
P66 
P67 
^68 -*21,15,3 
^69 -*22,16,3 
^70 , "*23,17,3 
P7I -*24,18,3 
P72 
P73 "*26,15,3 '*26,16,3 "*26,17,3 "*26,18,3 
P74 
P75 
Figure 11 (Continued) 
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^19,2 
Crop 
Zg:! 
°20,2 
Crop 
22 :B 
°21,2 
Crop 
2^:A' 
^22,2 
Crop 
22 :B' 
^23,2 
Crop 
32:A' 
^24,2 
Crop 
32 :B* 
Forming 
Land A2 
^19 ^20 ^21 ^22 ^23 ^24 ^25 
^48 
^49 
^50 
^51 
^52 
^53 
^54 
^55 
^56 
^57 *10,19,2 
*58 *11,20,2 
^59 *12,21,2 *12,23,2 
^60 *13,22,2 *13,24,2 
^61 *14,19,2 *14,20,2 *14,21,2 *14,22,2 *14,23,2 *14,24,2 
^62 *15,19,2 *15,20,2 *15,21,2 *15,22,2 *15,23,2 *15,24,2 *15,25,2 
^63 
^64 
^65"*18,19,2 *18,25,2 
^66 -*19,20,2 
^67 
^68 
^69 
^70 -*23,21,3 -*23,23,3 "*23,25,3 
^71 ""*24,22,3 "*24,24,3 
hi 
^73 "*26^19,3 "*26,20,3 "*26,21,3 "*26,22,3 "*26,23,3 "*26,24,3 
^74 
^75 
Figure 11 (Continued) 
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M ^29 2 '^39,2 "^31,2 
P Forming Family Buy Outside Capital Labor 
Land B2 consumption2 land2 investments2 borrow^ birCg 
^48 
^49 
^50 
P5I 
P52 
P53 
^54 
P55 
P56 
F57 
•58 
î 
P 
^59 
^63 
^26 ^27 *28 *29 *30 *31 
-a. 60 
Pgl "*15,30,2 
S-t r- nn o S qn 9 
*62 =15,26,2 =15,27,2 *15,28,2 *15,29,2 15,30,2 15,36,2 
*64 *17,27,2 
*65 
*66 *19,26,2 
Pg7 *20,30,2 
P68 -*21,28,3 
Pg9 -*22,28,3 
*70 
*71 "=24,26,3 
*72 
P73 -*26,29,3 
*74 
*75 
Figure 11 (Continued) 
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^35,3 ^36,3 S?,3 ^8,3 
Pq Capital Land A Land B Crop lg:A Crop IgiB Crop IgiA' Crop lg:B' 
trans- trans- trans­
fer^ ferg fer^ 
^32 ^33 ^34 ^35 ^36 ^37 ^38 
^48 
^49 
^50 
"51 
^52 
^53 
P54 
"55 
^56 
P37 
^58 
"59 
"60 
^61 
^62 *15,32,2 
P63 
^64 
^65 ®19,33,2 
^66 *20,34,2 
"67 
^68 -*21,33,3 *21,35,3 
^69 "*22,34,3 *22,36,3 
ho *23,37,3 
F7I *24,38,3 
^72 *25,35,3 *25,36,3 *25,37,3 *25,38,3 
P73 -*26,32,2 *26,35,3 *26,36,3 *26,37,3 *26,38,3 
P74 
"75 
Figure 11 (Continued) 
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°39,3 ^40,3 ^41,3 "^42,3 ^43,3 *^44,4 
Pq Crop 22:A Crop Crop 22:A' Crop 2^:3' Crop 32:A' Crop 
^39 ^40 ^41 ^42 ^43 ^44 
^48 
P49 
^50 
^51 
^52 
^53 
P54 
P55 
P56 
%7 
^58 
^59 
^60 
^61 
^62 
P63 
^64 
^65 
^66 
^67 
^68 *21,39,3 
^69 *22,40,3 
^70 *23,41,3 *23,43,3 
F7I *24,42,3 *24,44,3 
^72 *25,39,3 *25,40,3 *25,41,3 *25,42,3 *25,43,3 *25,44,3 
^73 *26,39,3 *26,40,3 *26,41,3 *26,42,3 *26,43,3 *26,44,3 
P74 
P75 
Figure 11 (Continued) 
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Family 
consumption^ 
P45 
"646,3 
Capital 
borrow^ 
P46 
"647,3 
Labor 
hire^ 
P47 
Disposal 
activities 
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APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO A SPECIFIC CASE 
A specific case of land forming will be examined to illustrate how 
the empirical model might be applied to assist in formulating a plan of 
production which includes land forming as an investment alternative. 
Lack of suitable reliable data prevented the computation of the problem. 
The specific data needs for the problem will be pointed up in the fol­
lowing discussion. 
Description of the Bottomland Soil Area of Western Iowa 
The farm selected as a case situation is located in the bottomland 
soil are bordering the Missouri River in western Iowa. The general 
terrain and soil management problems of the terrain are similar to those 
in large river valleys throughout the eastern United States. The gener­
al topography is that of a nearly level plain of alluvial sediments. 
Shallow swales and low ridges break the flatness occasionally by creat­
ing areas of undulating topography. A few rolling slopes are found 
along the edges of old channels. The greater portion of the topography 
is level with the lesser remainder being undulating. Oxbows or meander 
sears, a feature found only in the flood plains of large rivers, are 
also found in this area (36, p. 111). 
The soils of the area are those generally categorized as Bottomland 
Soils. Salix and Luton are two important soil series in the area. 
Soils in both of these series are found on the case farm. The Salix 
series are BrWlzems with thick dark sllty. A horizons grading downward 
into light-colored silty to fine sandy sediments, lliese soils are found 
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mostly on the slightly higher parts of the flood plain. They are 
naturally well to moderately well drained, fertile, easy to work and 
highly productive \v4ien well managed. The Luton Soils, on the other hand 
are fine-textured, dark Wiesenboden soils found in the wider and flatter 
parts of the flood plain. Most Luton areas are in the eastern part of 
the flood plain some distance from the present river channel. These 
soils have black A horizons grading into olive-gray B horizons. Alkali 
spots in shallow depressions are often associated with Luton soils. 
These soils are generally fertile but poorly drained and hard to work 
(36, p. 112). 
The Missouri River bottomland area is in the Western Cash Grain 
sub-area of Iowa and has the highest proportion of cash-grain farms 
among the subregions of the state. The principal crops are corn, vAieat, 
soybeans, oats, hay, and pasture. The highest percentages of land in 
TAieat and corn in Iowa are found in this region. The percentage of hay 
land is lower than in any other region in Iowa except in the bottomland 
area along the Mississippi River. The soil management problems are 
those associated with drainage improvement, fertility maintenance, and 
drouthiness (36,pp.112-113). 
Description of the Case Farm 
The farm selected for individual attention is located in Monona 
County, Iowa, near the town of Whiting. This particular farm was 
selected primarily because the particular combination of land resources 
seemed to represent a large portion of the bottomland area. The 
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topography is basically level but minor undulations and poorly drained 
soils interspersed among moderately well drained soils appear to be a 
basic cause of extensive ponding problems almost every year. The opera­
tor stated that the problem areas ranged up to ten acres in size and 
that some degree of drainage problem was experienced annually. The 
pothole conditions not only adversely affected farming operations and 
yields on the poorly drained areas, but also hindered farming operations 
on the better drained areas. Farming operations had to be conducted 
around the wet areas or postponed until the entire field surface was 
dry. Problems of timely operations, drowned crops, replanting drowned 
areas, and partial to complete yield reductions were experienced by the 
farm operator. 
The farm is 329 acres in size and has 313 acres of tillable land. 
The remaining 16 acres are used to provide space for the farmstead, 
roads, and major drainage ditch. Figure 12 contains a map of the farm 
showing the proposed drainage and irrigation plan that would be pos­
sible if the entire farm were graded. The smaller inset shows the loca­
tion of the major soil areas on the farm. The soil types on the farm 
and their respective acreages are as follows; 
Luton Clay 50 acres 
Luton Silty Clay 30 acres 
Blencoe Silty Clay 100 acres 
Salix Silty Clay Loam 133 acres 
The reasons given by the operator for grading the land were two­
fold. These were to ^ prove drainage and to provide a suitable surface 
Figure 12, Drainage and Irrigation plan for the case farm 
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for irrigation, A considerable amount of grading has been conducted on 
the farm. At the time of the interview 213.7 acres had been graded over 
a period of four years. No irrigation equipment had yet been installed. 
The operator felt that he was experiencing some benefits from his graded 
land, but was not able to definitely quantify them. At one point in the 
interview, he estimated that his yields had been doubled by the grading. 
At another point his estimate was a 30 per cent increase in yields. His 
expectations were that the investment in graded land could be recovered 
in three years. He also felt that the value of the farm would be in­
creased by more than the amount invested in land grading. 
The cropping pattern on the farm has been approximately a corn-
corn-soybeans rotation. This system has not been adhered to in a rigid 
manner. After grading, the operator will continue this system, but is 
considering the possibility of including sugar beets into the rotation. 
This crop is being introduced into the area by a major sugar company. 
This farm is strictly a cash-grain operation and the operator is appar­
ently not interested in considering any livestock enterprise. The 
operator's yield estimates for crops on the original field surfaces 
indicated a considerable amount of variation. Com yields were estima­
ted to have averaged 60 bushels per acre and varied from 40 to 65 
bushels per acre. Soybeans averaged from 15 to 40 bushels per acre. 
Oats, which were grown only occasionally, averaged from 50 to 80 bushels 
per acre. 
Labor for the farming operations is furnished by the operator and 
teenrage son. Additional labor is hired vAien needed. The operator's 
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age is estimated to be approximately 50, The operator's age is a factor 
in the length of the planning horizon pertinent to this particular 
problem. 
Another important factor in grading land for drainage improvement 
is the availability of adequate outlet drainage to remove excess water 
from the farm. This particular farm has access to two major drainage 
ditches, thus eliminating any particular problem in this respect. Some 
additional outlay was required to provide outlets into the major drain­
age ditches. This outlay was in the form of ditch construction and 
pipe. The total outlay for land grading on the case farm is indicated 
in Table 11 as well as the relative shares bom by the owner and ACP 
cost sharing. 
Table 11, Land grading costs on a case farm in western Iowa 
Year Acres Component ACP Owner Total 
77 Grading $1,947,44 $ 6,836,66 $ 8,784.10 
Ditching 552,56 828.84 1,381.40 
Pipe 114.31 114.31 
Year 1 total 77 2,500.00 7,779.81 10,279.81 
30 Grading 1,720.32 1,729.68 3,450.00 
Ditching 779.68 1,169.52 1,949.20 
Year 2 total 30 2,500.00 2,899.20 5,399.20 
~ 52 Grading 2,500.00 3,480.00 5,980.00 
Year 3 total 52 2,500.00 > 3,480.00 5,980.00 
54.7 Grading 2,188,00 4,385.50 6,573.50 
Year 4 total 54.7 2,188.00 4,385,50 6,573.50 
Component 213.7 Grading 8,355.76 16,431.84 24,787.60 
totals Ditching 1,332.24 1,998.36 3,330.60 
Pipe 114.31 114.31 
Total 213.7 $9,688.00 $18,544.51 $28,232.51 
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Table 12 indicates the per acre cost of grading land on the case 
farm averaged over the entire acreage graded in the four year period. 
Table 12. Per acre cost of land grading on a farm in western Iowa 
AGP 
Average cost per acre 
Owner Total 
Grading $39.10 $76.94 $115.99 
Ditching 6.23 9.35 15.59 
Pipe .53 .53 
Total $45.33 $86.78 $132.11 
The Individual Planning Problem 
.Ob iectives and planning horizon 
The first element of the planning problem is to determine the 
objectives of the firm and the relevant planning horizon. The basic 
objective of this firm appears to be that of maximization of net farm 
income subject to certain specified family capital consumption con­
straints. The exact planning horizon was not readily ascertainable. 
The operator appeared to be planning in terms of continuing farming 
operations on this farm indefinitely. No specific date of retirement 
was mentioned g.lthou^ one might reasonably assume on the basis of age 
that this might occur within the next 10 to 15 years. For purposes of 
this problem a 10 year horizon will be assumed in the absence of a 
positive statement by the farm operator. A further assumption is made 
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that the farm operations will either be taken over by the son at the end 
of the 10 year period or the operations will continue under the present 
operator. This eliminates the possibility of the firm disposing of all 
production assets during the last year of the planning horizon. 
Production and investment alternatives 
The next element of the planning problem is to set forth the 
various alternative production and investment processes that are to be 
evaluated with regard to their ability to achieve the firm's objectives. 
The particular processes considered reflect the individual operator's 
knowledge of alternatives available to him as well as his subjective 
desires. Also included in the selection of alternatives is an ji priori 
evaluation of feasibility with regard to physical and economic limita­
tions and degree of risk. This initial process of selection by the farm 
operator resulted in the following basic alternatives. 
A. Crop production alternative 
1. Continuous com 
2. Corn-corn-soybeans rotation 
3. Corn-oats-soybeans rotation 
4. Corn-soybeans-sugar beets rotation 
B, Investment alternatives 
1. Land grading 
2. Buy additional land 
3. Buy machinery 
4. Invest in irrigation system 
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The farm operator did not wish to consider investment alternatives 
outside of the firm. His aim is to build the income producing potential 
of the farm through improvement and enlargement. The com-soybeans-
sugar beets rotation would be possible only through investment in land 
grading and supplemental irrigation and so is contingent upon such in­
vestment. Other resource purchasing activities not of an investment 
nature are also necessary inclusions in order to permit growth of the 
firm. A complete listing of activities for the 10 year period is shown 
in Tables 13 through 15. 
Resource structure and other constraints 
The specification of the land resources of the firm is a particu­
larly important part of formulating the decision problem containing 
a land grading alternative. Examination of the land available to the 
firm indicated a breakdown of the land resource into three types. This 
was accomplished on the basis of soil type and physical aspects of loca­
tion and drainage problems. The resulting breakdown is listed in 
Table 16 and illustrated in Figure 13. 
Land A consists of a tract separated from both Land B and Land C 
by a large drainage ditch which crosses the farm. In conducting farming 
operations this tract would logically be considered as a single unit not 
only because of its location, but also because it is made up entirely of 
one soil type. The soil, Luton Clay, presents an over-all drainage 
problem because of its inherent characteristics of poor internal drain­
age and high water table. Crop yield information for this soil suggests 
a unique production function vAich is another reason for considering it 
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Table 13. Programming activities for case farm: year 0 
Description of activity Activity 
Corn on land A %1,0 
Corn on land B 
^2,0 
Corn on land C %3,0 
Corn-corn-soybeans on land A 
Corn-corn-soybeans on land B %5,0 
Corn-corn-soybeans on land C 
^6,0 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land A %7,0 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land B 
^8,0 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land C 
^9,0 
Grade land A %0,0 
Grade land B %11,0 
Grade land C %12,0 
Buy land B 
^13,0 
Borrow capital %14,0 
Hire labor - AM =15,0 
Hire labor - JJ %16,0 
Hire labor - AS %17,0 
Hire labor - OND %18,0 
Capital transfer %19,0 
Transfer land A %20,0 
Transfer land B %21,0 
Transfer land C %22,0 
Family consumption *23,0 
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Table 14. Programming activities for case farm: year 1 to year 8 
Description 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
Activities 
Year 4 Year 5 
Corn on land A 
^24,1 *61,2 *98,3 *135,4 *172,5 
Corn on land B 
*25,1 #2,2 *99,3 *136,4 *173,5 
Corn on land C 
^26,1 *63,2 *100,3 *137,4 *174,5 
Corn on land A' 
"27,1 *64,2 *101,3 *138,4 *175,5 
Corn on land B* 
*Ï8,1 *65,2 *102,3 *139,4 *176,5 
Corn on land C' 
*29,1 *66,2 *103,3 *140,4 *177,5 
CCSb on land A 
*30,1 *67,2 *104,3 *141,4 *178,5 
CCSb on land B 
*31,1 *68,2 *105,3 *142,4 *179,5 
CCSb on land C 
*32,1 *69,2 *106,3 *143,4 *180,5 
CCSb on land A' 
^33,1 *70,2 *107,3 *144,4 *181,5 
CCSb on land B' 
*34,1 *71,2 *108,3 *145,4 *182,5 
CCSb on land C' 
*35,1 *72,2 *109,3 *146,4 *183,5 
COSb on land A 
*36,1 *73,2 *110,3 *147,4 *184,5 
COSb on land B 
*37,1 *74,2 *111,3 *148,4 *185,5 
COSb on land C %38,1 *75,2 %112,3 *149,4 *186,5 
COSb on land A' 
*39,1 *76,2 *113,3 *150,4 *187,5 
COSb on land B' 
*40,1 *77,2" *114,3 *151,4 *188,5 
COSb on land C' 
*41,1 *78,2 *115,3 *152,4 *189,5 
CSbSB on land A' 
*42,1 *79,2 *116,3 . *153,4 *190,5 
CSbSB on land B' 
*43,1 *80,2 *117,3 *154,4 *191,5 
CSbSB on land C' 
*44,1 *81,2 *118,3 *155,4 *192,5 
se farm: year 1 to year 8 
2ar 2 Year 3 
Activities 
Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 
51,2 ^98,3 *135,4 *172,5 *209,6 *246,7 *283,8 
2,2 ^9,3 *136,4 *173,5 *210,6 *247,7 *284,8 
53,2 *100,3 *137,4 *174,5 *211,6 *248,7 *285,8 
54,2 *101,3 *138,4 *175,5 *212,6 *249,7 *286,8 
55,2 *102,3 *139,4 *176,5 *213,6 *250,7 *287,8 
56,2 *103,3 *140,4 *177,5 *214,6 *251,7 *288,8 
i7,2 ^104,3 *141,4 *178,5 *215,6 . *252,7 *289,8 
i8,2 *105,3 *142,4 *179,5 *216,6 *253,7 *290,8 
.9,2 *106,3 *143,4 *180,5 *217,6 *254,7 *291,8 
'0,2 *107,3 *144,4 *181,5 *218,6 *255,7 *292,8 
'1,2 *108,3 *145,4 *182,5 *219,6 *256,7 *293,8 
2,2 ^109,3 *146,4 *183,5 *220,6 *257,7 *294,8 
3,2 *110,3 *147,4 *184,5 *221,6 *258,7 *295,8 
4,2 *111,3 *148,4 *185,5 *222,6 *259,7 *296,8 
5,2 *112,3 *149,4 *186,5 *223,6 *260,7 *297,8 
6,2 *113,3 *150,4 *187,5 *224,6 *261,7 *298,8 
7,2- *114,3 *151,4 *188,5 *225,6 *262,7 *299,8 
8,2 *115,3 *152,4 *189,5 *226,6 *263,7 *300,8 
9,2 *116,3 *153,4 *190,5 *227,6 *264,7 *301,8 
0,2 *117,3 *154,4 *191,5 . *228,6 *265,7 *302,8 
1,2 *118,3 *155,4 *192,5 *229,6 *266,7 *303,8 
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Table 14 (Continued) 
Description 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
Activities 
Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
Grade land A %45,1 *82,2 *119,3 *156,4 *193,5 *230,6 
Grade land B 
*46,1 *83,2 *120,3 *157,4 *194,5 *231,6 
Grade land G 
=47,1 *84,2 *121,3 *158,4 *195,5 *232,6 
Buy land B 
*48,1 *85,2 *122,3 *159,4 *196,5 *233,6 
Buy machinery (sugar beet) 
*49,1 *86,2 *123,3 *160,4 *197,5 *234,6 
Buy irrigation 
*50,1 ^87,2 %124,3 %161,4 %198,5 %235,6 
Borrow capital 
*51,1 *88,2 *125,3 *162,4 *199,5 *236,6 
Hire labor - AM 
*52,1 *89,2 *126,3 *163,4 *200,5 *237,6 
Hire labor -- JJ 
*53,1 *90,2 *127,3 *164,4 *201,5 *238,6 
Hire labor - AS 
*54,1 *91,2 *128,3 *165,4 *202,5 *239,6 
Hire labor - OND 
*55,1 *92,2 *129,3 *166,4 *203,5 *240,6 
Capital transfer 
*56,1 *93,2 *130,3 *167,4 *204,5 *241,6 
Transfer land A 
*57,1 *94,2 *131,3 *168,4 *205,5 *242,6 
Transfer land B 
*58,1 *95,2 *132,3 *169,4 *206,5 *243,6 
Transfer land C 
*59,1 *96,2 *133,3 *170,4 *207,5 *244,6 
Family consumption 
*60,1 *97,2 *134,3 *171,4 *208,5 *245,6 
Activities 
2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 
*119,3 *156,4 
*120,3 *157,4 
*121,3 *158,4 
*122,3 *159,4 
*123,3 *160,4 
*124,3 *161,4 
*125,3 *162,4 
*126,3 *163,4 
*127,3 *164,4 
*128,3 *165,4 
*129,3 *166,4 
*130,3 *167,4 
*131,3 *168,4 
*132,3 *169,4 
*133,3 *170,4 
*134,3 *171,4 
*193,5 *230,6 
*194,5 *231,6 
*195,5 *232,6 
*196,5 *233,6 
*197,5 *234,6 
*198,5 *235,6 
*199,5 *236,6 
*200,5 *237,6 
*201,5 *238,6 
*202,5 *239,6 
*203,5 *240,6 
*204,5 *241,6 
*205,5 *242,6 
*206,5 *243,6 
*207,5 *244,6 
*208,5 *245,6 
*267,7 *304,8 
*268,7 *305,8 
*269,7 *306,8 
*270,7 *307,8 
*271,7 *308,8 
*272,7 %309,8 
*273,7 *310,8 
*274,7 *311,8 
*275,7 *312,8 
*276,7 *313,8 
*277,7 *314,8 
*278,7 *315,8 
*279,7 *316,8 
*280,7 *317,8 
*281,7 *318,8 
*282,7 *319,8 
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Table 15, Programming activities for case farm: year 9 
Description of activity Activity 
Corn on land A 
*320,9 
Corn on land B 
*321,9 
Corn on land C %322,9 
Corn on land A' 
*323,9 
Corn on land B' 
*324,9 
Corn on land C' 
*325,9 
Corn-corn-soybeans on land A 
*326,9 
Corn-corn-soybeans on land B 
*327,9 
Corn-corn-soybeans on land C 
*328,9 
Corn-corn-soybeans on land A' 
*329,9 
Corn-c orn-s oybeans on land B' %330,9 
Corn-corn-soybeans on land C %331,9 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land A 
*332,9 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land B 
*333,9 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land C *334,9 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land A' 
*335,9 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land B' *336,9 
Corn-oats-soybeans on land C' 
*337,9 
Corn-soybeans-soybeans on land A' *338,9 
Corn-soybeans-soybeans on land B' *339,9 
Corn-soyb eans-s oybe ans on land C' %340,9 
Buy machinery (sugar beets) %341,9 
Buy irrigation %342,9 
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Table 15 (Continued) 
Description of activity Activity 
Borrow capital ^343 9 
Hire labor - AM ^344 9 
Hire labor - JJ ^345 9 
Hire labor - AS ^346 9 
Hire labor - OND ^347 9 
Family consumption ^348 9 
Table 16. Land resources for programming the case farm 
Acres of soil types in each land class 
Acres Soil type Acres 
Classification 
for programming 
Land A 
Land B 
Land C 
Total land 
50 
233 
30 
313 
Luton Clay 
Luton Silty Clay 
Blencoe Silty Clay 
Salix Silty Clay Loam 
Blencoe Silty Clay 
50 
30 
70 
133 
30 
313 
Figure 13. Land resources on the case farm 
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as a separate land resource. 
Land B is a composite of three soil types located in a single large 
unit. The drainage problem associated with this area is that mentioned 
previously where small area of poorly drained soils interspersed among 
the larger areas of well-drained soil have created a ponding problem. 
The area involved is homogeneous in that it possesses this type of 
drainage problem and must be planned as an entire unit to solve the 
problem by land grading. Furthermore, locational and fertility aspects 
would lead to consideration of the area as a unique unit in planning 
production. 
Land C is a homogeneous soil type possessing characteristics of 
poor internal drainage but does not exhibit as serious a problem as that 
on Land A. Again, locational aspects lead to consideration of this 
tract as a separate unique unit. Each of the land areas is hypothesized 
to possess a unique production function. The basis of this hypothesis 
is yield information for each of the soil types. Land B would possess 
a production function of a composite nature representing the influence 
of each soil type weighted by the proportion that each soil area was of 
the total. Yield coefficients for the area would reflect the propor­
tionate influence of each soil type. Table 17 contains yield data for 
the land resources in their ungraded state. 
For years t = 0 three additional land resource categories are 
needed to make possible the land grading investment activities. Grading 
each land resource creates a new land resource with different associated 
production relationships. In essence, the crop production functions for 
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Table 17. Yield data for case farm: before grading 
% soil type Yields (bu.) 
Land Soil type Acres is of total (bu.^ (bu.^ soy-a 
land area corn oats beans 
Land A Luton Clay 50 100 45 28 22 
Land B Luton Silty Clay 30 13 45 28 22 
Blencoe Silty Clay 70 30 57 28 22 
Salix Silty Clay Loam 133 57 55 53 26 
Land B 233 100 50 42 24 
Land C Blencoe Silty Clay 30 100 57 28 22 
^Yields adapted from (35). 
each land resource change when it is graded. Cropping activities on the 
graded land are different than those on the original land. The crops 
may be the same, but input and output coefficients will differ. Land 
graded in any year is available for use in succeeding years; thus, years 
t = 1-9 must have supply rows for graded land A, B, and C. The graded 
land will be designated as land A', B', and C'. 
Each year must have a supply of capital for use in the year's 
various activities. The initial amount in year 0 is that presently in 
the operator's possession. The amount indicated by the operator was 
$16,000. This is an approximate figure as the land grading was actually 
started on this farm five years ago. The amounts for each succeeding 
year depend entirely upon the amount transferred from each preceding 
year's activities. 
The supply of labor for each year is divided into four resource 
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categories. Three categories are the man hours of labor available for 
the two-month periods of April - May, June - July, and August - Septem­
ber. The fourth category is the three-month period October - November -
December. The months of January, February, and March were omitted as 
the activities being considered are not heavy users of labor during 
those months. The supply of labor must be specified for each year of 
the planning horizon as this resource is non-transferable between years. 
Table 18 indicates the amount of family labor available in the cate­
gories within years. The amounts reflect the supply of operator labor 
plus an estimated amount for the son. The son's labor is available 
throughout the summer and partially available during the school year. 
The assumptions here are that the son has two more years of high school 
and then plans to enter college for four years. His labor would be 
available during the summer while he is in college. Upon completion of 
college, the operator's present expectations are that the son will 
return to the farm as a partner. At that time there will be a full-
time supply of labor from both the son and the operator for the re­
maining four years of the planning horizon. 
The firm also has a supply of ACP cost sharing funds available to 
it for use in approved cost-sharing practices. Cost sharing is limited 
by both a specified rate per unit of eligible practice and a limit on 
the total funds available to each farm. For the complete land grading 
job, the cost sharing must be divided between two practices inasmuch 
as some combination of land grading and surface ditches is required. 
In special instances, other AGP cost-sharing practices may be combined 
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Table 18. Labor supply for case farm 
Year Year Year 
Month 0-1 2-5 6-9 
(hours) (hours) (hours) 
April-May 570 425 850 
June-July 850 850 850 
August-Sept. 710 640 850 
Oct.-Nov.-Dec. 1,150 850 1,275 
Total 3,280 2,765 3,825 
with the land grading practice. The total amount presently allowed to 
each farm by the county committee in Monona County is $2,500. The per 
acre rate of cost sharing is 50 per cent of the total cost not to 
exceed $40.00 per acre for land grading for drainage. For ditching 
the rate is 50 per cent of the total cost not to exceed $0.08 per cubic 
yard of earth removed. The use of this supply of capital will be ex­
plained later in the discussion of the tableau. For decision purposes 
the amount of ACP assistance is assumed to remain constant throughout 
the entire planning horizon. 
Three supply rows, one for each land resource, are also included 
for land made available for grading in each year. These are included 
to prohibit loss of income from a tract of land during the year in \diich 
it is graded. Land is made available for grading from only the corn-
oats-soybean cropping system. The land in oats is made available for 
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grading after the crop is harvested. If only corn and soybeans were 
considered, a crop would have to be foregone in order to accomplish the 
land grading because of the late harvesting date. Land grading is best 
accomplished in the late summer and early fall when the soil conditions 
are usually dry enough to permit operation of heavy earth-moving equip­
ment. Land grading performed on wet soil quite often has led to serious 
soil compaction problems. Oats are usually harvested early enough in 
the area to permit enough time to accomplish the grading operations. 
The land grading investment activities will use land only from the 
available supply in these rows. This is illustrated in Figures 14 
through 16 in the appendix. 
A capital rationing restriction is entered to reflect internal 
and external factors that may limit the capital borrowing activities 
of the firm. The restriction is entered as being applicable to the 
entire ten year period rather than as an annual figure. This permits 
the entire amount allotted for the ten years to be invested all or 
partly in any given year. The amount given by the operator as his limit 
of indebtedness was $50,000. This would appear to be a rather severe 
case of internal capital rationing in view of the firm's assets. The 
estimated value of the firm's land and buildings is approximately 
$94,000 at the present time. Nevertheless, the figure given by the 
operator represents his subjective limitation on the level of indebted­
ness that he wishes to incur in the ten year period and so is relevant 
to the decision problem. 
A family consumption level is specified for each year of the 
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horizon. In this case, the amounts increase over time. The figures 
given are the estimates of the operator reflecting his desires over 
time. The following is a schedule of the amounts. 
Table 19. Family consumption expenditures for the case farm 
Year Amount 
0 $5,000 
1 5,000 
2 5,500 
3 5,500 
4 5,500 
5 5,500 
6 6,000 
7 6,200 
8 6,400 
9 6,600 
These amounts reflect the operator's desires to have an adequate 
amount to finance educational expenditures and to provide enough income 
for both the son and himself under the expected partnership arrange­
ments. He anticipates that his own expenditures will decrease somewhat 
and that his son's will increase. 
The firm presently possesses enough machinery to farm approximately 
400 acres of row crops under the present organization. This is reflec­
ted by a supply row in each year. The possibility of growing sugar 
beets creates a need for specialized machinery and irrigation equipment. 
This additional investment possibility is included through the use of 
supply rows for these items and buying activities. These supply rows 
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are included beginning in year 1 and through the remainder of the ten-
year period. Initially they are entered at the zero level because the 
firm does not possess these items in year 0„ À complete listing of the 
initial right-hand side of the programming problem is- contained in 
Tables 20 through 23, 
Table 20. Restraints for programming the case farm: year 0 
Year 0 restraint Description Initial quantity 
^ 1,0 
Land A 50 a. 
b 2,0 Land B 233 a. 
^ 3,0 Land C 30 a. 
^ 4,0 Capital 16,000 dol. 
^ 5,0 Labor--AM 570 hrs. 
^ 6,0 Labor—JJ 850 hrs. 
^ 7,0 Labor--AS 710 hrs. 
b 8,0 Labor--OND 1,150 hrs. 
^ 9,0 AGP assistance 2,500 dol. 
^10,0 Land A for grading 0 
^11,0 
Land B for grading 0 
^12,0 Land C for grading 
0 
^13,0 Capital ration 50,000 dol. 
^14,0 Family consumption 5,000 dol. 
bl5,0 Machinery (row crop) 400 a. 
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Table 21. Restraints for programming the case farm: year 9 
Year 9 restraint Description Initial quantity 
^168,9 
Land A 0 a. 
^169,9 Land B 0 a. 
^170,9 Land G 0 a. 
^171,9 Land A' 0 a. 
^172,9 Land B' 0 a. 
^173,9 Land C * 0 a. 
^174,9 Capital 0 dol 
^175,9 Labor—AM 850 hrs 
^176,9 Labor--JJ 850 hrs 
^177,9 Labor—AS 850 hrs 
^178,9 Labor—OND 1,275 hrs 
^179,9 Family consumption 6,600 dol 
^180,9 Machinery (row crop) 400 a. 
^181,9 Machinery (sugar beets) 0 a. 
^182,9 Irrigation(sugar beets) 0 a. 
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Table 22. Restraints for programming the case farm: year 1-8 
Description Year 1 
restraint 
Initial 
quantity 
Year 2 
restraint 
Initial 
quantity 
Year 3 ] 
restraint c 
Land A ^16,1 0 a. ^35,2 0 a. ^54,3 
Land B 
^17,1 0 a. ^36,2 0 a. ^55,3 
Land C 
^18,1 0 a. ^37,2 0 a. ^56,3 
Land A' 
^19,1 0 a. ^38,2 0 a. ^57,3 
Land B' 
^20,1 0 a. ^39,2 0 a. ^58,3 
Land C' 
^21,1 0 a. ^40,2 
0 a. 
^59,3 
Capital 
^22,1 0 dol. ^41,2 0 dol. ^60,3 
Labor—AM 
^23,1 570 hrs. ^42,2 425 hrs. ^61,3 
Labor—JJ ^24,1 850 hrs. ^43,2 850 hrs. ^62,3 
Labor--AS 
^25,1 710 hrs. t%4,2' 640 hrs. ^63,3 
Labor—OND 
^26,1 1,150 hrs. ^45,2 850 hrs. ^64,3 
ACP assistance 
^27,1 2,500 dol. ^46,2 2,500 dol. ^65,3 2, 
Land A for grading 
^28,1 0 a. ^47,2 0 a. ^66,3 
Land B for grading 
^29,1 0 a. ^48,2 0 a. ^67,3 
Land C for grading 
^30,1 0 a. ^49,2 0 a. ^68,3 
Family consumption ^31,1 5,000 dol. ^50,2 5,500 dol. ^69,3 5, 
Machinery (row crop) 
^32,1 400 a. ^51,2 400 a. ^70,3 
Machinery (sugar beet) 
^33,1 0 a. ^52,2 0 a. ^71,3 
Irrigation (sugar beet) 
^34,1 0 a. ^53,2 0 a. ^72,3 
le case farm: year 1-8 
Initial 
quantity 
Year 2 
restraint 
Initial 
quantity 
Year 3 
restraint 
Initial 
quantity 
Year 4 
restraint 
Initial 
quantity 
0 a. 
^35,2 0 a. ^54,3 0 a. ^73,4 0 a. 
0 a. 
^36,2 0 a. ^55,3 0 a. ^74,4 0 a. 
0 a. 
^37,2 0 a. ^56,3 0 a. ^75,4 0 a. 
0 a. 
^38,2 0 a. ^57,3 
0 a. 
^76,4 0 a. 
0 a. 
^39,2 0 a. ^58,3 0 a. ^77,4 
0 a. 
0 a. 
^40,2 0 a. ^59,3 0 a. ^78,4 0 a. 
0 dol. 
^41,2 0 dol. ^60,3 0 dol. ^79,4 0 dol. 
570 hrs. 
^42,2 425 hrs. ^61,3 425 hrs. ^80,4 425 hrs. 
850 hrs. 
^43,2 850 hrs. ^62,3 850 hrs. ^81,4 850 hrs. 
710 hrs. 
^44,2' 640 hrs. ^63,3 640 hrs. ^82,4 640 hrs. 
1,150 hrs. 
^45,2 850 hrs. ^64,3 850 hrs. ^83,4 850 hrs. 
2,500 dol. 
^46,2 2,500 dol. ^65,3 2,500 dol. ^84,4 2,500 dol. 
0 a. 
^47,2 0 a. ^66,3 0 a. ^85,4 0 a. 
0 a. 
^48,2 0 a. ^67,3 0 a. ^86,4 0 a. 
0 a. 
^49,2 0 a. ^68,3 0 a. ^87,4 0 a. 
5,000 dol. 
^50,2 5,500 dol. ^69,3 5,500 dol. ^88,4 5,500 dol. 
400 a. 
^51,2 400 a. ^70,3 400 a. ^89,4 400 a. 
0 a. 
^52,2 0 a. ^71,3 0 a. ^90,4 0 a. 
0 a. 
^53,2 0 a. ^72,3 0 a. ^91,4 
0 a. 
% 
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Table 23. Restraints for programming the case farm: year 1-8 (continued) 
Description Year 5 Initial Year 6 Initial Year 7 
restraint quantity restraint quantity restraint 
Land A 
^92,5 0 a. ^111,6 0 a» ^130,7 
Land B 
^93,5 0 a. ^112,6 0 a. ^131,7 
Land C 
^94,5 0 a. ^113,6 0 a. ^132,7 
Land A' 
^95,5 0 a„ ^114,6 0 a. ^133,7 
Land B' 
^96,5 0 a„ ^115,5 0 a. ^134,7 
Land C 
^97,5 0 a» ^116,6 0 a. ^135,7 
Capital 
^98,5 0 dol. ^117,6 0 dolo ^136,7 
Lab or--AM. ^99,5 425 hrs. ^118,6 850 hrso ^137,7 
Labor--JJ 
^100,5 850 hrs. ^119,6 850 hrs. ^138,7 
Labor--AS 
^101,5 640 hrs. ^120,6 850 hrs. ^139,7 
Labor—OND 
^102,5 850 hrs. ^121,6 1 ,275 hrs. ^140,7 
ACP assistance 
^103,5 2,500 dol. ^122,6 2 ,500 dol. ^141,7 
Land A for grading 
^104,5 0 a. ^123,6 0 a. ^142,7 
Land B for grading 
^105,5 0 a. ^124,6 0 a. ^143,7 
Land C for grading 
^106,5 0 ao ^125,6 0 a. ^144,7 
Family consumption 
^107,5 5,500 dol. ^126,6 6 ,000 dol. ^145,7 
Machinery (row crop) 
^108,5 400 a. ^127,6 400 a. . ''146,7 
Machinery (sugar beet) 
^109,5 0 a. ^128,6 
0 a. 
^147,7 
Irrigation (sugar beet) 
^110,5 0 a. ^129,6 0 a. ^148,7 
arm: year 1-8 (continued) 
tial Year 6 Initial Year 7 Initial Year 8 Initial 
atity restraint quantity restraint quantity restraint quantity 
a. 
^111,6 0 a. ^130,7 0 a. t^49,8 0 a. 
a. 
^112,6 0 a. ^131,7 0 a. ^Ï50,8 0 a. 
a. 
^113,6 0 a. ^132,7 0 a. ^151,8 0 a. 
3.0 
^114,6 0 a. ^133,7 0 a. ^*152,8 0 a. 
a. 
^115,5 0 a. ^134,7 0 a. ^Ï53,8 0 a. 
a. 
^116,6 
0 a. 
^135,7 
0 a. 
^154,8 0 a. 
dol. 
^117,6 0 dol. ^136,7 0 dol. ^*155,8 0 dol. 
hrs. 
^118,6 850 hrSo ^137,7 850 hrs. ^156,8 850 hrs. 
hrs. 
^119,6 850 hrs. ^138,7 850 hrs. ^157,8 850 hrs. 
hrs. 
^120,6 850 hrs. ^139,7 850 hrs. ^158,8 850 hrs. 
hrs. 
^121,6 1 ,275 hrs. ^140,7 1,275 hrs. ^159,8 1,275 hrs. 
dol. 
^122,6 2 ,500 dol. ^141,7 
2,500 dol. 
^*160,8 
2,500 dol. 
a. 
^123,6 0 a. ^142,7 
0 a. 
^161,8 0 a. 
a. 
^124,6 0 a. ^143,7 0 a. ^162,8 0 a. 
ao 
^125,6 0 a. ^144,7 0 a. ^163,8 0 a. 
dol. 
^126,6 6 ,000 dol. ^145,7 6,200 dol. ^*164,8 6,400 dol. 
a. 
^127,6 400 a. , ''146,7 400 a. ^165,8 
400 a. 
a. 
^128,6 
0 a. 
^Ï47,7 0 a. ^166,8 0 a. 
a. 
^129,6 0 a. ^148,7 0 a. ^167,8 0 a. 
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Data Requirements 
The data required for the programming analysis will be illustrated 
through the use of three partial tableaus in the appendix which are 
parts of the over-all tableau for the problem. Computations to solve 
the problem were not accomplished because of the lack of data describing 
the changes in production relationships resulting from land grading. 
The specific data problems will be pointed out in the ensuing discussion 
together with the specific structure of the problem. 
Year ^  tableau 
Figure 14 in the appendix illustrates that portion of the tableau 
containing the activities being considered for year 0, the beginning 
year. These include basically production activities on natural land 
surfaces, grading activities, resource purchasing activities, transfer 
activities, and a computation activity reflecting the annual diversion 
capital from the firm to the household. Many of the production activi­
ties also serve as interyear transfer activities and so serve a dual • 
function. The inner workings of the model will be examined in the fol­
lowing paragraphs. 
Consider q which is the process of growing corn on Land A. 
This process requires one acre of Land A, $29.06 of capital, 1.66 hours 
of April-May labor, 1.31 hours of June-July labor, 2.06 hours of 
October-November-December labor, and one acre of row crop machinery 
capacity to produce $18.19 net revenue. The process also transfers 
to Year 1 one acre of Land A and $47.25 in capital. The remainder of 
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the crop production processes behave in the same manner except that dif­
fering amounts of resources are used and transferred resulting in dif­
fering levels of net returns. The corn-oats-soybeans activities have 
one additional function. That function is to provide land for the 
grading activities. Consider ^ which is a corn-oats-soybeans rota­
tion grown on Land A. The conventional method of assuming all three 
crops to be grown on one acre is used to simplify computational proce­
dures. This activity provides land for the supply of Land A available 
for grading. The amount is one-third of an acre reflecting that amount 
of Land A used for oat production. The remainder of the acre is trans­
ferred to the following year's supply of Land A. The amounts of capital 
transferred are the gross revenues on the sum of the costs of production 
and the net revenues of each production process. 
An example of a grading activity is X^Q q representing the grading 
of Land A. The activity requires $86,78 of the firm's capital, $45,00 
of ACP cost sharing assistance, and one acre of the amount of Land A 
available for grading. The activity makes available one graded acre of 
Land A for use in Year 1, The capital figures are the actual amounts 
used on this farm for land grading and reflect the willingness of the 
operator to invest his capital in amounts greater than fifty per cent 
of the total cost, A negative figure is included in the criterion row 
in the amount of the operator's investment. The summation of discounted 
net returns from crops produced on graded land includes, therefore, the 
negative amounts of the investment in graded land. In order for the 
optimum program to include production activities on graded land, the 
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summation of discounted net returns must be greater than the amount of 
the summation of the discounted investments. A further refinement that 
could have possible significance would be to determine whether or not 
the costs of land grading might vary between different types of land. 
The data at this time will not permit an adequate determination of this 
possible cost differential. 
The land buying activity ^ is concerned with buying only Land 
Bo This land is the most desirable in terms of fertility and water 
management problems. It also represents the most prevalent combination 
of soils in the immediate area and hence is likely to be the type avail­
able for purchase. This activity provides an investment alternative to 
compete with that of land grading. This activity is limited, however, 
by both the capital rationing restraint and the machinery capacity of 
the firm. These act somewhat indirectly upon the activity. The firm 
has machinery enough to farm 400 acres of row crops under present tech­
nology. No provision is made for purchasing additional machinery so 
the maximum amount of land that.may be purchased is the difference 
between the present amount of cropland and 400 acres which is 87 acres. 
Each year of the planning horizon except the last contains the possibil­
ity of buying additional land. 
The capital borrowing activity ^ permits borrowing additional 
capital up to the amount of the capital rationing restraint. The cost 
of borrowing a dollar of capital is indicated by the negative price in 
the criterion row. A negative coefficient is placed in the capital row 
to indicate an increase in available capital while a positive coefficient 
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is placed in the capital rationing row to indicate use of the amount 
designated as the total borrowing limit. 
Four labor buying activities q , q , X^ g  are 
available during year 0 to provide the means of meeting labor shortages 
that may occur in the four time periods. Again, negative prices indi­
cate the amount that must be paid for a man-hour of labor. In this 
case, the rate used is $1.25 per hour. This figure is entered in the 
capital row as a positive amount to bring about use of capital. Nega­
tive coefficients in the labor supply rows act to increase the respec­
tive supplies of labor. 
The capital transfer activity, X^^ Q, yields a four per cent return 
in addition to transferring surplus capital from Year 0 to Year 1. The 
assumption is that such capital would be placed in a savings account 
yielding this amount of return. Furthermore, this requires all other 
capital uses to yield more than four per cent in order to be considered 
as desirable alternatives. The activity removes $1.00 from the capital 
supply in Year 0 and returns $1.04 to the capital supply for Year 1. 
Three land transfer activities ^X^^ X^^ qj X^^ are included 
to insure that all land made available for grading is transferred to the 
following year. The possibility exists that only a portion of the land 
A 
> made available for grading in Year 0 would be actually graded. The 
graded land is transferred to a supply row in the following year via the 
land grading activity; Any land remaining, however, must be transferred 
by a different means or it would not be available for use in any of the 
succeeding years. These activities have no prices associated with them 
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as they neither yield returns nor are an expense to the firm. 
The consumption activity, q' ^ ^presents the desire of the house­
hold portion of the firm to use a designated amount of the available 
capital. The amount is forced into the program by the use of a large 
M in the criterion row. This requirement must be satisfied before any 
other alternatives may be considered. The amount specified for this 
year is shown in Table 20, along with the amounts specified for the 
remainder of the period. In this formulation a separate consumption 
activity and row is provided for each year. This is done because the 
amount set aside for family consumption varies throughout time and so 
has differing effects upon the annual activities, À simpler formulation 
would have been to assume a constant level of consumption throughout the 
ten-year period and use only one activity and one supply row to bring 
in consumption as a ten-year total rather than on an annual basis. 
Year J. tableau 
This portion of the programming tableau in Figure 15 in the appen­
dix adjoins that in Figure 14 and is representative of all portions of 
the tableau for years one through eight. This portion of the tableau 
illustrates the specific data shortages that prevent the linear program­
ming analysis. The specific coefficients needed are indicated in the 
tableau by notational entries in the appropriate cells. The data needed 
are basically input-output information for crops grown on the graded 
field surfaces. This follows from the fact that land grading is a new 
technology and, therefore, creates a new production function. 
The situation can best be illustrated by considering a specific 
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activity. Consider continuous corn grown on Land A'. One acre 
of land is used, but the remaining resource requirements are virtually 
unknoxm.. The unknown coefficients indicated by notational entries can 
be generated only if certain specific informational needs are met. 
These needs are readily ascertained if each unknown coefficient is ex­
amined to determine the specific components of its derivation. For 
X^y ^ the unknown coefficients are as follows: 
c_ ^ = Net returns from growing corn on Land A' 
'27,1 discounted to Year 0. 
^22 27 1 ~ Capital required to achieve c^-y ^ 
^23 27 1 ~ hours of April-May labor required 
' ' to achieve c^y ^ 
a„j- 1 = Man hours of August-September labor re-
' ' quired to achieve c^y 
^26 27 1 ~ hours of October-November-December 
' ' labor required to achieve c^y ^ 
^32 27 1 ~ Acres of row crop machinery capacity 
' ' required to achieve Cgy 
-a^l 27 2 ~ Capital transferred to Year 2 capital supply 
Starting with ^ in considering the coefficients separately. 
the derivation may be stated as: 
'27 
Co-, -, = I (Price of corn in Year 1) (Per acre yield of corn 
' on Land A' in Year i ^ 1 
« - -22.27,l] P 
The corn price for Year 7 is the same for all corn activities in the 
problem and has been set at $1.05 per bushel. This is the price the 
farmer expects to receive throughout the planning horizon. The critical 
item to be discussed with respect to this coefficient is the per acre 
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yield of corn on graded land, particularly Land A'. Fairly reliable 
yield estimates are available for Land A in its natural state. Exper­
ience coupled with research efforts have provided enough information 
from which estimates of average yields have been derived. Generalized 
information is also available regarding management and fertilizer prac­
tices necessary to obtain the average yield levels. Such is not the 
case with Land A in its graded state. As yet, actual cropping experi­
ence and experimental data are limited. The result of this is that 
there is no firm basis for estimating corn or any other crop production 
relationships on such land. 
The limited experience does provide some insights into probably 
outcomes of land grading. These have been touched upon earlier. These 
may be sufficient to generate hypotheses that might serve as starting 
points for agronomic and engineering research efforts. A logical start­
ing point might be to hypothesize production functions for various crops 
grown on Land A and Land A'. To begin with a strictly physical function 
should be estimated without strict regard to economic relationships. 
These can be applied to the physical function later. For example, one 
might assume that corn production on Land A followed some functional 
relationship: 
Y = fCX^, X2, Xg, X^, Xg, X^, X^) 47 
where Y = bushels per acre of Land A 
= fertilizer 
= herbicides 
Xo = insecticides 
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X, = seeding rate 
= man hours of labor 
Xg = machine hours 
X^ = moisture level or drainage component 
This function should first be estimated for Land A and then for 
Land A'. 
Y' = f(X , X , X , X. , X_, X;, X. ) 48 
1^ 3 4 5 6 7 
Presently, the general opinion among farmers is that the level of Y' is 
greater than Y but there is no general consensus as to how much greater. 
Furthermore, there is no real idea concerning possible changes in re­
source requirements for crop production on Land A' from those on Land A. 
This does not mean that there is no concern about possible changes in 
such items or labor, fertilizer, and other resource requirements. The 
lessening of such requirements has been stated by farmers as being a 
substantial benefit but one impossible to quantify. 
Specifically, there are a few points that require clarification 
through experimental research methods. One of these is the question of 
changes in fertilizer requirements brought about by land grading. Re­
moval of top soil in some areas has required not only increases in the 
rate of application of fertilizer but change in the analysis. In a few 
cases, the grading of Land A has apparently led to rather new and unique 
fertility problems. Applications of zinc have been tried in some areas 
to restore fertility when other nutrient elements failed. Research is 
presently being conducted regarding this problem. In short, estimates 
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of time and quantity of fertilizer required to restore fertility to 
problem areas are required. Knowledge of the soil should be improved 
so that such problems may be anticipated in advance of a heavy invest­
ment in land grading. 
There is also some evidence indicating that the capacity of Land A 
to absorb inputs may be improved through land grading. Interviews with 
farmers indicated that larger amounts of fertilizer and heavier seeding 
rates were being used on graded land where no special fertility problems 
existed. Another reason for this may be that drainage improvement re­
moved a certain degree of uncertainty and thus the farmer was simply 
more willing to use more of these items. In such a case, an increase 
in these inputs may have increased substantially on the original field 
surface with the need of land grading. This question needs answering 
before knowledgeable decisions may be made. 
Another particular point needing clarification is that regarding 
possible changes in labor and machine efficiency resulting from grading 
Land A. The information needed may require actual time and motion 
studies or at least accurate records of time spent performing various 
operations on Land A and Land A'. A correlation of such data with data 
describing degree of drainage problems would be a further requirement. 
This last component of the production function set forth previously 
is one describing the drainage problem. This is perhaps the most dif­
ficult aspect to attempt to include in a functional relationship. As 
of yet, no completely satisfactory way of estimating the functional 
relationship of crop yields to moisture levels or degree of drainage has 
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been developed. Observation indicates that lack of proper drainage in a 
deterrent to crop production. The interaction of soil moisture levels 
with other factors of production further complicates the problem. 
Drainage problems are the result of random precipitation events occur­
ring on certain types of terrain and soils. The severity of drainage 
problems is a function of amounts of precipitation, lengths of periods 
of precipitation, frequency of precipitation, soil and air temperatures, 
and the drainage characteristics of the land. A measurement problem 
exists whereby the influence of drainage improvement upon crop produc­
tion is too difficult to assess in terms suitable for precise analysis. 
If the production relationships for both Land A and Land A' could 
be estimated so that the differences could be realistically determined, 
then the remainder of the coefficients indicated as lacking could be 
derived and the analysis completed. Until such time as the data problem 
is solved, one can only guess at the physical and economic relationships 
involved, thereby rendering analytical processes useless. The result 
of any empirical analysis can only be as valid as the data used in 
performing the analysis. The same type of data problems exist for the 
remainder of the cropping activities on graded land. 
Continuing with the derivation of the remainder of the unknown 
coefficients for the activity the capital coefficient is con­
sidered next. This coefficient is derived from the production function 
by applying prices to quantities of inputs such as fertilizer, other 
chemicals, seed, and machine time. Physical input data are an absolute 
necessity for this derivation. The amounts of purchased inputs and 
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costs of machinery operation in Year 1 are the essential components of 
the capital coefficient. 
The labor coefficients are almost self-explanatory. These are the 
physical inputs of man hours required to attain the net income figure 
from corn production on an acre of Land A*. The largest component of 
this coefficient is the time required to operate machinery. Changes in 
this coefficient will, therefore, depend largely on changes in machine 
efficiency. 
Inasmuch as machine efficiency measured in time and cost signifi­
cantly influence both capital and labor coefficients, this aspect of 
crop production will be considered in greater detail. A study performed 
by R. T. Burdick set forth a means of analyzing the effects of changing 
technology upon labor and machinery requirements (5). Several factors 
were considered in developing the analysis. Many of them were found to 
be measurable and could be used in the following equation: 
T = 4ïF ) (1 + A) 49 
T is the hours per acre per operation for once over; S is the speed of 
travel in miles per hour; W is the effective width of the machine in 
feet; L is the length of the field in rods; N is the time required for 
turning at the ends of a field expressed in fractions of a minute; and 
A is the over-all service and rest allowance expressed as a decimal. 
The first term of the equation yields the time required to cover 
one acre with no allowance for turns or delay. The second terîn gives 
the added time involved in turning at the end of a field. The third 
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term introduces an allowance for service and all other factors contrib­
uting to the delay of machine operations. Studies are needed whereby 
the influence of land grading on the factors in the equation might be 
determined. Different soil types and conditions should be included in 
such study efforts to ascertain the degree of influence upon machine 
operations. 
Equation 49 may also be used as a basis for estimating the acreage 
capacity of the machinery inventory on a given farm. The estimational 
procedure would require analyzing each machine operation required for 
producing crops. In this case, row crops are being considered. The 
man hours available for each operation would have to be ascertained. 
Let equal man hours available for the i-th operation. This figure 
depends not only upon labor supply but the number of days suitable for 
the operation in terms of weather and soil moisture. The latter set of 
conditions can be estimated through the analysis of weather records. 
Then, if T in Equation 49 is hours per acre, the inverse yields acres 
per hour. Let equal the capacity in acres per hour for performing 
^ H 
operation i. Then = c. the acreage capacity for performing the i-th 
i ^ 
operation. The total capacity for row crop production would be the most 
restrictive c. 
The coefficient a^^ 27 1 considered as unknown because the in­
fluence upon the acreage capacity of the machinery inventory is unknown. 
However, the coefficient might be derived in the following manner. Land 
grading may influence T. on Land A' changing it to T|. Then the acreage 
^ H. ^ 
capacity would change accordingly. —, = G|. The coefficient for use 
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C ' 
of acreage capacity by corn on Land A' would be _i rather than the one 
i 
acre figure used for the same crop on Land A. The coefficient would be 
expressed in decimal form as being either greater or less than one de­
pending upon the influence of land grading upon machine efficiency as 
expressed in T'. 
The last unknown coefficient for the activity X is -a. . 
^ / y 1. 4 JL J «L / 
This indicates the amount of capital made available for Year 2 by this 
activity. It is the sum of c and a or the amount of gross 
27,1 22,27,1 
revenue yielded by the activity. The only requirement is to find the 
values of the two components. 
The unknown coefficients for the remainder of the activities are 
the same type as those for X . They would be derived in a manner 
27,1 
similar to those discussed and, therefore, further discussion of them 
would be repetitious. However, some additional activities and restraints 
enter into the picture during Year 1. The purchasing of sugar beet 
machinery and irrigation equipment are added together with supply rows 
for each. These are necessary for the production of sugar beets which 
is included in an additional cropping for graded land. The purchasing 
activities are handled in the conventional manner using negative dis­
counted prices in the crow, positive coefficients in the capital row 
and a negative one in the appropriate supply rows. The negative one 
coefficient indicates the addition of one acre of sugar beet machine and 
irrigation capacity. The capital coefficients reflect the amount of 
capital necessary to purchase the additional capacity. 
All prices and net returns in the crow are discounted using a 
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rate of six per cent in the general formulation of the discount factor 
^ where n is number of the year in the planning horizon. This 
(1 -b .06) 
figure represents the market rate of interest for capital. It may be 
interpreted as an opportunity cost or as a risk discount. In this case 
where the rate of four per cent is considered as an opportunity cost for 
capital in the capital transfer activities, the discount factor may be 
interpreted as a risk discount or simply as representation of the opera­
tor's preference for funds now rather than in the future. The precise 
figure and its interpretation are difficult to ascertain and will vary 
among operators. 
Year 9^ tableau 
Figure 16 in the appendix is included to illustrate how the activi­
ties in this year differ from the rest of the planning horizon. The 
data problems for these activities are identical to those of the other 
portions of the over-all tableau. Year 9 is the terminal year of the 
planning horizon, and so no long-term investment activities are included 
for consideration. All cropping activities are included together with 
purchasing activities for sugar beet machinery, irrigation equipment, 
capital, and labor. The investment activities of land forming and land 
purchasing are not included as these probably would not be seriously 
considered as final year activities. There is some doubt whether the 
purchase of sugar beet machinery and irrigation equipment should be 
included. However, the problem is structured so that this type of in­
vestment would have to occur during the year following land grading if 
the sugar beet rotation is chosen. Therefore, these activities are 
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necessary to the decision to grow sugar beets in Year 9 on land graded 
in Year 8. 
Summary 
The specific aspects of application of the proposed model to a 
case farm in western Iowa have been set forth in this chapter. The 
purpose of considering a specific situation was to illustrate clearly 
the kind and quality of data required to adequately perform an jex ante 
normative analysis that would serve to guide an investment decision 
which included a land forming practice as an alternative. Basically the 
data needs can only be met through the availability of deeper knowledge 
regarding changes wrought by land forming in the physical aspects of 
crop production. More precise input-output information closely related 
to soil and topography conditions is clearly required. More knowledge 
concerning soil-plant-water interrelationships is sorely needed to 
better assess the benefits of drainage. These needs must first be met 
in the area of the sciences of agronomy and agricultural engineering 
before the tools of economic analysis can be used in a meaningful 
fashion. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
This study has been concerned with developing a conceptual and 
analytical framework encompassing the economic aspects of a new tech­
nology of land improvement in the eastern United States. Particular 
emphasis is placed upon the problems facing the individual farm firm 
in considering the use of this new technology. The new technology, land 
forming, is an outgrowth of land leveling activities in the irrigated 
regions of the western United States. Land leveling techniques intro­
duced into the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River during periods 
of extended drouth served as the basis for development in the eastern 
United States of topography modifying practices intended to better con­
trol water on agricultural land surfaces. 
Land forming today consists of the three basic practices of land 
grading, land shaping and land smoothing. Land grading involves forming 
a field surface to a precision grade for the primary purpose of improv­
ing surface drainage. However, the design standards are often modified 
to enhance supplemental irrigation, thereby creating a dual purpose for 
this practice. Land grading is most commonly associated with practically 
level topography and soils having relatively poor drainage characteris­
tics. Land shaping is used on rolling or hilly lands to slow the move­
ment of water and provide a land surface more compatible to the use of 
large high speed farm machinery. A combination of practices including 
terracing, smoothing, and large scale earth moving are used to create a 
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uniform land surface with a minimum of terrace caused point rows. Land 
smoothing refers to the more minor improvement of field surfaces through 
the use of implements such as land planes, land levelers, or land 
smoothers. This practice is capable of correcting surface drainage 
problems caused by minor undulations of level topography on poorly 
drained soils. This practice is also used in connection with land grad­
ing and land shaping to finish field surfaces to a greater degree of 
precision than might be possible otherwise. 
The costs of forming land are divided into three basic categories 
of pre-construction costs, construction costs and post-construction 
costs. These categories constitute the initial investment required to 
form a new land surface. Pre-construction costs include engineering 
services necessary to design and lay out the new field surface as well 
as other miscellaneous operations necessary to preparing for the con­
struction phase. Included among the miscellaneous operations are re­
moval of field obstacles and rough grading operations to assist in lay­
out and design. Construction costs include earth-moving costs and 
finishing costs. Earth moving is usually the most expensive portion 
of the initial investment in a formed land surface as it involves the 
use of heavy earth-moving machinery. Important variables influencing 
earth-moving costs include size and combination of machines and the size 
of land area to be graded. Finishing the field surface involves the use 
of a land leveler or smoother to obtain the desired degree of precision 
in slope and uniformity of surface. Post-construction costs are those 
expenses required to bring the finished field surface to its greatest 
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crop producing potential. This basically involves restoration of 
fertility to areas denuded of top soil in the earth-moving operations 
and the treatment of areas suffering from compaction resulting from the 
earth-moving operations. 
The benefits resulting from the use of land forming practices can 
be classified into two broad categories: water control benefits and 
machine efficiency benefits. Broadly speaking, the first category in­
cludes those benefits arising from the control of surface water. In 
land grading the timely removal of excess surface water to ameliorate 
drainage problems may result in increased yields and more uniform yield 
levels over time. The latter would be the result of reducing the ad­
verse effects of extremely long or heavy rainfall periods. Excess soil 
moisture and surface ponding tends to inhibit crop growth in a number 
of ways as well as hindering timely field operations. Land grading also 
assists in the uniform distribution of supplemental irrigation water 
over field surfaces as well as providing for uniform distribution of 
water from natural precipitation. Variation in crop yield levels over 
time may be further reduced in this manner. 
Benefits arising from water control in land shaping are those as­
sociated with enabling intensive cropping activities to be conducted on 
sloping field surfaces without irreparable damage from water caused 
erosion processes. Land shaping is distinguished from older standard 
terracing procedures by its emphasis on the elimination of point rows 
and the creation of smooth uniform surfaces between terraces. Water flow 
between terraces is distributed more uniformly to reduce water channel­
ing and to enhance moisture management. 
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The benefits accruing to land smoothing appear to be p r.ilar to 
those resulting from land grading. However, the surface irregularity 
problems that may be solved in this fashion are necessarily of a lesser 
magnitude than in the case of land grading. Land smoothing is basically 
a tillage operation performed annually to solve minor ponding problems 
on level field surfaces. Benefits from water control may be in the form 
of improved crop yields and more timely machine operations in areas sub­
ject to ponding problems. The use of land levelers or smoothers as 
finishing tools in land grading or shaping operations must also be con­
sidered as an integral part of construction procedures. These tools may 
also be used in performing maintenance on formed field surfaces thereby 
extending their useful life. 
Machine efficiency benefits may take several forms. On graded 
field surfaces, benefits in the form of less machine time, lower rates 
of machine repair, and reduced operator fatigue have been cited in 
several instances. These are attributed solely to a smooth uniform 
field surface which facilitates the operation of farm implements at 
higher speeds with less damage to both machine and operator from surface 
irregularities. In land shaping one of the guiding norms is to enhance 
machine operations on sloping field surfaces. The minimizing of the 
number of point rows associated with terracing together with creating 
smooth uniform inter-terrace areas serve to facilitate speed and ease of 
machine operation. Furthermore, such land surfaces enable the use of 
larger capacity machinery than might be possible with other types of 
terracing. Land smoothing is also claimed to have a beneficial effect 
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on speed and ease of machinery operation. Again, this is reported to 
be the result of smoother and more uniform field surfaces. 
The basic economic problem facing the individual firm is that of 
making an investment decision. Land forming practices are defined as 
conservation in the sense that conservation is an investment in enhanc­
ing the productivity potential of land resources. Land forming prac­
tices are adopted by individual farmers on the expectation that new 
production relationships will be forthcoming enabling more product per 
unit of input or the same amount of product with less input. The basic 
type of investment involved is a direct investment made by an individual 
at one point in time from which a continuous output is forthcoming during 
future time periods. 
In analyzing land forming practices for the purpose of decision 
making, the individual firm must consider several related aspects. The 
size of capital investment required to institute the practices is one of 
the first items to be considered. The components of this aspect have 
already been summarized. The specific amount depends entirely upon the 
particular problem to be solved. In most cases involving major earth 
moving activities the size of capital investment is considered to be 
relatively large. In the specific case of land grading considered in 
this study, the investment by the firm was $86.78 per acre. This does 
not include $45.00 per acre from AGP cost sharing funds which represents 
an additional investment by the general public. The total investment 
would be $131.78 per acre. 
Of equal importance is an evaluation of the returns or benefits 
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forthcoming from the investment. These arise from the two general 
properties of technological improvement: the development of a new 
production function and the alteration of the marginal physical rates 
of substitution between factors. The first makes possible increased 
production with the same level of input or the same level of production 
with less input. The result is a tendency to reduce the average cost 
per unit of output. The related reduction in marginal costs will tend 
to cause the firm to use more resources and hence increase production 
and net revenues. The firm investing in land forming practices is con­
sidered to be operating in a purely competitive market and so have no 
influence over prices. 
The second property of a technological improvement may cause the 
firm to change its resource mix depending upon price relationships. An 
evaluation of this property is important to the firm in determining 
optimum levels of output and the optimum resource mix. 
The firm must evaluate the benefits from technological improvement 
in terms of its planning horizon. The static concepts must be extended 
to consider time inasmuch as the benefits from an investment in land 
forming are expected to be forthcoming over several time periods. The 
approach suggested by Hicksian dynamics appears well suited to assisting 
the firm in planning production over its planning horizon where land 
forming is among the alternatives to be considered. The approach to 
dynamics suggested by Hicks incorporates the principle of discounting 
future returns to the present as a means of measuring the value of a 
production plan. The discounting technique also appears to be the most 
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useful means of evaluating any single investment alternative as well as 
making comparisons for the purpose of choosing among several alterna­
tives . 
Dynamic linear programming based upon the principles of Hicksian 
dynamics enables empirical application of this conceptual framework. 
In applying it to the individual firm, the production activities are 
defined to reflect different methods of production. Cropping activities 
performed on formed land surfaces are different than those on unformed 
land surfaces. Corn grown on graded fields has a different set of 
input-output coefficients than corn produced on other types of land 
surfaces. Investment activities may be included in the problem to re­
flect investment opportunities available to the firm or those under 
consideration by the individual decision maker. Investments in land 
forming practices as well as others may be included. 
In the particular case situation in western Iowa, only crop pro­
duction activities were considered in the firm's production plan. 
These reflected the cash-grain type of operation that the firm wished 
to pursue. The activities were refined to reflect production on three 
classes of land defined on the basis of soil, topography and locational 
features. Each cropping activity was defined as to land class and as 
to whether the land was graded or un-graded. This refinement greatly 
increases the number of alternative processes from which to choose 
and enlarges the problem accordingly. Investment activities were in­
cluded to enable the firm to choose between land grading, buying more 
land, and installing irrigation upon graded land. Other purchasing 
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activities enable the firm to increase the amount of available resources. 
A family consumption activity was included to reflect the household re­
quirements for capital. Transfer activities enabled the firm to trans­
fer the results of one year's activities for use as resources in the 
following year. Each activity was also defined as to its specific year 
in the planning horizon. À cropping activity in a specific year is a 
separate process than the same crop in another year. This further en­
larges the problem. 
The activities of the firm were limited by a set of restrictions 
for each year of the planning horizon. These reflected the actual situ­
ation facing the individual decision maker with respect to availability 
of resources and certain other household and institutional restrictions. 
Many of the restrictions in the original problem for years in the future 
were allowed to be established by the outcome of production activities 
in the preceding years. This permits more flexibility in determining 
the optimum production plan. Restrictions other than those usually im­
posed by scarce resources included capital rationing, household consump­
tion needs, and ÀCP cost sharing funds. All input purchasing and in­
vestment activities were limited by a capital rationing restriction 
defining the limit for the entire planning horizon. This capital 
rationing restriction reflected internal capital rationing more than 
external capital rationing. Land grading was restricted to take maximum 
advantage of AGP cost sharing assistance as set forth in current regula­
tions. 
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Conclusions 
This study has provided a conceptual and empirical framework for 
an ex ante normative analysis of the economic problem facing an individ­
ual firm in planning production for a specific multi-period planning 
horizon where land forming investments are being considered among many 
other investment and production alternatives. In considering a specific 
case of land forming, a definite gap has been defined regarding the 
availability of data necessary to perform an adequate analysis. The 
data needs are predominantly noticeable with respect to developing 
meaningful production coefficients for activities conducted on formed 
land. The possible benefits indicated for land forming practices point 
toward differences in production relationships on formed land as opposed 
to those on existing field surfaces. However, the lack of precise in­
formation prohibits quantifying these differences. 
Much of the data needed are those describing the changes in physi­
cal and technical production relationships resulting from land forming. 
The economic impact of land forming is highly dependent upon its effects 
on the physical, biological, and mechanical relationships necessary to 
the production of crops. These relationships are complex and not fully 
discerned yet. The suggestions about to be made do not indicate the 
depth and complexity of the problems confronting the researcher in the 
various technical fields that would be concerned. They do, however, 
indicate the type and quality of data needed to perform a useful econom­
ic analysis of land forming practices. 
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The practice of Land grading in the eastern United States requires 
additional research with respect to several topics. Perhaps the most 
important and one of the most difficult is to determine more precisely 
the changes in crop yield response that result from improving surface 
drainage. Excess moisture tends to inhibit plant growth and land grad­
ing is one means of removing excess moisture from the plant environment. 
However, land grading may not solve the entire problem. Experimental 
data investigating the relationship of crop yields to surface drainage 
are needed. Such data should be collected for a large number of crops 
over a wide variety of soils and drainage problems. Experimental plots 
would be useful if their layout could be designed to permit statistical­
ly valid comparisons between soils and between drainage conditions for 
each crop. 
Closely related are the effects of land grading upon the physical 
efficiency of fertilizers. This is a two sided problem. One side is 
concerned with the problem of restoring fertility to areas denuded of 
topsoil. The other is concerned with the comparison of crop response 
to fertilizer on graded soils with that on un-graded soils. In certain 
land grading situations the restoration of fertility has called for in­
creased use of fertilizer material for a varying number of years to re­
build pre-grading fertility levels. In some cases, the fertility loss 
has not been able to be restored through the use of conventional ele­
ments. This problem requires more study to determine the reasons for 
the fertility loss and the means for solution. 
The second side of the problem is that of determining the direction 
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and magnitude of changes in crop yield response resulting from land 
grading. Farmer interviews in western Iowa indicated that definite 
changes in fertilization practices were made after land grading. Some 
of the changes were made to compensate for fertility lost in the removal 
of topsoil. Most changes, however, were made for other less well de­
fined reasons. The cases where yield increases were reported after 
grading were also those reporting increased fertilizer use. As a re­
sult, no determination could be made regarding the amounts of yield 
effect that could be attributed to land grading alone. More precise 
data are needed regarding the influence of land grading on fertilizer 
efficiency. Again, a closely controlled experimental study involving 
several soil and crop combinations is in order. 
Another important area requiring further study is that of determin­
ing the effects of land grading upon timeliness of machine operations 
and how this, in turn, influences crop yields. This benefit was men­
tioned quite often throughout the literature but no measurements have 
been made. Interviews with farmers investing in land grading did not 
yield sufficient data of suitable precision to assist in this study. 
The improvement of surface drainage is considered to assist in the time­
liness of performing tillage and harvesting operations. In turn, crop 
yields are expected to benefit. Data needed to adequately describe this 
benefit must reflect soil, topography and crop differences. Experimen­
tal data would be helpful if it can be obtained from large plots or 
whole fields. 
The possibility of improved machine efficiency on graded field 
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surfaces must be more fully explored. Again, farmer interviews did not 
yield enough data to adequately measure differences in machine efficien­
cy resulting from land grading. Time and motion studies of machine op­
erations are needed on a wide variation of soils and topography to ade­
quately estimate possible benefits. Included with such studies should 
be records of operating and repair costs to fully round out the needed 
information. 
Data needs with regard to land shaping are approximately the same 
type as those for land grading. Information is needed regarding the 
erosion control efficiency of "cut and fill" terracing procedures rela­
tive to that of other terracing procedures. The same type of informa­
tion regarding crop response to fertilizers needed with respect to land 
grading is needed for land shaping. The same types of fertility restor­
ation problems are found in land shaping. A similar situation exists 
regarding machine efficiency aspects of land shaping. Much of the ef­
fort in land shaping is devoted to overcoming the objections of farmers 
to machine efficiency problems experienced on older types of terraces. 
Time and motion studies combined with studies of operation costs are 
needed to adequately clarify such benefits. 
Measurement of drainage benefits is needed with respect to land 
smoothing. As in land grading, data regarding benefits of timely til­
lage and harvesting operations and machine efficiency are needed. 
Studies similar to those proposed for land grading would be useful in 
obtaining the needed data. 
The indicated data problems must be solved before meaningful 
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economic analysis of land forming practices can be pursued profitably. 
One further recommendation is that the combined efforts of interdisci­
plinary research involving economists, soil scientists, agricultural 
engineers, and other specialists be devoted to the problems of land form­
ing. This recommendation is based on the fact that the interrelated 
physical aspects of land forming practices have an economic impact upon 
farm firms that adopt them. Inasmuch as economic considerations play a 
large part in a firm's decision to invest in these practices, economic 
analyses based upon the best possible agronomic and engineering data 
would appear to be a necessity. However, land forming practices are 
presently being recommended to and adopted by farmers on the basis of 
limited knowledge regarding technical production relationships and with­
out adequate consideration of the possible economic repercussions. 
Interdisciplinary research can and should begin to provide the needed 
knowledge and guidance. 
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AM b23,i 
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OND 
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1-29,1 
Cq ^30,1 
^31,1 
MacbRcb32,l 
Machggbgg 1 
Irr. b34 T 
Figure 14. Partial tableau for programming the case farm: year 0 
activities 
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25.82 19.67 -86.78 -86.78 -86.78 -300.00 -.06 
COSbg COSbQ Grade A Grade B Grade G Buy B Buy Cap. 
^8,0 %9,0 %10,0 %11,0 %12,0 %13,0 %14,0 
^ ^1,0 
® ^2,0 1 
G ^3,0 1 
Cap Q 20.28 21,01 
AM b5^o 1.21 1.29 
^6,0 1.07 1.27 
AS hy^Q .13 .13 
OND bg Q .93 1.03 
AGP bg Q 
^10,0 
^11,0 -.333 
^12,0 -.333 
Rot bi3 0 
Cons bi4 0 
Mach bis^o 1 1 
^ ^16,1 
® ^17,1 -.667 
^ ^ 18,1 -.667 
^19,1 
^20,1 
^21,1 
Cap. b22 1 -46.10 -40.68 
^ ^23,1 
JJ b24^i 
AS b25^i 
^26,1 
^27,1 
^ ^28,1 
^29,1 
^G ^ 30,1 
Cons bgi 1 
Machj^c'^32 ^ 1 
Machggbgg^i 
Irr. b34 1 
86.78 86.78 86.78 300.00 -1.00 
45,00 45.00 45.00 
1.00 
-1 
-1 
Figure 14 (Continued) 
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-1.25 -1.25 -1.25 •1.25 .04 
Buy labor Buy labor Buy labor Buy labor Capital 
AM JJ AS OND transfer 
X 15,0 %16,0 %17,0 Xl8,0 Xl9,0 
A b 
B b 
C b 
1,0 
2,0 
3,0 
Cap b^^Q 
AM b^ 0 
JJ b 
AS b-
6 , 0  
'7,0 
OND bg Q 
ACP bg Q 
blO,0 
^11,0 
^12,0 
Rot bi3 0 
Cons b 14,0 
Mach b 15,0 
A b 
B b 
16,1 
17,1 
C bl8,l 
A' b 
B' b. 
19,1 
'20 ,1  
C b2l,l 
^22,1 
AM b23,l 
JJ b 
AS b. 
24,1 
'25,1 
^26,1 
^27,1 
4; ^28,1 
^29,1 
^30,1 
Cons bgi 1 
MachRcbgz,! 
MachsBbss^l 
Irr. b 34,1 
1.25 
-1 
1.25 1.25 1.25 1.00 
- 1  
- 1  
-1.04 
Figure 14 (Continued) 
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Transfer A Transfer B Transfer C Consumption 
^20,0 %21,0 %22,0 %23,0 
1,0 
2,0 
A b 
B b 
^ ^ 3,0 
Cap b^ 0 
AM b5^o 
^6,0 
AS by^Q 
OKD bg 0 
AGP bg 0 
^>10,0 
^c. ^11,0 
^12,0 
Rot bi3 0 
Cons b 14,0 
Mach b 15,0 
A b 
B b 
16,1 
17,1 
^ ^18,1 
^19,1 
^20,1 
^21,1 
Gap ^22,1 
AM b23,i 
JJ b24 1 
AS b25^i 
OND b26,i 
27,1 ACP b 
^28,1 
% ^29,1 
•^G ^30,1 
Cons bgi 1 
Machj^c'^32,1 
MachsBb33,i 
Irr. b34 1 
-1 
-1 
Figure 14 (Continued) 
A bl,0 
® ^2,0 
C b3,o 
Cap b4^o 
AM b5^o 
^6,0 
AS by^o 
OND bg^o 
AGP bg^o 
4; ^10,0 
^11,0 
bl2,0 
Rat bi3^o 
Cons bi4 0 
Mach bi5^o 
^ ^16,1 
® ^17,1 
C bl8,l 
^19,1 
B' ^20,1 
^21,1 
Cap h 22^1 
^ ^23,1 
JJ b24^i 
^25,1 
OND b26^i 
^27,1 
^G ^ 28,1 
% ^29,1 
^G ^ 30,1 
Cons h^i^i 
MachR h^2,l 
Machggbgg,! 
Irr. b34 1 
^ ^35,2 
® ^36,2 
C bg? 2 
A* ^38,2 
B' bgg 2 
c t.40,2 
Cap b^i 2 
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19.16 31.73 
B 
28.64 
'27,1 '28,1 '29,1 
*24,1 ^25,1 X 26,1 X 27,1 X 28 ,1  X 29,1 
29.06 29.37 29.49 
1.66 1.32 1.56 
1.31 1.04 1.23 
0 0 0 
2.06 1.64 1.94 
*22,27,1 *22,28,1 *22,29,1 
a- 23,27,1 * 23,28,1 ^ 23,29,1 
^ 24,27,1 ^ 24,28,1 ^ 24,29,1 
^ 25,27,1 ^ 25,28,1 ^ 25,29,1 
a 26,27,1 * 26,28,1 * 26,29,1 
- 1  
-1 
-1 
32,27,1 ^  32,28,1 ^  32,29,1 
- 1  
- 1  
-47.25 -63.00 
-59.85 -a 41 27,2"* 41,28,2"* 41,29,2 
Figure 15. Partial tableau for programming the case farm: year 1 
activities 
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19.58 30.65 27.37 
^33,1 ^34,1 ^35,1 
CGSb^ CCSbg CCSbg CCSb^, CCSbgi CCSbç t 
%30,1 %31,1 ^32,1 %33,1 %34,1 X35,l 
A b 
B b 
G b 
1,0 
2,0 
'3,0 
Cap b4^o 
AM b5^o 
JJ bg^o 
AS by Q 
OND bg 0 
AGP bg Q 
^10,0 
% bll,0 
Cg ^12,0 
Rat bi3 0 
Cons b^^^o 
Mach bi5^o 
A ^16,1 
^ ^ 17,1 
^ ^ 18,1 
^19,1 
^20,1 
^21,1 
Cap ^22,1 
AM b. 
JJ b 
AS b 
OND b 
'23,1 
24,1 
25,1 
26,1 
^27,1 
^28,1 
% ^29,1 
Cg ^ 30,1 
Cons 
MachR 3^2,1 
MachsBt'33,1 
l'b ^34,1 
^ ^35,2 
B b 
C b 
36,2 
37,2 
A' b 
B' b 
C b, 
38,2 
39,2 
'40,2 
Cap b^i 2 
25.41 25.51 25.56 *22,33,1 *22,34,1 *22,35,1 
1.75 1.48 1.64 
*23,33,1 *23,34,1 *23,35,1 
1.10 .91 1.03 
*24,33,1 *24,34,1 *24,35,1 1—1 
.13 .13 
*25,33,1 *25,34,1 *25,35,1 
1.79 1.48 1.68 *26,33,1 *26,34,1 *26,35,1 
- 1  
-1 
-46.16 -58.00 
Figure 15 (Continued) 
^32,33,1 *32,34,1 *32,35,1 
-1 
-1 
- 1  
-54.57 
-*41,33,1 -*41,34,1 -*41,35,1 
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15.55 24.36 18.56 
*^39,1 ^40,1 ^41,1 
COSb^ COSbg COSbQ COSb^i COSbgI COSbQ' 
%36,1 %37,1 %38,1 %39,1 %40,1 %41,1 
^ ^1,0 
^ ^ 2,0 
 ^^ 3,0 
Cap 0 
AM b^ 0 
JJ bg 0 
AS by^o 
OND bg 0 
ACP bg 0 
^10,0 
®G ^11,0 
^12,0 
Rat bi3 0 
Cons bi4o 
Mach bis 0 
^ ^16,1 
® ^17,1 
^ ^ 18,1 
^19,1 
2^0,1 
^21,1 
Cap b22,i 
^ ^23,1 
^24,1 
^ ^25,1 
OND b26,l 
b27,l 
Aq b28^i -.333 
Bg b29 I -.333 
^G ^ 30,1 -.333 
Cons bgi 1 
MachR bgg 1 11 1 *32,39,1 *32,40,1 *32,41,1 
Bbchssbssil 
Irr b34 1 
A ^ 35,2 -'667 
B bgg 2 -'667 
C b2 "*667 
^38,2 
B' bgg 2 
^40,2 
^41,2 -36.48 -46.10 -40,68 -*41^39,2 "*41,40,2 "*41,41,2 
Figure 15 (Continued) 
20.00 20.28 21.01 
*22,39,1 *22,40,1 *22,41,1 
1.37 1.21 1.29 *23,39,1 *23,40,1 *23,41,1 
1.18 1.07 1.27 *24,39,1 *24,40,1 *24,41,1 
.14 .13 .13 *25,39,1 *25,40,1 *25,41,1 
1.10 .93 1.03 
*26,39,1 *26,40,1 *26,41,1 
264 
C42,l C43,i C44 1 -81.95 -81.95 -81.95 
CSbSB.I CSbSBni CSbSBpi Grade Grade Grade 
A B C_ 
%42,1 %43,1 %44,1 %45,1 %46,1 %47,1 
^ ^1,0 
B ^2,0 
^ ^ 3,0 
Cap 0 
AM 
AS by^o 
OND bg^o 
ACP bg^o 
^ bl0,0 
% '^ 11,0 
^G ^ 12,0 
Rat bi3 0 
Cons bi4 0 
Mach bis^o 
^ ^ 16,1 
B tl7,l 
^ ^18,1 
A' big T 1 
=' hzo:l 
^21,1 ^ 
Gap ^22,1 *22,42,1 *22,43,1 *22,44,1 86.78 86.78 86.78 
^ ^23,1 *23,42,1 *23,43,1 *23,44,1 
^24,1 *24,42,1 *24,43,1 *24,44,1 
AS bgg^i 325,42,1 *25,43,1 *25,44,1 
OND b26,i *26,42,1 *26,43,1 *26,44,1 
ACP 45.00 45.00 45.00 
4; ^28,1 ^ 
®G ^29,1 ^ 
^G ^30,1 ^ 
Cons bgi 1 
Machj^ h^2,l *32,42,1 *32,43,1 *32,44,1 
Machggbgg .333 .333 .333 
Irr b , .333 .333 .333 
^ ^35,2 
^ ^ 36,2 
G ^37,2 
A' bgg 2 -1 -1 
B' bgg 2 
^40,2 
Cap b^i 2 -*41,42: "*41,43,1 "*41,44,1 
Figure 15 (Continued) 
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-283.02 -6.21 -35.38 
Buy Buy mach. Buy Borrow Hire 
B sugar beet Irrig. capital labor 
X/, Q 1 X/ 1 Xrr 
-.057 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 
Hire 
labor 
Hire 
labor 
*48,1 ^49 1 y 0,1 X 51,1 %52,1 Xc i,l %54,1 
A b 
B b 
C h'. 
1 , 0  
2 , 0  
JJ b 
'3,0 
Cap b^ Q 
AM bs 0 
6 , 0  
AS by Q 
OND bg 0 
AGP bg 0 
^10,0 
^11,0 
^12,0 
^13,0 
Cons b 14.0 
Mach b 15,0 
A b 
B b 
16,1 
17,1 
G bl8,l 
A' hig^i 
^20,1 
^21,1 
Gap h22^I 
^ ^23,1 
^24,1 
AS b25^i 
OND b 
AGP b 
26,1 
27,1 
300.00 6.58 37.50 1.25 1.25 1.25 
•1 
- 1  
-1 
4; ^28,1 
% ^29,1 
GQ ^30,1 
Cons bgi^i 
MachR bgz 1 
MachgBbga,! 
Irr b34^i 
-1 
-1 
A 
^35,2 
B 
^36,2 
C 
^37,2 
A' ^ 38,2 
B' ^ 39,2 
C' ^ 40,2 
Cap b^i 2 
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-1 .18 
Hire 
labor 
.038 
Cap. 
trans. 
Trans < 
A 
Trans. 
B 
Trans. 
C 
Cons. 
X, 55,1 X 56,1 X 57,1 X 58,1 X 59,1 X 60,1 
A b 
B b 
C b 
1,0 
2,0 
'3,0 
Cap b^ Q 
AM b: 
JJ b 
AS b 
'5,0 
6 , 0  
7,0 
OND bg^o 
ACP bg^Q 
h ^10,0 
% ^11,0 
^12,0 
Rat bi3 0 
Cons bi4^o 
Mach bi5^o 
^ ^ 16,1 
^ ^ 17,1 
C bl8,l 
A' b 
B' b 
C b 
19,1 
20,1 
21,1 
Gap b22,i 
AM b23,i 
JJ b< 
AS b 
OND b 
'24,1 
25,1 
26,1 
b27,l 
4; ^28,1 
®G ^29,1 
CQ ^30,1 
Cons bgi 1 
MachRb32^1 
Machggbgg^^ 
Irr b34^i 
A b 
B b 
C ^37,2 
A' b 
35,2 
36,2 
B' b 
C b 
38,2 
39,2 
40,2 
Cap b4i^2 
1.25 
- 1  
- 1  
-1 
- 1  
-1.04 
Figure 15 (Continued) 
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10.77 19.91 17.97 c_ . C - ^ 323,9 324,9 325,9 
CA Cc CA< Cgi Cc' 
' X320,9 ^321,9 ^322,9 %323,9 %324,9 %325,9 
^ ^168,9 1 
® ^169,9 1 
^ ^ 170,9 1 ' 
A' b^y^^g 1 
^172,9 1 
^173,9 1 
Cap b^y^ g 29.06 29.37 29.41 *174,323, 9 *174,324,9 *174,325 ,9 
AM g 1.66 1.32 1,56 
*175,323, 9 *175,324,9 *175,325 ,9 
^176,9 1.31 1,04 1.23 *176,323, 9 *176,324,9 *176,325 ,9 
^177,9 0 0 0 *177,323, 9 *177,324,9 *177,325 ,9 
OND b^yg g 2.06 1.64 1.94 *178,323, 9 *178,324,9 *178,325 ,9 
Cons b^yg g 
Machg b^go^g 1 1 1 *180,323, 9 *180,324,9 *180,325 ,9 
MachsBbi8i^9 
Irr- bl82,9 
12.28 19.23 17.17 
*329,9 ^330,9 ^331,9 
CGSb^ CCSbg GCSbg CCSb^i CCSbg1 CCSb^ t 
*326,9 *327,9 *3%,9 *329,9 *330,9 *331,9 
^ ^168,9 1 
^ ^ 169,9 1 
C bl70,9 1 
A' b^y^^g 1 
B' ^ 172,9 1 
^173,9 1 
Cap b^y^^g 25,41 25,51 - 25.56 
*174,329, 9 *174,339,9 *174,331 ,9 
^ ^175,9 1.75 1.48 1.64 *175,329, 9 *175,330,9 *175,331 ,9 
bl76,9 1.10 .91 1.03 *176,329, 9 *176,330,9 *176,331 ,9 
^177,9 .14 .13 ,13 *177,329, 9 *177,330,9 *177,331 ,9 
OND b^yg^g 1.79 1.48 1,68 *178,329, 9 *178,330,9 *178,331 ,9 
Cons g 
Machgbigg g 1 1 1 *180,329, 9 *180,330,9 *180,331 ,9 
Machggb^gi^g 
-
Irrc b^g2,9 
Figure 16. Partial tableau for programming the case farm: year 9 
activities 
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9.75 15.28 1164 
^335,9 ^336,9 ^337,9 
COSb, A COSb COSb COSb^, COSbg, COSbg, 
%332,9 %333,9 %334,9 %335,9 %336,9 %337,9 
^ ^168,9 1 
® ^169,9 1 
^ ^ 170,9 1 
^^171,9 1 
^172,9 1 
C' b 1 
173,9 
Cap bi74 g 20.00 20.28 21,01 *174,335,9 *174,336,9 *174,337,9 
^ ^175,9 1.37 1.21 1.29 *175,335,9 *175,336,9 *175,337,9 
^176,9 1.18 1,07 1.27 *176,335,9 *176,336,9 *176,337,9 
AS b^yy g .14 .13 ,13 *177,335,9 *177,336,9 *177,337,9 
^178,9 1.10 .93 1.03 *178,335,9 *178,336,9 *178,337,9 
Cons b^yg g 
MachR bi80,9 1 1 1 *180,335,9 *180,336,9 *180,337,9 
MachgBt'181,9 
^182,9 
C „ „ C. c -3.89 -22.20 338,9 339,9 340,9 
CSbSB A' CSbSB B' CSbSBgI Buy mach Buy 
SB irrig. 
X 338,9 X 339,9 X 340,9 X 341,9 %342,! 
^ ^168,9 
® ^169,9 
^ ^ 170,9 
A' b_.  , - 1 171,9 
^172,9 1 
^173,9 
1 
Cap b^y^^g *174,338,9 *174,339,9 *174,340,9 
AM b^ys^g *175,338,9 *175,339,9 *175,340,9 
^176,9 *176,338,9 *176,339,9 *176,340,9 
^177,9 *177,338,9 *177,339,9 *177,340,9 
OND b^yg^g *178,338,9 *178,339,9 *178,340,9 
Cons b^yg g 
Mâcha ^ 180,9 *180,338,9 *180,339,9 *180,340,9 
MachgBbi8i,9 .333 .333 .333 
^182,9 
.333 .333 .333 
Figure 16 (Continued) 
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-.036 -.74 -.74 -.74 -.74 M ' 
Borrow Hire Hire Hire Hire Family 
capital labor labor labor labor cons. 
*343,9 *344,9 g *346,9 %347,9 *348,9 
^ ^168,9 
® ^169,9 
^ ^ 170,9 
^171,9 
^172,9 
^173,9 
Cap g -1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 
AM ^ 175,9 -1 
^176,9 
AS b^yy g -1 
OND bi7g g -1 
Cons b^^g g 
MachR bi8Ô,9 
KachsBbl81,9 
Irr, b^g2,9 
Figure 16 (Continued) 
